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Substantial Increase
All Around.
_

A Good

Argument for McKinley’s
Election.

great as popular opinion would indicate,
the figures for 1899 and 1900 show a gratifying average Increase over the conditions
of 1891 and 1893, when wages in gold were
higher than at any period In the history
of the country prior to the present year.”
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Beautiful.
Fall and Winter stock In footwear Is
arriving dally. We nave already received
of
the latfestind nobbiest styles. Just
many
the kind of Boots and Shoes that you pay
to
for. In oilier large cities. Our
$10
$6
prices on the best make of High grade
footwear range from $2.00 to $6.00.
Our

SCIENTIFIC FITTERS.
shoes, and
take

just as much pains in fitting yfiur feet to
footwear at lower prices.
footWe carry more than one line
wear, consequently you have a larger assortment to select your footwear from.
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St.

FOOTWEAR FITTERS.
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of Portland, Maine,

$100,000.00

Surplus and Undivided Profits, $33,000,00
■

Solicits the accounts of BauI(§,Mercantile Firms, Corporation1* and
Individuals, and is prepared to furnish its patrons the best facilities
and liberal accommodations.
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O.P. R. R. Train Held

lleved of the constant
presence of local
committees on the train. The practice In
most States Is for committee from each
at whioh Mr. Bryan is scheduled to stop,
to meet his train an hour or two before
their town is reached and ride In with
him. The consequence is that the train is

Answers

tour the State committee has been
represented from the various stopping
places have not been encouraged by the
State managers thp result being to give
the national candidate far more time for
rest and reading and the preparation of

Up

GROWING UNPOPULAR.
Kaiser’s

China

Policy

Not

Candidate

j
|

of

Charges
Bryan.

0

Tells Why lie Can’t Suppress the
lee Trust.

He Has Done

His

Part

Towards It.

Approved

October
14.
Berlin,
Germany’s
China policy
is growing
unpopular
among the great manufacturers in West
Germany, owing to the severe reaction in
business, the absence of orders and the
heavy fall in Industrial shares.
Most of the papers today discuss the
expression “World-empire” used by Emperor William in his speech at the laying
of the foundation 6tone of the imperial
museum
at Saaleburg all denying that
Germany has any such intention as might
seem to have been implied. The Vossische
Zeitung says that the time has passed
when mankind generally 'would tolerate
—

Reported

in

New

Brunswick*.

Halifax, N. S., October 14.—Additional
disasters to shipping on this coast are reported. The known list of vessels driven
ashore
numbers thirty,
now
mostly
owned in the province and New Foundland.
The 1 "ss all over the country In this
and neighboring provinces through terrific rain fall and washouts and damage to

The
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people

loudest in denouncing trusts. Hypocrisy
could be carried no further than It has
been carried by these men and their defenders, In the Tammany State convention in New York they denounced the ioe
trust In their political capacity while in
their private capacity they were stockholders in it and through their counsel
doing everything to prevent Its dissolution by the attorney general. Mr,
Bryan is now going to New York to be
the political guest of Mr. Broker, the
ice trust beneliolary,
He is going there
to try to help Mr. Broker get oontrol of
the State of New York and bring It down
to the level of Infamy to which Tammany
were

Trying

KEBELS SUBCESSETJL.

to Do the Rest.

London,

October 14.—It Is reported
Banton,
says a special despatch
Shanghai, that the rebels have
captured Wei Bhou BIty on East river
and that
the
imperial troops lost to
killed. The
rebels, according to these
advices, attacked Tung Koon on Thursday last. If successful in their attack
upon Tung Koon they will march upon
Sung Tong and thence upon Banton.
from
from

Spring Station, Ky., October 14—Here
since early this morning, eighteen miles
from Lexington,
Governor Roosevelt's
special train has remained on a
Louisville and Nashville side track.
The candidate for Vice President,
accompanied
Leslie Combs, chairman of the Reby

publican State central oommittee, Mrs.
01. a single power.
Combs,
Major Hersey of rough-rider
Cologne Gazette, the National
fame, and Col. Curtis Guild, Jr., spent
the Nord Deutsche, Allgemelne
Zeltung,
will be".very many thousands of dollars.
the day at the residence of A. J. Alexthe Berliner Tageblatt and the
The C, P. K, R, wires connecting Zeitung,
situated In the center of a
farm
ander,
Post
Berlinger
give utteranoe to similar
Ckpe Breton with the rest of Nova Scotia,
comprising 3,300 acres. Before leaving
sentiment.
are completely broken at the straights of
Louisville word was given out that the
Referring to the action of the foreign
train would proceed at once to Lexington
Canso, where the cable was fouled by a
In Pekin, the National
envoys
Zeltung but a
schooner dragging
her anchor during
secret order directed, that
it stop
“The envoys have spoken.
The
says:
the severe gale. A large gang of
men
over Sunday In the country to enable the
next step is to enforce their decisions.”
are at work to mend the break but as a
Governor
to recover from the fatigue
ten knot current
runs
the NOT SATISFACTORY TO OPERA- caused by his unusually hard work of the
through
*
last few days.
TORS.
straight, several days will be consumed.
The Western Union cable was damaged
The
rest brought about the desired
Shamokin, Pa., Ootober 14.—The terms
but not severely. As It is the entire busi- of the Scranton
The Governor's
brightening.
convention are not ac- physical
ness of Cape
Breton Is dependent upon
ceptable to operators and representatives voice has almost entirely lost its husklthis one wire.
of coal carrying companies in this place ness and he says he feels as well as on the
The American schooner Senator Sauls
and Mount Carmel.
'The Reading offi- first day of the campaign.
bury has arrived at Canso with decks cials do not think the sliding scale will
tomorrow morning the special
Early
swept of everything movable including be abolished by the company, while oper- will leave for Lexington, arriving there
dories and fishing gear.
The Gloucester ators are averse to
signing a contract at 6 a, m.
schooner Mystery at Canso reports one
Tonight Governor Roosevelt gave out
binding them to pay the ten per cent
man lost at 3ea.
The American schooner increase until
Don M. Dickinson of
No oraers have an open letter to
April.
Wetherell was ashore at Canso but came been received as
to the following
yet from headquarters Michigan in response
off leaking and the oaptaln abandoned of
any companies instructing
superin- from Mr. Dickinson:
the trip and sailed for home. Heavy rain tendents to
“Detroit, Mich,, October 11.
resume
work tomorrow.
is falling again today throughout Nova
“My Dear Sir:—Yesterday and today
Miners
say
they will not go to work
Scotia, rivers and lakes are everywhere until officially advised by
President Mr. Bryan is speaking in this State. The
overflowing and destroying
property. Mitchell.
pro-Bryan paper publishes this morning,
There has been no C.
R. 11. train
among other tilings, the following report
AMERICANS RECAPTURED,
from Montreal for four days and a serious
of his utterances:
Man lia, October 15 —Captain Deverwreck of the express caused by a washout
“He talked about trusts in every town
caux Shields who,
with 51 men of Co. he
Is reported In Cape Breton.
In six of these towns today
spoke.
F, y'Jth regiment, U. S. V. T., was capReby
tured by the insurgents last month In the thp question was fired at Bryan
MADE SU11E OF DEATH.
him to
Island of Marinduque, was recovered by publicans who asked
explain
the American
rescue
force yesterday about the trusts. He ha I an answer that
with all the members of his party,
made the crowd guy the questioner every
A New York Saloon Keeper Who Took
It was ‘There is a Republican
time.
No (Tiauces.
THE WEATHEK.
Governor and a Republican legislature in
New York and what have they done
to
New York,October 14.—Henry Wilkens,
throttle the ice trust for he is too
busy
a Nassau street saloon keeper, Killed himout here telling you about it.5
self today. He was despondent over con“The same
charge was made by Mr.
Wilkens
left
his
ill-health.
tinued
Bryan at length in Nebraska and all the
home in Brooklyn In th9 morning after
press of the country nad your answer to
When he
kissing his wife seveial time s
it, given, I think in a speech in the same
In this city he telegob to his saloon
State, "Every reader of the papers, too,
a
phoned an undertaker,
telling him
of your action as Governor in
knows
m*nhnrrla

of necessity for the poor of New
lork. I have no doubt, however,
that
most of the stockholders have Invested In
it;J simply as they would invest in any
other corporation.
The striking point is
that among the heaviest of its Investors
leaders
appears the Tammany Bryan lte
who in conjunction with Mr. Bryan are

government has reduced the city of New
York.
Again it seems to be that this
needs no further comment than is Implied In the statement of the facts,51
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ROOSEVELT’S REPLY.

generally overcrowded and Mr. Bryan'S’
time and strength
over-taxed
In the

speeches than he ordinarily has The good
efifeot of all this is seen in the physical
condition of the candidate. He now bids
fair to be in excellent shape
when he
reaches JN'ew York.
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most

and

Coats from
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fashionable

They’re entirely new this autumn,—
superior in quality, beautiful in finish.
THE HATTER,
197 Middle St.

friend of his was dead and the undertaker
would probably get the job of burying
him. At noon, he sent a bootblack wltb
a note to Mrs, Wilkens and followed this
with another by a second boot black to
the undertaker. The two notes announced
his suloide and brought the
wife and
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'‘At this season of the year
look out about having house chilly. A little
tir ui lit and morning Is better than a steady
lire that makes the house too hot in middle of
lav.” It should continue .a little further and
that
BENSON’S
ALWAYS READY
lay
CH ARCOAL is the best fuel for a little lire.

Almanac says:

BIG BAGS 10c AT ALL GROCERS.

DON’T LOSE
SIGHT OF
THIS SPACE.
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Storm Along Nova
Coast.

Three

1900.

respect to the ice trust and I am under
the impression also that you reoommeudFair ed the legislation under which such
Boston, October 14—Forecast:
a
weather Monday and Tuesday, moderate trust might be reached in New York,”
northwesterly to west
temperature,
Governor Roosevelt's reply follows:
winds.
“My Dear Sir—I thank yon very much
Washington, October 14—Weather con- for your letter of the eleventh inst.
undertaker to the saloDn. Not being able ditions and general forecast: The storm
i7iicu xu.i
tuo
xujrt u u«xis.a c*o iu
^ucuitt"
to get In the police were brought and that was
central
In New Jersey this tion contained In your letter he
simply
driving park between the Saco Athletic
broke down the door. On the bar was a morning has moved to the Massachusetts says what he either knows or
ought to
football team and the Roc hester (N. H.)
which read:
note
“Body In the Ice coast, its centre being apparently at sea know to be without the slightest foundaIt can look and laugh and leer, be eleven. Townsend was a member of the
southeast of Nantucket, Cable communi- tion in fact. He made a similar statement
box,”
team auu ui n
UU
WtlS
dazed or dull or clear, or love or hate
JiilA-up
Wilkens was found dead in the big ice cation with that island is Interrupted. in Nebraska. I then answered him and
knocked
down
with
such
force
that
his
and sneer.
It can woo or wound,
The door of it was High northeasterly winds with rain have asked him in return whether he would
bos in the cellar.
was injured so seriously as
to
succumb or subjugate, retreat or spline
and gas fumes filled it.
prevailed along the New England coast pay the obligations of the government in
result 1 n his death today. He was well shut tight
triumph. This Intelligent, speaking known in Baoo where
The body hung by a piece of clothes from Boston to Eastport.
gold or in silver if eleoted. He never
until
recently
organ can also be misfitted, abused he
line from two hooks driven into a joist
During the last 24 hours rain has fallen answered my question, but as my statehad been employed.
and ruined, or fitted correctly and
overhead. A 45 calibre revolver was tied from Virginia to Maine, including Penn- ment was printed broadcast he must have
SIGHTED DISABLED STEAMER^
about his chest and a rubber hose fas- sylvania and New York The temperature seen it and therefore he must know that
preserved. Avoid these evils by havOctober
14.—The
ing your eye carefully examined and
Uunard tened to the gas lixture, hung at his side. changes have been unimporant. General- there is no warrant In fact for the stateBoston,
with
suitable steamer Ultonia, which arrived here this The arrangement of the revolver showed ly fair weather Is indicated for Monday ment as to the ice trust.
accurately fitted
It was fastened and Tuesday In all districts,
except
“In my message to the New York leglenses, The apparatus which I use morning from Liverpool, reports sighting great care and pains.
in examining the eyes is the best that the British steamer St. Regulus October with a piece of clothesline, the strands of northern New England where the weath- islature I recommended certain action
which had been unwound and so fastened er will clear during Monday.
about trusts. The legislature did not act
science has produced.
A call at my 12, latitude 43.U4, longitude 61.27.
On the Atlantic coast the winds will be along the line I suggested but it did pas3
She was lying still apparently disabled to the weapon as to make it point almost
office will convince you of this fact,
and requested to be reported. She did not directly toward th9 man's heart. A yard mostly fresh north to west, On ihe lakes a very stringent anti-trust bill introduced
of twine, fastened to the
ask for assistance.
trigger, had a the winds will be light and variable.
by a Democrat and 1 signed it. The atStorm warnings are displayed on the torney
loop In the other end of it so as to make
general is now proceeding against
It possible for Wilkens to slip his foot Atlantic coast from Portland to.Easlport, the ice trust under this bill. Mr. Croker
Forecast for Monday and Tuesday for and his fellow stockholders In the loe
into it and pull the trigger In that.
He
I Examine the eyes free.
had evidently stood on a half barrel near- Maine: Clearing Monday; Tuesday fair, trust through their attorneys are fighting
by, adjusted the rope and the revolver fresh northwesterly winds.
us on technical legal points through every
N. T.
and bad turned on the gas and put the
stage of the proceedings.
478 1-2 CONGRESS ST.
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.
end of the tube in his mouth.
He had
“Now, as I say, Mr. Bryan knows all
then stepped oil the half barrel,
There
from my previous answer.
He
Portland, Oct. 14, 1000.—The local this,
MONUMENT SQUARE.
was a bullet wound In his chest and two
weather bureau records the following:
knows perfectly well that I cannot ‘supocttkltflstp
thermome- press the Ice trust’ in any manner
8 a. m.—Barometer. 80 113;
save
cartridges in the revolver had been dister, 64; dew point, 64; rei. humidity, 97, by due process of law and that the at3harged.
direction of the wind, NE; velocity of
torney general is proceeding against it
the wind, 10; stute of weather, It. rain.
IIAY'S PHARMACY, MIDDLE ST.
BRYAN’S QUIET DAY.
8 p. m.—Barometer, 29,906; thermome- under the law and is l^ing hampered by
ter, 54; dew point, 54; rel. humidity, 100; the delays inevitable in attacking a corH
direction of the wind, NE
velocity of poration well defended by able lawyers
FOR THE
OHto
IV111
Continue
Since the world was young
Campa'gn To- She wind, 8; state of weather, It. rain,
when the corporation contains stockhold11
Maximum temperature, 66; minimum
day.
have tried every kind
COLDER
ers as wealthy as Mr. Croker and his astemperature, 64; mean temperature. 55;
Mr. Bryan knows that where
maximum wind velocity, £0 N E; precipi- sociates.
of trick to cheat the old man
a
DAYS.
the attorney-general is undertaking these
Akron, Ohib, October 14.—W. J, Bryan, tation—24 hours, .73
who carries the
and the ;he Democratic Presidential
candidate,
proceedings I have absolutely nothing
&
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to do with them. He therefore
snows
;pent the day very quietly.
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*
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Chamois Lung Protectors,
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The agricultural department
weather that I have taken every step that can
w,
?oing out to church in the forenoon he bureau for yesterday, Oct. 14, taken at 8 possibly be taken in the matter. Under
as
as
are, in ! remained indoors ali day.
He attended
young
these circumstanceg'-it Is unnecessary for
M
New Hot Water Bottles 75c
m
p. m., meridan time, the observation for
*
of their gray hairs, there ;he West Congregational church and ;his section being given in this order; me to comment upon his continual repi(Cloth Lined)
is one comfort:
Hair ie^d a sermon preached by Rev. J, L Temperature, direction of wind, state of tltion of a statement whloh he must know
The Latest Hot Water Bot£ tie
£
has not the slightest foundation in fact.
Javis, but there were no political refer- weather:
in Pure Rubber
e
$1.50
restores color to
e
•nces in the sermon and Mr,
“Whether the ice trust can legally be
Bryan was
54 degrees,
Bogton.
Warranted Two Years.
N, cldy; New
s
; Glowed to come and go as any other vishair.
--Vork. 58 degrees, NW. rain; Philadel- dissolved is a
s
question which must be
gray
£ Good Throat Atomizers 50o T
tor would have been.
Tomorrow Mr. phia, 60 degress, W, cldy; Washing- settled by the courts and similarly it is
R
C. Ayer Company, fcfryan will continue his Ohio tour com- ton, 64 degrees W, cldy; Albany, 56 a question to be settled in accordance
£ Oil
®
75c
iegrees, N, rain; Buffalo, 58 degrees,
E
Spray Atomizers
He has not been re- w, p,
Practical Chemists,
paratively restful.
Lowell, Mass.,
cldy; Detroit, 66 degrees, N, clear; svith law whether or not any of the TamT.
j".
( peated to make so many
speeches a day Chicago, 62 degrees, E, dear; St. Paul,
Cough Drops and Balsams.
many leaders who hold stock In It are
md in most oases the speaking
stands 16 degrees, SE, clear; Huron, Dakota,
amenable under the law. The trust ItAyer’8 Sarsaparilla
Ayer’s Hair Vigor
10 degrees, SE, char; Bismarck, 66 deESTABLISHED IN 1841.
Ayer’s Pills
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an
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The passengers were taken Into Fredericton Junction and oared for.
Today
the twenty mile Fredericton branch had
been particaily repaired and the passen-

99 93

The

CENTER & McDOWEU,

H. EATON.

bound

Cape Town, Ootober 14.—The Boers are
ci. .riot.
very active in the Kroonstad
General De Wet has proclaimed that bur1399
v
ghers who refuse to fight will be made
1900
prisoners of war. British mounted inThe bulletin concludes as follows:
fantry, scouting from Bindley, had Gap“It may be stated that during the years tain Wiltshire killed
through mistaking a
in which the course of wages declined,
party of forty Boers in khaki for friends.
the rates of 1891 and 1892 In many
In- Boer commandoes
continually harrassed
stances remained unchanged and in like the British column
while marching from
manner
the
last
few
in
during
years
Bindley to Kroonstad,
which the general course of wages has
TheJBoers captured a detachment of the
been upward, the
these in- Cheshire
wages in
regiment which was escorting
stances have not, of course, responded to
an empty wagon near Frankfort,
They
the general rise. In other Instances the
released the driver but kept tne wagon.’ ■
cent
of
decrease
was
notably large
per
during the years of depression, while durFOOTBALL THE CAUSE.
ing the last two years of the period, the
reverse is true and a much larger Increase
ASa co Boy Dies m Result of luxuries
really took place than that indicated by
Received lu Game.
the table.
In other words, wages in
some instances show but little
fluctuation, while in other instances they are
Saco, October 14—Injuries reoeived in
a scrimmage in a football game
yesterday
resulted in the death today of Ernest H
Townsend, 19 years old, son of Enoch H.
Townsend. The game was played at Saco
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1897.
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PORTLAND.

Congress
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work in steam, hot water
and furnace heating costs less than
An
you think if you let us do it.
estimate is free

Our clerks are adopts in fitting
this is everything for the feet.
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gers were taken into Fredericton with a
data relative
to steam railroads and
transfer at Glasiers where there is still a
street railways having been
excluded
2U0 foot gap.
from the Nummary.
The bulletin says
At Fredericton the passengers were put
! that while the date from which the table
on a river boat which made the
j of wages was prepared do not afford the two mile run to St. John in six eightyhours.
basis for an y strictly scientific calculaIt will at least be
a
week before the
of
examination
relative wages, a careful
damage on the forty miles of main line
tion of the iigures leads to the belief tnat
between St. John and Fredericton Juncunthey are fairly representative and
tion can be repaired
sufficiently to perdoubtedly
approximate very closely the
mit the resumption or traffic and the
actual conditions for the whole country.
river route will be used until then.
The summary
shows as
follows, the
average of wages for 1891 being taken as a
BOERS ARE ACTIVE.
| basis and representing 100:
-1.1 Year.
Kelatlve Wages.

Expert

Hooper’s

Ki\J

Those
industries and 192 occupations.
for which data for the whole period were not given, were excluded
from
consideration in the summary. All the
data Included, except those for mining,
relate to manufacturing industries, the

HEATING.

Interest Paid on

Heavy

15,

PRESS. >553

Ohio

WEEK

St. John, N. B.,£October 14.—Two hunfor
of wages In various occupations
dred passengers who left
and
Boston
cases
In
most
back
period>xtending
Montreal on Thursday arrived here by
The data
from the present year to 1891.
river boat at ten o’clock tonight. In conwas secured directly from the pay rolls of
! establishments in all sections of the sequence of the washouts which ocourred
on every branch of the
Canadian Pacific
The information received per| i country.
in New Brunswick on Thursday the east

items

rests on the

--

missions and mission work of the ailiauoe for the coming year.
W, E. Blackstone participated in the services.
The
sermon and the offering was the closing
chapter of the seventeenth annual convention of the Alliance.

rate

\is.

CAPITAL,

Many Vessels Are
Ashore.

preached his annual missionary sermon
at the gospel tabernacle, and as a result
over $60,000 In cash, pledges and property, were realized for the support of the

WILL
Washington, October 14.—Hon. Carroll
! D. Wright, comnlissloner of labor, has isI suet^a bulletin giving a summary of data
in a previous publication on “Trusts and
I industrial combinations” showing the

<
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Industrial Combinations.

on

“Bridgton. Hotel”
by

That

Alliance,

a

heated

OCTOBER

THIRTY LOST.

of Chris-

New York, October 14,—The liev. Albert 13. Simpson, president of the Christian
and Missionary Alliance, today,

0

V_

Oren

of Commissioner of Labor

0
0

GREATESt"st6"rE 1

MAINE’S

Simpson

MORNING,

no

J

d

THOUSAND.

FIFTY

tian
0

MONDAY

much more sensative, responding quickly
to general conditions of depression or
activity. The average condition or general level only Is shown In the table and
while, for the reasons stated, the fiuotuations during the period have not been so

RATE OF WAGES.

A

MAINE,

DAILY

My daily

319,

talks which now Xo.

will be

discontinued until Monday,

October

29th,

at

which

time

they

will bo continued.

in

My office during this time
charge of my assistants.

A. Nl.

will

he

WENTWORTH,

Practical
640 1-3

Optician,

Congress St.

Office Hours,- iSSSigifS;

possession a vast amount of stuff,
portion of which has been taken

THE SACK OF PERU.

Americans

large

Some of It.

ally

allowed to loot bat only to forage,
which means that parties have gone out

daily

over

the

collected the

Tried to

Stop it.

American

things most
as bedding,

needed

May Settle the Question.

the

by

furniture for
troops, such
camp use, etc.
Most of the soldiers on the march to
Pekin threw away their blankets and
other impediments which rendered the
march under

a

burning

sun

Played

Creak in Ranks of Idle Strikers

Prince

Ching

and His Hound of

Mejor
what

Calls.

with

five

Confidence

cart-

of

furs and antique
furniture
Walier asked the missionary by

right

he had taken the

things

his astonishment was told that they
had been taken by permission of Major
Waller. He informed the missionary
that he was mistaken as he himself was

(Correspondence of the Associated Pr:-sa ) Major Waller and that he should confisPekin, September 7.—Prince Ching, cate every bit of it
who visited the foreign ministers yesterTO PAOTINU FI.
day did not receive that cordial reception
he seemed to expect. At the British legation, the first one he visited, the deof Sir Clande MacDonald
was
the extreme and the visit occuchilly
pied no longer than live minutes.
Prince Ching was in his sedan chair,
borne on the shoulders of eight gorgeous-

Expedition

ly apparelled

servants

preceded by

four

Chinese officials of high rank, each wearing the insignia of the pea-cock feather.
A troop of Japanese cavalry acted as escort and guard. From the British legation th3 cavalcade went to the Ueiman
legation bat were refused
admission to
the grounds, being informed by the Chinese Interpreter of the legation that the
representatives ol His Imperial Majesty,
the Emperor of Germany were not receiving social calls at present from Chinese
cffi cials.

of

the

Allies

is

on

Its

Way.

in

waiting

Tien 'lain, October 12, via Taka, October 12 and Shanghai, October 13.—The
expedition against Pao 'ling Fa departed
in the morning In two columns.
The
German, French and Italian troops, who
are to take part, under command of Gen
Bailload, head of the French military
force? in China, will follow the direct
route to Pao Ting Fu, while 2U00 British soldiers under Lord Campbell will
make a detour to the South of the Pao
Ting river through a number of large
villages supposed to be “Boxer1'com-!
munities.
Both coiumna will keep in
touch with the boat and train which

At the Spanish legation where also the accompanied them.
A
armed
junk
French minister resides, as his residence with qaval
12-pounder and two Maxims
was destroyed, the call only lasted twelve is with the Pekin column.
The expedition will make a demonstraminutes and at the Austrian hardly as

long.
At the Russian legation over an hour
From there the American
was spent.
legation was visited. Here the prince was
received by Mr. Conger and the members
The Frince told Mr.
of the legation.
Conger that he felt ashamed to look
him in the taoe but that
personally he
had done all In his power to prevent the
oastrophe tha*- had occurred but the force
of events had proved too much for him.
Ohing said that he had merely come to
pay a visit of respect to an old friend. It
is stated on reliable authority that at the
Japanese legation, Ching was informed

through a wide territory not here-1
tofore covered by the allies. While no
opposition Is expected at Pao Ting Fu,
the commanders believe that
hostilities
are^posslble in the interventing country.
tion

|

LI HUNG AT PEKIN.

London,October 14—A special despatch
from

12,
Hi

Tien

Tsin under date of Ootober
announced the arrival at Pekin of

per cent

$150,000.

France i

From

providing

p

--^
—

#>

j

large

for dlscossU n of the action

of the conven-

tion.

There was a story afloat today that the
convention s
operators will accept the
decision but nothing has come to the surface in this region on wnich to base the
Workers’
report that the Unlt8d Aline
officials Bay they are waiting on
the
operators and they will contlnsue to close
up the collieries that have been in operation
since the strike began four weeks
There are many reports in circulaago.
tion that If the strike
continues much
longer, a break in the ranks of the Idle
men will occur.
President Mitchell and his associate
officials, however, reassert their confidence that the men both union and nonunion will remain away from the mines
until after
the strike is declared off.
There is a fear prevalent in this region
that if some
of the men do return to
work trouble
would arise
propably
through efforts of the strikers to persuade
the men to remain on strike.
All the collieries that are working still

Sweet

question with a view of pleasing me,
but took the step because it satisfied them
It was In their hands and they showed an
extraordinary spirit of fairness,"
When Mr. Mitchell was asked In what
the

manner

the operators

would

sters

Oriental colorings and designs, and

adapted for the hall, the library,

view of the fact that
they do not
recognize the United Mine Workers, he
said the operators would probably Una It
in

out

tnrough

This was a novel
feature
considering the worthy object to which
the receipts of the day will be devoted.
Many who were in the habit of walking
availed themselves or a rlcfe in
order to
Bee what kind of a
conductor a woman
can make.
Tne lady conductors who
owned the
street railway, Saturday,October 13th, for
the benefit of
Rockland’s Old Ladies’
Home reported at the street railway waiting room, Main street, In season to take
cars on time per schedule.
Tne regular
conductors run cars and the
ladles collected the money without
ringing in
fares, returning the collection to olerka at
theoflice who counted and reported the
reoeipts of each conductor.

the

said,“from the newspapers,and 1 suppose
thsy are doing the same.”
The following telegram was sent
tonight to the mine workers of the anthracite region:

“Scranton, Pa., October 18.
being circulated In some

are

sections that the strike.Is settled and the
men are expected to return to work. You
are hereby notified that no settlement has
been made and no attention shonld be
paid to any reports of tnls kind. When a
settlement Is effected you will be notified
by a circular,under seal of our organization and signed by the national and district offioers.
“John Mitchell, President United Min
Workers of America.”

A REPUBLICAN

*
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beau iful examples of the
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are

would suggest that

we

particular-
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Senator Hanna says the coal strike
will come to an end In a few days,
William Schreiber, the defaulting Ellzabethport banker, is still at large but is
believed to be in New Jersey.
The| Russians have seized the NiuDhawang railway at the terminus of the
Shan Hal Kwan line.
This is the first
step the Russians have taken on the right
sank of the Amur.
The rebellloh In the Yang Tse region

FORECAST.

toral Votes.

14.—Henry C. Payne,
vice chairman of the Republican national
executive committee tonight cave outbis
Oct.

s

I

to fit as

neatly and comfortably
him,—tailor made, in fact,—
whatever the price.
ft will fit perfectly if
bought here, and ’twill have just, as much
style as the most expensive sort, —wear as
well too.
Our regular price is 15c.
They
were marked for Saturday’s sale at
IOc, or
$1.00 a dozen, and we've decided to continue this sale for Monday only. After that
as

NrKInlt}- Will Surely Have 370 Elec-

Chicago,

or

best

conductors.

newspapers.
‘‘We gathered most of our Information
as to what the operators
are doing,he

“Reports

are

room.

W. T. KILBDHN

Charity’* Sake.

Rockland, October 13—That the Rockand, Thomaston & Camden electric road
would befwell patronized Saturday was
an assured fact, for well
known young j
ladle3 of thl6 city acted in the capacity ol

be notified

private patterns of French Axminare made with a deep pile, have rich

Our

Men.

coal carrying railroads that mine coal
will do.
It is reported in the coal region tonight
that the presidents or those roads
will
hold a conference in New York tomorrow

?.

&

May

Hung Chang. According to a special
despatch from Hong Kong the rebels have remain heavily guarded.
again defeated the army of Admiral Uo,
THE SOLDIERS WAIT.
wh® was pursuing them in a northeastShenandoah,
Pa., October 14,—Genererly direction from San Chum, killing 40
al Gobin, in charge of the State
troops
that Japan was uttelry opposed to
troops,
any and capturing many imperial
located here since the strike riot of Sepdivision of China by the powers and that The despatch adds that the condition of
tember 21, is anxiously
awaiting the
both England and America would stand Canton is shaky, as the troops there have
verdict of the operators in regard to the
been
greatly depleted.
by her In this demand; that China would
of settlement agreed upon at the
A special from Shanghai dated Octo- terms
have to pay very heavily for the trouble
Scranton convention. He is anxious to
she has caused but It would not be In loss ber 12, 6ay3 dysentery is raging among
and to send the troops home
of
It is now believed here that the troops at Tien Tsin and that Count get away

territory.
the settlement of the situation will he
made by an international commission,
either at The Hague
or Washington, at
which China will not be represented. If
the opinion of high officials here can be
as
a
taken
guide, Russia, Germany,
France and possibly Italy are in favor of
a division of China with a merely
nominal
Chinese empire, while England,
America and Japan wiil demand the open
door policy, a heavy indemnity and for a

^

Operation

and

to

meanor

'1

■■

invoiv-1

President Mitchell Has

appearance. Some of the most persistent looters have been the missionaries.
one

—a—■*

Come.

unbearable.

gray fox skins and other warm furs
rather than those of a coarser and uglier

Recently meeting

Carpets

j

ing

a in that duty should pick robes of ermine,

loads

Estate

they receive asTbe will of tbe late Abner Cobum gave
surances the
advance will continue In a certain share of his estate to Alonzo C.
demonforce until April t, next year,
Marston to be held In trust by him for
strates that the miners are considerate of his
Alonzo
son, Abner Paul Marston.
the public interest involved and are dis- C. Marston declined to accept the trust
posed to be conciliatory; and yet the and Georg9 N. Page was appointed trusmine owners refase to join hands with
Abner Panl Marston became 21 Octee.
the miners in bringing
strike to a tober
the
1309, and the plaintiff asked for a
close. The responsibility for the suffering decree of the court as
to whether the
that this will
entail on tne poor of the trust ended there or continued
afterlarge eastern cities will rest entirely with wards. It appeared that young Marston ;
the operators.
The operators have now before
in
peaching his majority spent money
an opportunity to prove that the proposirapidly aDd made three assignments of
male
was
in
offered
them
tion
good his share to four different parties to sevby
faith. If they are willing to pay ten per eral loans
aggregating $13,51# and they
cent advance they certainly ought to con- also made answers to the bill in
equity of
The mine
tinue to pay for six months
Page. It also appeared that in January,
Are
Collerits
in
on strike until
workers will all remain
1900, Alonzo C. and Abner Paul Marston
they are officially notified by the officers made a joint conveyance of the entire I
Heavily Hoarded.
of the union that the strike i3 declared at
property to George H. Collins.
an end.
There win be no exception to
the i
The detendants all contested that
this rule. I cannot understand any good trust ended at Abner Paul's
majority
reason why the operators ehould not acand the court In its
rescript drawn by
Hazleton, Pa., October 14.—The indi- cept the conditions named in the miners' Judge Whitehouse so holds and decrees
vidual coal operators who could be seen resolution, I. of course, hope that there that the
property shall be turned over to
here today, declined to discuss the action will be a speedy termination of this con- Collins and that
Page settle his final actaken by the anthracite miners' conven- test and I believe that in the future the count at an
early day.
to
treat with
tion at Scranton, yesterday.
Neither operators will be disposed
would they say what steps the employers more consideration their employes than
WOMEN AS CONDUCTORS.
probably would take. It is evident from they have in the past,
“1 am entirely satisfied with the action
their reticence that the individual mine
taken by the miners. They did not decide They Kru the Cars In Rockland fo
owners are
to see what the

night, now, they would suffer from
cold if they had not been allowed to
commandeer the necessary covering. It
is only human nature if the soldier boys

Part in Game.

Great

Makes Law Bn*luet«.

Augusta, October 13 —An Interesting
Interview with a j
Mr. Mitchell, In an
opinion was rendered by tbe law courtI
representative of the Associated Press on Friday In tbe case of George >»' Page, !
the outcome of the convention said:
vs. Abner Paul
trustee, of iskowhegan,
“The action of the delegates in con- Marston and otbers of California,
vention today in accepting an advance of
some
ten

At

Missionaries

Money of the

tile

Still

man.

Goal Railroads

and

quarter

COBURN WILL CASE.

wa3 carried and
three cheers were given
for President Mitchell.
The resolutions
were drafted by a committee of thirteen,
session, of
appointed at the morning
which the national president was chair-

MM BE ACCEPTED.

from
looters. General Chaffee has not decided i
with regard to Us disposition but it will
probably be sold at auction.
American soldiers have nut been offici-

Have Done

Bat the Officials Why;

a

if

made

for

|

j
t»
H

3

|
■]

I

15c as before.

Standard doing Co.,

growing rapidly.

W, C. Ware, Mgr. 544 Congress St.

{

the outbreaks at Oneida and
\ HEAR WHO WENT
LattlPIG SHOOTVon Waldersee
intends to transfer his
first forecast of the election.
mer iast week and the condition of affairs
ING.
to
Pekin
headquarters
Mr. Pa>ne made an estimates of the
shortly.
in the Panther creek region causes him to
LI HUNG’S VISIT.
(From the Topeka State Capitol.)
votes by states aud in doing so divided
It is probable that there will
hesitate.
The black tear of the Alleghanies
Is
October
Tien
Ocvia
states into four classes—24 states,
Pekin,
12,
Tsin,
be no
movement of troops until it is the
1 lothlng If not a humorist. W hile his days
tober 13, and Shanghai, October 14.—Li
known whether the proposed terms of having 270 electoral votes certain for Me
; ire usually few and full
of
trials, he
Hung Chang began to make his formal
agreement are acceptable to the opera- Kinley; 12 states having 115 electoral ] uakes the most of
call upon the legations today.
them, often to the_
This afvotes certain for Bryan; 6 states having
tors.
ternoon he visited the British and Ameihagrin of his lord and master, man. His
3S electoral votes in which the chances
rican representatives.
Generals Chaffee
ippowfee tor young purs, is otisn ms
STRIKE IS ON.
of Republican or Democratic success are
on the Issues of the
WHISTLE
campaign.
and Wilson, assisted United States Minindoing, but there are some smart bears
even and three states having 24 votes in
Including the speech tonight, Goveryho
catch
a
shoat
or
two once
ister Conger in receiving Earl Li, who exmanage^to
nor Roosevelt has addessed
But
Alin era
Will Accept
Ten
Per which the chances are 60 to 40 in favor
nine audin a while wltnout coming to grief.
Boys Hooted and Coul Carta Itattl etl
long period the policing of the country pressed
anxiety to make peace. Li
ences in
of the Democrats. Mr. Payne’s forecast
Cent Raise.
Kentucky since 3 o’clock, when
Farmer John Shuck, who
lives away
About,
and Prince Ching will
by an international force. The general Hung Chang
he
spoke at Henderson. Tomorrow ha
is based on the last reports received ] ;ack in the mountains, makes a business
consensus of opinion of the American and shortly address a note to the foreign minwill rest quietly,
< if raising hogs
A year "or so after he
British ministers and generals is that isters asking that a meeting be held far
reaching Lexington st
Scranton, Pa ,October 13,—The anthra- from all the states and is as follows:
13.—Louisville
October
Louisville, Ky.,
6 a, m.,
Monday.
Por McKinley—California, 9; Connecti- t tarted in the business all
seldom if ever in the history of the world the purpose
the bears
of beginning
th3 negoti- cite coal miners now
on strike, alter a
an
entonight gave Governor Roosevelt
has any city been more completely looted ations for Deace.*
two days’ convention, late this afternoon cut, 6; Illinois, 24; Indiana, 15; Iowa, 13; ] vithin a radius of 100 mile3 had heard of
the programme
reception,
; t.
At least that is what Shruck thinks thusiastic
and gutted than Pekin and It is mainly
He expressed a preference for the Tsnng decided to accept the ten per cent net In- Kansas, 10; Maine, 6; Massachusetts, 15;
JONES TO ROOSEVELT.
kt any rate, Shuck’s young pigs began concluding with a crowded meeting at
due to the influence of General Chaeffe Li Yamen
New
as
a
crease
In
offered
is
Michigan,
9;
It
the
mine
14;
Minnesota,
ownHamp- to disappear at an alarming rate from the auditorium.
wages
by
meeting place.
This was in marked 1 lie Democratic Leader Says llie Govand the British General Gaselee, that the stated that owing to foreign objections ers providing they will continue the pay- shire, 4; New Jersey, 10; Kew York, 36; in inclosure which he deemed impregnacontradistinction to the greeting offered
ernor Is
Lying,
sacred city itself has not
suffered
the Yun Lu has withdrawn from the post of ment of the advance until next April and \prth Dakota, 3; Ohio, 23; Oregon, 4; ] te. At first he did not understand it, I
him at Elizabethtown,the last stop before
Chen a friend suggested bears.
In fact, most of the members peace commissioner.
same fate..
October 13,—Chairman Jones
Chicago,
will abolish the sliding scale. If the op- Pennsylvania, 32; Rhode Island,
4;
Full of the bear story, Shuck loaded a the speolal reached this city.
of the Democratic national committee,
of the embassies, their families and even
Li Hung Chang expresses doubt as to erators consider the proposition unaccept- South Dakota, 4; Vermont, 4; Washing- shotgun with slugs and laid in wait for
The Republicans had done all in their
1
lis
enemies. Six nights he sat up wlththe mlsslonaris, think that a great mis- the authenticity of the decree banishing able the miners are willing to
West
referring to Gov. Roosevelt’s association
ton,
4,
Virginia, 6; Wisconsin, 12;
arbitrate
to
make
the
there
candidate’s
stop
1 mt
when power
result, and on the seventh,
of his name with
take was made In not looting It and Prince Tuan.
the questions at issue.
“private ownership
They also decided Wyoming, 3. Total 270.
No sooner had the Govfired almost to death, he
went to bed, a pleasant one.
in trusts,*• said
For Bryan—Alabama 11; Arkansas 8;
to continue the strike until the operators
burning it to the ground.
today: “Any statement
They argue
two of his pigs disappeared.
Then
he
ernor mounted the platform with Gen.
IN GREAT FORCE.
made by anybody that I am in
that If all the property of the merchants,
any way
agree to the convention s proposal. The Florida 4; Georgia 13; Louisiana 8; Miss- 1 nought of a trap gun Shuck’s trap gun Buckner and other members of his parvas an elaborate affair, calculated to kill
connected with or interested in any orgaPekin,
Thursday, October 11 —The resolution is as follows:
bankers, pawn-brokers and even the
9; Montana 3; North Carolina 11;
issippi
than
an
was
made
to
break
attempt
ty,
within
a
radius
of
ten
miles
verything
nization that is in any sense a trust, is
homes of the very people have been looted Boxers are in great force east and west of
“We, your committee, respectfully sub- South Carolina 9; Tennessee 12; Texas 15; vhen it went off It was ioadei with up the meeting.
Small boys
carried
and burned, why should the property of Pao Ting Fu. Chinese officials reports mit the following preamble and resol uabsolutely untrue. The charge made that
to the muzzle and
at the
ilugs
pointed
12.
115.
Total
banners
on
the
outskirts
of
the
Virginia
Bryan
the imperial troops defeated
the American Cotton Hale
those mainly responsible be saved and are that
ipen door cf the sty £ where, he reasoned,
tions for your consideration:
company is a
Even chance—Deleware 3; Kentucky
A string crowd and empty coal wagons were driven trust, was the occasion
the Boxers, with heavy loss, but intelliiny sensible bear would enter,
held sacred for their future use.
of a letter writ“W’hereas, the anthracite coal operators 13;
at full speed through the square
< icross the
door
The
the
Nebraska
Nevada
provided
8;
Maryland
necessary
S;
3;
ten by me, and published at the time, in
gathered from allies and other have posted notices offering an advance
It Is an every day sight to see soldiers, gence
ixploding arrangement.
steam
whistle
on
a mill close by was
Utah 3. Total 38.
which I stated the fact of my connection
After setting tne t rap the first time,
camp-followers and members of the riff sources indicate that the Chinese troops of ten per cent over wages formerly paid,
blown
and
half
a
hundred
men
or
loudly
were defeated.
Sixty to forty in f.ivor of Democrats— ! shuck went to bed confident of having
with that company.
riff that is following the army,
That letter explains
their willingness to
and have signified
selling
more
shouted
“Hurrah
for Bryan,”
Colorado 4; Idaho 3; Missouri 17. Total rear meat for breakfast. About mid
all sorts of things, particularly the silver BOXERS RECEIVED GOVERNMENT
and was published and exteneverything
adjust other grievances with their own
heard
he
the gun go off
Rising when the Governor began speaking. Denight
24.
shoes which were used as cash, valued at
If Mr. Roosevelt h8d
AID.
nastily, he hurried to the sty and arrived I spite the fact that he had a sor3ness of sively circulated.
employes; and
wanted to
lust in time to see the favorite of his
inform
seven, thirteen thrlty and fifty dollars,
“Whereas, they have failed to specify
himself, he hai the
London,October 15.—The Standard pubhis throat which
had
him
to
compelled
lock disappear, personally conducted by :
A MAINE SCHOONER LOST.
opportunity of doing so. If he is a sinacordlng to weight. Hundred dollar lishes mail advices form Tien Tsin giving the length of time this advance would reI
shorten
all
his
earlier
black
bear.
With
his
the
speeches during
large
customary
cere man he will not, after
watches gwere selling for five but now a list of 54 documents that wera seized
failed to
reading that
New York, October 14.—The Red Cross < mriosity ffruin had sniffed at the gun I day, he proceeded to make himself heard
in main in force, and have also
letter, make the statement- that the Ameprices have gone up and silver shoes are the Yamen of the viceroy after the cap- abolish the sliding soale method of deter- line steamer Cametense whloh arrived 1 refore he ventured into the sty. A paw I in
of the noise
Above
the
shriek
spice
rican Cotton Hale
:aught the string near the trigger, ex- j
selling for two-thirds of their value and ture of the city and fell into the hands of mining wages; we would recommend:
company is a trust.
this morning from Manaos and
Para, noding the trap without harm to the of the steam whistle rang the words:
other things accordingly.
However, there is an old adage that a lie
“That this convention accept an
the correspondents before the military
ad- brought as passengers Captain Sproul
mar.
Unfortunately, the buckshot tore “I call your attention to the attitude of
well stuck to is as good as the troth.
The
proprietor of a Pekin hotel has authorities had seized the Yamen. These vance of ten per cent providing the opera- and seven
shipwrecked seamen of the I hrough the sty, kiiilng four pigs and Mr. Bryan's friends on the subject of
tonght, it Is stated, silver worth over a include reoelpts for mcney paid to Boxer tors will continue its payment until April sohooner Mary E. Lonnand of Thomaston ; Lriving the remainder out of the etj.
law and order.”
—THE RAINBOW DISQUALIFIED.
quarter of a million dollars, at a cost of generals for supplies to tneir
troops of 1, 1901; and will abolish the sliding scale which was abandoned at sea on SeptemThen he waved his hand to the crowd
less than fifty thousand.
New
in
the
and
of
October 13.—Cornelius
actions and Ijats of
York,
Lehigh
■every kind, reports
Schuylkill regions; the ber 17th while on the voyage from Fer- |
and
continued: “It is natural that the
The Sikh soldiers have done a lot of casualties and rewards aid to
Vanderbilt’s 70-foot sloop Rainbow has
The Mary E.
generals scale of wages in the two last named dis- candlna for Martinique.
men who have tried to demdve Kentucky
been disqualified in all tbe races she won
trading In silver, buying from the Kus- and the families of the killed, all clearly tricts tojemain stationary at ten per cent Lermond was a new vessel less than a
of a free ballot should be opposed to free
sians cheaply and selling at a profit.
under the
auspices of the New York
proving that the authorities maintained above the present basis price; and that year old.
She sailed from Fernandlna
speech. It is not extraordinary that the Yacht
A former street arab from New York the Boxer
club. She is also diequaliHed by
movement by lavish expendi- the companies will agree to adjust other on August 24, bound to Martinique with
Food is the
who have stolen the gover norship
men
has made a clear two thousand
the Atlantic Yacht club and while the
0
dollars ture.
grievances complained with committees a cargo of lumber on September 17, when
and who seek to steal It again should not
in
you want
with a capital of nothing except
decisions of the Newport
unA canvass of the operators of the
Racing associabout 2D0 miles S, S W. of Bermuda she
hear the truth
of history, but
dare
Wyo- of their own employes.
ation and the
limited cheek and no scruples whatever
Seawanhaka-Corinthian
“Should this proposition be unaccept- encountered a hurricane from S. E., to 1 )ut
ming valley shows that there is considerand your
wants should seek to gag an American citizen
Yacht
club
have
not been
on the subject of his right to loot.
Auc- able opposition to granting the miners able to the operators, we recommend that S. W
announced, It
even
before he had uttered one word of
accompanied hy a tremendous sea
Is almost certain they will concur with
but food.
when his
tion sales take place at the British lega- any more concessions than those outlined the convention
propose that all questions in which vessel was dismasted and water
opinions in a political controversy.”
the clubs first named.
tion every afternoon of looted goods in the original offer,
All hands were IlnaJlr rescued ] lot
namely, ten per cent at Issue be submitted to a fair and im- logged.
This brought cheers and more interyou want to
In a letter to Mr. Vanderbilt the race
turned in by the troops, but the prices are Increase without
any conditions.
partial board of arbitration.
by the steamer Hilary and landed at Para
ruptions and the Governor was urged committee of the
Atlantio Yacht club
jack to where food is
high, fetching sometimes more than the
“We would further recommend tha t on September 28,
According to a despatch from Taka to
not to further endanger his troat, but
thanks him for calling attention to the
things are usually sola for in the stores the Tribana at Rome the expedition to under no circumstances whatever should
The Mary E. Lernrond registered 278
One of the most delicate to permit a substitute to finish the pro- error in the matter of ballast which Mr.
j
in normal times. Major Waller has in his Pao-Ting-Fu aims to
assure, in addition there be a resumption of work at any of tons and hailed irom Thomaston.
gramme, He
rejected the
Vanderbilt called
attention to when he
in the
is Scott's however, and Bpoke the full suggestion,
the
to
chastisement of the Boxer chiefs, the collieries until the operators signify
15 minutes
CASE,
YOUISKY’S
ref used the trophies
won by the Rainthe exploitation of the railways.
It is their acceptance of this proposition and
allotted
him
to
and
was
escorted
to
THAT J OYFUL FEELING
his
of
emulsion
cod-liver oil.
bow.
Georgetown,
Ky., October 13.—The!
you are notified officially that ths strike
expected to last about forty days.
train by a large crowd.
With the exhlleratdng sense of renewed
is ended and all return to work in a body Youtsey trial has -been continued un#l: lYhen usual food is a
“Just a put up job to break up the
health and strength and internal cleanon the same day.”
Monday, bur there appears little chance | t feeds
to restore meeting,” was Governor Roosevelt’s
you
liness, which follows the use of Syrup of
that
It
will
be
resumed
then.
It
seems
It Girdles the Clobd.
|
Judging by the unanimity of the minthe same. comment when he returned to his car,
Figs, Is unknown to the few who have
ers in accepting the above resolution and
practically certain that Youtsey Is In an : cour
“but I guess I got back at them.”
The fame of Bucklen’s Arnica Salve, as
progressed
condition and may
beyond the old-time medi- the best in the
the determined stand taken by the op- extremely serious
The
is
When the train reached Louisville It
extends round by
world,
cines and the cheap substitutes some- the earth. It's the
He is still in a stupor.
one perfect healer of erators it is generally bedeved that a lone never recover.
[he
is Scott’s was stormed by an admiring, curious,
times offered out never accepted
by the Cuts, Corns, Borns,
Bruises, Sores. contest between
the strikers and the
the Cough
emulsion of cod-liver oil.
Aches,
j surging mob. which followed the party
well-informed. Bay tbs genuine. Man- Scalds, Boils, Ulcers, Felons,
Pains and all Skin Eruptions. Only in- j mine owners Is not unlikely. There was
to the Galt house.
and uorkt off the Cold.
OF
Having been introufactured by the California Fig Svrup
We'll send you a little to try if you like.
fallible Pile cure
See a box at H. P.
Si great enthusiasm in the convention when Laxativ- Brnma Quinine Tablet* cure a cold
duced by A. E.
W ilson,
candidate for
Co.
Gooid. 577 Congress street, drug store.
5COTT Si BOWNE, 409 Peat 1 street, New York.
the counter proposition to the operators
in tea day.
No Cure, No lay. Price 25 cents
^
Congress, the Governor spoke at lengtt
but

BLEW,

■

j

j
j

BODY-RESTORER

body-restorer,

health,

nothing

food;

baby

lothing
quite well,

But,

get

enough.

oods,

world,

burden,

enough
stomach; baby
body-builder
body-restorer

food;

•CURES CATARRH

I

|

|

i

STOMACH.BOWELS,KIDNEYS
FrMALEORGANA

v

;

BOWDOIN WINS.

at full back.
twloe but

P?fr,nte<l

Tufts

«t

couldn’t

Football

Satur-

day.

PRESS.]
[SPECIAL
Brunewlok, October 13.—Bowdoin defeated Tufts today by a score of 5 to 0
contested from
was hotly
game

f'X'ha
!

every Inch of the
The
hard fought.
score does not show tho deolded superl
ority of the Bowdoin team, The line wap
like u rook and withstood attack after athurled
backs who
tack of the Tufts
themselves against it with great f jroe.
Bodwoll at center played tho game of his
start to finish

and

ground gained

was

a

resulted In favor of the Hoboes by
of 25 to 24.

PORTLAND

HIGH.
11;
HIGH, 0.

tackle plays. Phipps,the big right guard,
kept his man guessing. On the defensive
be stood like a stone wall an.l not a gain
was made through him during the entire
game while on the offensive ha and Bod-

downs after the
next rush.
Hunt
olroled left end for 15 yards,
Marshall
fulled to gain.
Wilson gained a yard and
Gregson punted 33 yards to Knight who
ran back lS'yards and was
tackled by
Pratt, Flagg made a nlcs run of
eight
yards but fumbled
and Leferrlere fell
on the ball.
Gregson
gained six yards

Rockwell,

Ilow the Chiba of the

^

r.t.
1. e,
f. b.

W. Plake,

Conley,

Coyne,
Woodbury,

h, b.
1. h. b.
Seiders,
q. b.
Fifteen minute halves.

through right taekle, Wilson hit the
center for five yards. Swett took PhipDs’s
Marshall gained two
place at guard,
yards. Gregson punted 33 yards to Knight
who was downed In his tracks
Perkins
made six yards,
then failed
to gain.
Flagg then made a pretty run of 12

while Uregson
that oould Lie desired,
played his usual hard game. Pratt, the
bas9ball oaptaln, played at quarter and
put up a good game,especially at rushing

Perkins could not gain,
Time
was called. Score:
Bowdoin, 5; Tufts, 0.
The line-up:

yards,

the ball back on the kickoff.
Tafts' full back was a good man in
bath line-bucking and punting and both
half backs did same first class rushing In

Bowdoln.Tufts.
1. e.
Hamilton,
Plunkett
1, 6.
Cole
Marshall,
1. g.
Marshall
Cloudman,

the second half. The whole team played
hard but try as they could they could
not win against the heavy Bowdoin team.

Bodwell,

FIRST HALF.
and
took the
kicked off to Pratt
west goal, Knight
back five
on the 15 yard line who ran
yards. Upton gained two yards through
followed with
center and immediately
four more. Then Hal Hunt circled lefc
end for 3(1 yards and was tackled out of

Butler

o.

Phipps-Swett,
Dunlap,
Laferrler,

tos6

g.

r

r. t.
r. e,

Pratt,
Gregson,
Hunt,
Upton-WUson,

q. b.
1. h. b.
h. b.
f. b.

r,

Pierce
Lamp

P. Butler
Yates
StackDole
Perkins

Knight
0.
Hoore, Bowdoln, 5; Tufts,
Touchdown, Hunt. Umpire, Dyer of Tufts.
Locke
of
Bowdoln
Kereee,
Linesmen,
through Fogg and Brown. Tim. r, Walker. Time,

two
bounls. Uregson gained
right tackle and Upton added four more 20 and 15 minute halves
Marshall went
through the center.
through right tackle for tan
yards and
COLB V WON.

|

Hunt cried the left for three. Upton and
Uregson eaoh gained a yard and Hunt
made the three
necessiry to
keep the
two
ball. Upton hit the
center for
yards, Marshall failed to gain but Upton
On
made live yards in two line dives
the next play Hunt made a beautiful run
of 30 yards around lefc end and scored a
did some
touchdown. Here Hamilton
great woik in Interfering by boxing the
tackle, and putting three other men out
of the way. Uregson failed to kick the
coal.
Score: Bowdoin, a; Tufts, 0.
Knight kicked off. Pratt jumped high
and made a beautiful catch; then ran
back 25 yards through by clever dodging
and was finally downed on the 40 yard
line. Bowdoln failed to
gain her disTufts on
tance and tne ball went to
Perkins
down*,
gained three yards.

Played Football

delphia easily defeating Boston.

tendance, 1,200,

Phliadephla,
Boston,

on

a

June Like

Day at

Nothing.

Burgess.

HIGH
SCHOOL,
PEEK1WG HIGH SCHOOL, 0.

6;

There was an interesting game of foot
I jail
played
Saturday afternoon on tne
Varren
park grounds at Cumberland
] dills between
th9
Westbrook
High
School eleven
and an eleven from the
; Jeering
The game was
High school.
£ harp and decisive and was won by thfe
Vestbrook boys by a soore of b to 0, Both
The

played
strong game.
boys are to play a return game
I irobably next Saturday at some
point
i n the Peering district.
levens

a

\ Vestbrook

HOBOES, 25;

PO

LITTLES,

24.

Two

picked nines of Westbrook ball
an interesting game of
i Jlayers played
i >all Saturday afternoon on the Scotch
j 1111 grounds. These nines have played
£ everal

games this season and are known
l mder
the names of Hoboes and Po
J jittles, The game lasted 14 innings and

0
0

1
3

0
0

2—8
0—8

The editor of our columns became interested personally by the use of these'
great waters, called Isham's California
Waters of Bite, so much so, that he deems
it advisable, for the sake of humanity, to
place in these columns a few words and
testimonials, seoured from Elmer Woodbury of Portland, Maine, to whom great
credit is due for bringing to Maine these
veritable Waters of Lifo which have made
such cures all over the State, and have
become quite a degree of talk with most
Mr. Woodbury tells me these
Waters burst out of the brow of Mt. San
Miguel, some 250 feet elevation, twelve
miles southeast of San Diego, California.

everybody.

20000010 x—3
0000001 J 1—2

point destined, so Mr. Ishain believes,
to be the great resort of those who need
to seek for health.
The countx’y is most
BROOKLYN BEAT NEW YORK.
charming, and what is more wonderful,
New York, Ootober 13 —Brooklyn beat in long periods of drought this spring

witnessed by nearly 4000 persons and was one of the bast played In
this vicinity this season. While few haf
many doubts as to the res ilt, Dartmouth*

A

played a pretty game and contested every
New York in the final game
of the seapoint. The Hanovers were fax the lightson at the Polo grounds this afternoon.
er
team
and
Yale was able to leap
The champions had made six runs in the
through their line time and again. The
eighth inning when the game was called.
line up,
bail.
Until then Taylor pitched good
Yale.Dartmouth. Both teams are tied in the series with a
Te
Gould,
Doyle win of ten games each. Attendance,
11
Austin—Smith
Hamlin,
1g
Lowe 1200. The score:
Brown,
o
Olcoct,
Riley Brooklyn,
0 0 0 0 0 1 0—1
r g
place New
Sheldon,
0 0 0 0 0 0 0—0
York,
r t
Allen
Stillman,
r e
Base hits—Brooklyn, 1; New York, 4,
Conner
Coy—Ward,
New
York, 1.
Finohe,
q b
Thompson Errors—Brooklyn, 1;
aud Farrell; Taylor
Batteries—Howell
1
h
Sharp—Miller,
Farmer—W ain wright and Grady.
r h
Foster—Brown
Cook—Chadwiok,
PITTSBURG'S RECORD.
w
f b
Hale—Hyde,
Halliday
Umpire, Harrison. Referee, Primrose.
Pittsburg, Pa., October 13.—Pittsburg
Grisworld.
Touch
Linemen,
Craig,
dedowns, Sharpe, Hale,Hyclo. Goals, Hale, ended the season as it began, with a
2.
Total score, Yale, 17; Dartmouth, 0. feat.
Menefee pitched a great game, live
Time, 30-minute halves,
of Pittsburg's hits
being made In the

Harvard

Won

Pittsburg,
Chicago,

With the Team VVUlcli

Smyth—Coffin

Lawrence,
Farley—Ristine,
Daly—Finok,

1 g
o
r g

Wright

Williams

Austin—Tyson—Smith
r t
Taylor—McKellar
r e

Van Hoeven burg—Wolfe
q b

0.
At Ithaca—Cornell, 6; Washington
Jefferson, 6.
At Milwaukee—Wisconsin
11; Beloit college, 0,
At
Minneapolis—Chicago

and

University,
University,

6; Minnesota University, 6,
At Springfield,O.—Wittenberg, 16; Ohio
Normal University, 0.
At Ann Arbor, Mich.—University of
Michigan, 24; Case Sohool 'of Cleveland,
3.
At Exeter—Phillips Exeter, 6; Newton
Athletics, 0,
Durham—Massachusetts Tech, 6;
At
New Hampshire Aggies, 0.
NATIONAL POLO LEAGUE.
New Haven, Conn., October 14.—The
directors of the National Polo league met
at Hotel Garde this afternoon and after a
comparatively short session completed all
she preliminaries for the coming season
which opens November 6.
The circuit
ivill be made up of Springfield, Mass,,

Hartford, Meriden,

Waterbury

and New

Haven.

What Shall We Have for Dessert P
This question arises in the family every
iay. Let us answer it today. Try Jell-o.
!i
delicous and healthful dessert. Precared in two minutes.
No boiling! no
caking! simplv add boiling water anp
, set to cool,
flavors:—Lemon, Orange*
ctaspberry and Strawberry. Get a pack,
at
your grocers today, 10 cts.
ige

00000000

oeses to flow.
Mr.
Woodbury
showed me a letter from Prof. F. C,
Itoblnson of Bowdoin College, giving the
analysis of Isham's Cal. Waters of Life
as below, and endorses the water as a
most wonderful solvent, and when taken
it has the effect of an Antacid, as a mild
dluretio, also purgative, causing flow of
never

bile and poisonous collections to disappear, and will inorease the appetite; also
having the eleotrio properties that it will
aot as a battery fluid to excite a current
of electricity. Analysis being, grains per
tJ. 8. gallon: 8ilica 8.09, carbonate of
iron 0.03, carbonate of manganese 0.17,
carbonate of lime 11.19, aluminia 0.09,
sulphate of magnesia 3.84, ohloxdde of calcium 2.93, chloride of magnesium 10.10,
chloride of sodium 16.82, chloride of potassium 1.98, iodide of 6oaium 0.01, bromide of sodium trace, axseniate of soda
trace, phosphate of soda trace. Total per
U. 8. gallon, 49,75.
Pho

5—5

is

n

mifnno

onltranf orvrl

ro..

moves from the system the deposits likely to at any time destroy the health, and
sure In time to bring about decay, and
what we call old age. The excess of lime
Is removed from the system, as well as

02003020 x—7

Base hits—Pittsburg,
7; Chicago, 10.
1. BatErrors—Pittsburg, 4; Chicago,
teries—Tannehill anil Donahue; Menefee
and Donahue.

1’lay tine Great Games,

Lee,
Sargent,
Barnard,

Positive Fact That It Makes

(Kennebec Journal, July 9, 1900,)

Base hits—St. Louis,
10; Cincinnati,
10. Errors—St. Louis, 4; Cincinnati, 3,
Batteries—Jones and Cneger; Hahn and
Peltz.

was

At
Philadelphia—Pennsylvania, 12;
Brown, 0.
was kicked.
£ At Middletown—Wesleyan, 17; Amherst
The Peering team made an obstinate Aggies, 0,
stand and held the Trebles well. The first
At Washington—Carlisle Indians, 16;
half ended with the ball in center of the University of Virginia, 2.
field. In the second half after a long run
At Andover—Phillips-Andover, 0; Holy
by Lawson of the Fort t8am,the ball was Cross, 0.
At
again pushed over for a second touohAmherst—Amherst, 89; Worcester
The Tech 0.
down, but no goal was kicked.
At Wsst Point—Cadets, 28; Trinity, 0.
Preble line was very
but the
strong,
At Annapolis,—Princeton, 0; Cadets,
Peering tsam made a few gains around

t

Louis,
Cincinnati,

St.

a

the Kick Well Again.”

score:

Newton, Mass., October 13.—Yale defeated Dartmouth 17 to 0 this afternoon
on the Cedar street grounrtB at Newton
Centre, in a hard fought contest, The
game

“It Is

eu

Sev-

crossed the
Peebles
The goal
soored.

(VESTBROOK

0
0

While Yale Defeated

and

Upton kicked off to Flagg who fan
baok 15 yards. Perkins gained four yards
and Knight two more.
Perkins made a
pretty'run of 20 yards around left end and
was stopped by Pratt in the nlok of time.
Bowdoln took a brace and held
Tufts
for downs on the 50
yard line,
Upton
gained live through the center. Marshall added three and
Upton again
The attendance was
bucked the line for two. Upton fumbled the ends.
small,
the ball on tbe next day and a Tufts’ The line-up was as follows:
roan fell on it.
Wilson replaced Upton Peering A. C.Fort Preble.
C. Tracy,
1. e.
Lawson
J. Barbour,
1. t.
Boss
1, g.
Coohran
Cherny,
o,
Eitner
Mitchell,
B Traoy,
r. g,
Montgomery
J, Smith,
r. t.
Hanson
S. Pearson,
r. e.
Hinds
r. h. b.
Twitchell,
Haygood
1. h. b.
Stee
Witcher,
f. b.
MacPonough,
Purgbone
D. Cobb,
b.
Burns-Jarvis
q.
Referee, Pevlne.
Umpire, Sullivan.
timekeeper, Jordan.
Linesmen, John-

4
1

ly
pported. The locals hit hard and at
opportune tlma. Attendance, 1,000. The

Sykes—Van Hoenvenburg
1 h b
Berrien
Siwin—Eernan,
rh b
Weekes
Kendall,
f
b
Eliis,
Money—Ashley
tumbled and Cloudman fell on the ball. a score of 11 to 0.
Owing to the recent
Umpire, Dashiel of Lehigh, Referee,
Cloudman failed to gain Gregson gained
game the Trebles played with the Uni* Crolius of Dartmouth.
ninemen, Haltour.
Time for the half was nearly
up versity of Maine they could not present lowell of Harvard; Simons of Columbia.
Ellis.
Klstin», Sawin 3,
and Gregson tried a place kick for a goal their best
The Peering team Touohdowns,
players,
Goals, Lawrence. Total score. Harvard,
from the Held
but the distance was too made a
plucky resistance but th8 soldiers 34; Columbia, 0 Time, 30 minute halvas.
far and the ball fell
short, Knight regreatly outclassed them in weight. The I
OTHER GAMES.
turned the kick 30 yards to Upton. Time
game was called at 3.30 and In about live
minutes’ play the
Peering goal line

1
0

St. Louis, Ootober
13.—Jones twirled
in line form today, although he was poor-

Dartmouth

of Water That Assists

The scoro:

FOLK THOUSAND WATCHED

Will

yard line. Kight here Tufts played
ON GRIDIRON.
great football and forced Bowdoln to give
up the ball on downs.
Knight punted
40 yards. Pratt made a
Fort Preble-Deering A,
catch. The
C. and
pretty
Other Game?.
Gregson gained live yards, Marshall went
for
seven.
through the opposite tackle
Hunt and Upton each gained
a yard,
On tne Forest avenue grounds Saturday
Upfon punted 80 yards, Knight caught afternoon the team from Fort Preble met
and ran back
some ten yards.
Perkins and defeated the
Peering Athletics by

The

JONES IN FINE FORM.

AT CAMBRIDGE.

two

and

Spring

the urlo acid, something which it is
claimed no other agenoies known to sciNATIONAL LEAGUE STANDING.
The power of this
ence will accomplish.
water is undoubtedly accepted by scienWon.
Lost. Per.Ct. tists and wise
Club.
people wherever intro82
54
,602 duced. Mr. Woodbury says it is druuk
Brooklyn,
7!)
60
.067 by physicians as well as recommended,
Pittsburg,
75
63
.660 and another queer thing, I learned that
Philadelphia,
66
72
.478 the water really stops falling hair and
Boston,
65
75
.464 causes a new growth to come. Below I
Chicago.
64
75
.460 print a few testimonials and remarkable
St. Louis.
.449 sayings, some of many witnesses testify,
62
76
Cincinnati,
^
60
78
.435 and these are only a few of the voluntary
New York,
testimonials handed to Mr, Woodbury.
Mr Elmer Woodbury, Gen'l Agt.,
Portland, Maine:
HEAVY WEATHER AT SEA,
Dear Sir—It gives me pleasure to inNew
York, October 14.—Incoming form you that one casa of the Waters of
trans-Atlantic steamers all report very Life have entirely cured me of a very bad
case of bladder and kidney trouble.
I
heavy weather and high seas on the have suffered for
years, and have tried all
Atlantlo. The Hamburg-American liner knowp remedies without the slightest ra
Cap Frio had heavy gales with high seas suit. There have been times when 1 was
from October 3rd to 7th. From that time unable to work I was in such pain, and
time and time again I have had dizzy
till the 11th wind moderated but little.
spells come over me where I would have
On the J2th It Increased and blew with to sit down,
seemingly exhausted. 1
force and at two o'clock in was always one that was ready to take
hurricane
that I would hear was good for
t be afternoon a tremendous wave broke anything
my trouble: every known remedy having
over the bows, smashing the bridge and been taken 1 heard of the wondorfu 1 cures
severely injuring Captain Von Tlolten. this Waters of Life was doing and at once
The Logo of the French liner La Lorraine started in to take it, it stirred me up
badly the first few days, which passed
shows that on every day since she left
away at once and now 1 wouldn’t know I
Harve on the 6fch, with but one excep- ever had such trouble. You have my
tion, last Thursday, strong winds with best wishes. Yours truly,
MOSES GREEN.
heavy seas and swells buffeted the vesMr. John W. Thomas, Man. of Rockland
liner
The
and
the
sel.
Ley
Georgian
land Courier Gazette, Rockland, Me,,
both from says: I have been using Ishanrs CaliWhite Star liner Neinadlo,
fornia Water3 of Life regularly since reLiverpool, report heavy seas and strong
ceiving the half case. It has entirely dewin Is throughout the passage.
stroyed the dandruff on my hoad, and
has cured falling hair, and feel confident
that it will makepny hair grow and shall
THE COTTER CLUB.
continue its use as 1 think from what
A supper was given Saturday evening little
experience I have had that it is a
at the home of Miss Grace Randall, 33 most wonderful water,
Mrs,
C. B. Keeman, Bangor, Maine,
Eastern Promenade, by the Cotter club
says: I have been a great sufferer of Ecand annex, in honor of Mr. Samuel S. zema for
years, but thank the Lord I am
Gilbert and Miss Marian A. Tobey, who perfectly cured and less than five botIt is the most wonderful
did
it.
tles
are shortly to be married.
During the
Water I ever knew I am always glad to
evening an elaborate menu was served. recommend it to all sufferers.
The menu cards, which were placed at
Mr. W. G. Turner, No. (304 Atlantic
eaoh
plate, were a decided novelty, be- Ave., Boston, Mass., says: I have hesitime to give his letter from
tated a
ing In the shape of two hearts joined to- the fact long
that many would not believe my
gether and on each a fine photograph of statement; but will give It now and you
On the reverse side are at liberty to use it; in your business,
the young couple.
and you may also refer anyone to me, or,
wTas the menu neatly printed with local
I will m9et anyone and prove to them
hits woven between the lines, It was a
beyond a doubt the truth of this statevery enjoyable evening and one long to ment,
At the age of lb years I had an attack
be remembered by those present.
Df Inflammatory rheumatism, and another at the age of 20 years, and
the doctor
ANNIE WOODS DEAD.
is now living who attended me in my
last sickness, Dr. S. C. Gifford, Avon,
October 13.—Miss
Annie
Bangor,
Mass. From the time of my last sickness
Woods,the victim of the tragedy at South until four years ago I had not been free
Brewer on Thursday last, died at 10.10 from rheumatic pains in some parts of
that was the time I first met
this forenoon from her injuries, She had uiy body;
Mr, Jsham, and he told me the Waters of
since yesterday and last Life would cure
been sinking
me, and I took his word
night the surgeons at the Eastern Maine for it and commenced to take the water,
hospital admitted that there was no hope md in about four months was cured and
1
aave not had an ache or pain since,
of saving her life. Miss Woods was only
would state there were times during the
1(5 years of age and was popular in South last 20 years that I could not walk withBrewer The girl was shot last Thursday iut the aid of a cane and could not close
ny hands as the joints were swollen and
forenoon by Joseph Wilson, a mill hand,
stiff, but now perfectly limber. Now I
in
who
aged 21,
persisted
paying atten- un like a boy, and am (36 years of age.
tlon to her, notwithstanding her fathMr. Chas. Kennison, Master Car BulidWilson finally decided 1 jr of the M. C. R. It,, Portland, Maine,
er^ objections.
1 have been troubled with chronic
to kill the fidrl and himself. He shot her says:
naigestion for the past twenty years,
and
and
abdomen
the
In
afterwards vying every known remedy and spcoialhips
but grew worse as years
st heard of,
committed suicide.
mssed on, until this spring 1 heard of
sham's California Waters of Life and
YON WALDERSEE EXPLAINS.
i started to drink it, I commenced to get
■ellef alter the first six bottles, aqp after
Tien Tsin, October 12, via Taku, Octo;wo oases were drunx I was able to eat
ber 13, and Shanghai, October 14,—Count
snything, rest perfectly at night and
Von
Waldersee has issued an official ] lot distressed in any way, and my bowils are in perfect condition.
statement surmmarizing the
military
Mr. James Gallagher of Dover, N. H.,
he
since
assumed
made
comprogress
vas pronounced incurable with Bright’s
mind, He explains that the seeming de- < iisease, and after all known remedies
lay Is due to the difficulties experienced ver8 exhausted he was taken to New
fork to a specialist. Keoleving no relief
in
the disembarkation and transportaj le was advised to try the Waters of Life,
don of the Herman troops and also to : md in three months time was cured en;he difficulty of getting the various com- t irely, and is now introducing the waters
the West with affidavits from
in harmony.
nanders to work
Count 1 hroagh
lootors who had treated his case.
iValdersee says the condition is now tolerJudge Geo. E. Baldwin of Canton,
of
ibly satisfactory and that aotive ojiera- ( dhio, was pronounced incurable
^right’s disease; he was attended by Dr.
iions are inaugurated with the Pao Ting
L1. H. Phillips, who is President McTne statement regards
[Tu expedition,
j Kinley’s physician in Canton. After usthe
die
of
hostile
Chinese
inactivity
] ng lshanr s California Waters of Life for
nerely as a ruse to cover possible fur- i our weeks, which was recommended by
he doctor, the albumen was reduced from
iher offensive operations,
0 per cent, to 2 per cent.
The doctor
£ ifterwards wrote to Mr. E. E.
Baldwin,
1
of
Diet.
N.
the
J.
B.
Atty.
Y.,
judge’s
TIME FOR THE IKON WORKS,
f. on, telling him that with the use of
the
Washington, October 13,—Bath Iron i Vaters of life his father was surely get,
Vorks has been given an
extension of t Ing well as he was improving in all
—

j

}

0 days

the torpedo
boats Barney,
1 lagley and
Biddle on account of the
< hanges in machinery.

*

on

my s,

The above information was conveyed to
j dr. Elmer Woodbury, one of the owners
c f this wonderful water.

five bottles of Isham's Cal, Waters of
Life, and she is greatly surprised as well
pleased to know she Is entirely relieved of a very bad nervous and stomach
trouble; as she had tried a great many
different things without relief. She won't
say she Is entirely cured, but feels relieved from past feelings, and knows
that With a few pjore pottles she will be
entirely cured and perfectly well. It is
certainly a wondefrul water and will do
all I can to recommend it for you.'*
Mr. Geo. Wyatt, conductor of Boston
& Maine, West. lJiv., says: “I have been
suffering with nervousness, indigestion,
tired feeling, and In fact conditions were
so bad that I should have been at home
instead of at work, all caused by the grip.
I tried most everything without any relife, and was asked several times by my
friends to just try this Ishanrs Cab
Waters of Life, but I laughed at thb Idea,
thinking I wanted something besides
water to do me good, but us all known
remedies had been exhausted I was finally persuaded to try a couple of bottles of
the Waters of Life and I must say, from
the first day a decided change came over
me.
I at once bought a oase of the water
and am nc,v drinking It regularly.
I
a
have
splehid appetite, indigestion has
left
I
have
no
a
apparently
me,
longer
tired feeling, and am certainly myself
once more, and am actually gaining in
weight, so there is no question of doubt
that the Waters of Life are a most wonderful remedy; and I should certainly
have been obliged to lay off from my
work had not this water come to my rescue just as it aid.”
Mr. F. It. Fay of Portland, correspondent of the Boston Globe, has used
the waters with wonderful results, Improving his bodily health In all ways,
strengthening the sight of his eyes, and
Bays, the most pleasing results, is the restoring of his hair.
Mr. C. E. Marshall, Chief Clerk, 1st
Dlv. Kwy. Mall Service, Portland, Maine,
says: “I started to take the Waters of
Life in practically little faith, but 1 was
surprised on diinking the first bottle, it
gave me great relief to my stomach and
kidneys, from which I have long suffered.
I have now drank about a half a case and
my troubles are entirely leaving me, but
shall continued the use of the water a
while longer as I wish to make sure,; of
my cure.’’
i)r. W. Y. Philbrick of
Worcester,
Mass,, writes a most remarkable letter
that his wife has been a terrible sufferer,
being confined to her bed half of the
time, for years with rheumatism, His
medicine as well as all noted specialists5
had no effect whatever.
The water has
entirely oured her, and furthermore the
doctor writes, that he Is drinking and
using it on his bald head and it has
started a new growth of hair, now half
an inch long.
Mr. Henry Dodge of Portland, Maine,
was cured of a cataract on the eye.
Mr. N. G, Stone of Portland, Maine,
suffered HO years with gall stones. In
live days time after drinking the water
he passed twelve gall stones, and now he
is entirely cured.
Mr. Geo. Burnham of Portland, one of
In Maine,
the greatest business men
whose operations extend not only all over
the country but all over the world, was
cured of a very bad case of Salt Kheum;
besides improving his sight and making
him feel young again, and he is of the
belief that people could live to be 100
yearB of age by drinking this wonderful
It Is also a natural Gold cure,
water.
Mr. Wcodbury having many testimonials,
but the names he wished held in reserve,
to publish
as he had been requested not
them, but could use us references on apreferred
cases
to, are
plication. These
only a few that Mr. Woodubry has in his
possession, and he personally investigates
every baa case reported to him. The
water cured him of rheumatism, and
caused a new growth of hair, and he is a
great Del ever and enthusiastic over the
From his personal experience and
water.
what others have told him ho joins with
Mr. Isham, the owner of the springs in
his belief that the Isham Springs may
have been the traditional fountain of perpetual youth, for which Ponce de D;on
goughfc, and Mr. Isham had the good for
tune to discover.
as

Longevity.”

Bradbury

[SPECIAL TO TIIE PRESS.]

I ;on

“A

members of both teams were anxious to
and
get away
consequently the play
moved with commendable celerity. At-

Referee, Clem-

M._Colby.

SECOND HALF.

League

Billings
Base hits—Philadelphia, 10; Boston, 7.
Libby Errors—Philadelphia, 3; Boston 2. BatH. Libby teries—Bernhard and
Jaeklitsoh; Lewis
Wilson and Sullivan,
Umpire—HurBt.

Cambridge, Mass, October 13,—HarBangor, October 13.—At Orono this
vard beat Columbia today at foot ball
afternoon the Colby college eleven defeat24 to 0, the
largest score Harvard has
ed the University of Maine
eleven by a
made this season. It was the first game
score of 5 to 0.
The game was played unIn ten years between the two colleges,
der conditions that prevented good work
and a closer score was expected
The
by either team, the day being as warm as
Columbia team came up to their expecone in June.
The nearest that Universitations, but the Harvard eleven showed
ty of, Maine came to scoring was in the
weakness which
the coaches had
not
ilrst hair when she got the ball to within
realized.
Their defensive was weaker
of
two feet
Colby's line and lost it on than at this time last
year. Twice in the
downs, Haggerty and Rice did practicalgame the Columbia team seemed able
ly all of the work for the Colby team and
to gain at will through Lawrencef
the
her touchdown was made In the second
while the ^Harvard backs gained
tackle,
half after thirteen minutes
of play by
only through occasional weak playing of
Haggerty who went around Maine's left
the Columbia linemen. In punting,also,
end.
The best playing
for Maine was
Ellis was Inferior to
Pieroe.tne big right guard,couldn:t gain.
Morleff. The only
done by W. L. Cole, he making
several
Lamb hit the line for two yards but the
part of the game was the
encouraging
runs for a distance of 15 or 30 yards. Tin
next play was stopped by liamlltoiLfor
way Sawin and Daly eluded the Columsummary and line-up:
bia ends In receiving kicks and made
a Joss
Marshall tried the line but It was
IT. of
no use and after the next play which was
Tne
long dodging runs down the field,
ball went to
Bowdoln on Hadlock, 1. e.
a loss the
r. e,, Saunders game was
fiercely played from the very
r. t., Staples first.
ELllott. I t.
Haul Dashlel did some splendid
downs.
1. g.
r g
Clark
and insisted
Cloudman made a beautiful run of 25 JLlurln,
upon clean foot
KacklllTe. o.
c., Thomas umpiring
yards through Marshal but want out of H. E, Cole, r. g.
Eg., Atehiey ball. He ruled out Austin,the Columbia
1. t,, Cowing
bounds after he had gone 16 yards, Up- McQuillan, r. t,
guard^for slugging, and penalized both
W. Li. Cole, r. e,
1, e,, Allen teams
ton made his distance In three rushes and
heavily for other offenses. One
b.
Morton
Eastman, q.
q. b.,
Hunt went round left end for 15 yards E. H.
result
of the game to Harimportant
1,
h.
b.
b
r.
h.
Rice
Davis,
vard was that It showed that the eleven
gained three
through right Worinwell, Taylor, r. h. b.
Gregson
E h. b., Haggerty is
tackle, then three more through a tackle
practioally made up.
f. b.
f. b., Dudley
On the next Dorticos,
on a close formation play.
The line up:
Score, Colby, 5.
Touchdown, Hagger- Harvard.Columbia.
rush he carried the ball 30 yards around
UmReferee, Murray of Bangor,
right end aided by tine blocking by ty.
le
Hlocovitch
Time, 25 and Campbell,
pire, Drew of Watervllle,
Cloudman, The ball was now on Tufts’ 30 minute halves.
1 t
Graydon,

rush.

Bull

Philadelphia, Pa., Ootober 18.—The
baseball season dosed here today, Phila-

ent.

Orono.

!

Big

Finished It.

Shaw

r.

enteen to

Levi French, Union Station Ifwy. Mall
Service, says: “My wife has taken only

WONDER OF THE AGE

GORHAM

on

well opened up holes at will. Cloudman,
who was up against the hardest man on
was as steady as the rest
the Tufts team
and rushed the ball like a half back. The
three backs played for all there was In
them.
Upton's line bucking was as
gpod as has been seen on the Bowdoin'.
gridiron. Hunt's end-running was all

for the half was called after one
Score: Bowdoln, 5; Tafts, 0.

SEASON OYER.

scorn

a

delayed pass.

back however and given to Tufte
for holding in the line *hnd Cloudman's
line run netted nothing.
Tufts' full
back made two yards.
Lamb tried the
line but Phipps nailed
him for two and
half yards’ loss, Bowdoln got the
ball

He was in almost every play and
frequently taoklod the half backs on

Bowdoin won the

on

brought

life.

|

tried

move

Portland High defeated Gorham High
Knight punted Saturday afternoon at Robie park, 11 to
short and thfe ball struok the ground and
0. The game was a lively one but the Gorrolled back 15 yards toward the Iiowdoin
ham boys had odds against them,
The
and
Leferrlere fell on
goal
It. Wilson
following was the line-up:
bucked tne center for eight yards. On the
Portland
Gorham
uext play Cloudman took the ball from
Last nun
r. e.
guard. Phipps made a hole big enough Drummoml,
r. t.
Deering
for a horse and carriage and Cloudman Deering,
Hanson
r.. g,
Haskell,
ran 55 yards for a
Patrick
o
touchdown, skilfully Blake,
1.
Clement
avoiding the full back. The ball waj Thomas,

yards

TO THE

|

Tufts

the
oenter
Uodwell.
Perkins made four yards but failed to gain
on the next play. Tufts lost ten
yards for
offside playing. Next they
lost three

—

[

TOURIST
SHOE
Removed to
571
I

Congress

St

Our Stronghold:
The BEST $2.50
Shoe That’s Sold.

—

I™

1

Our only other grades,
S3.00 and $5.00.

«

I

Also a Special Shoe
I for Woman, The ANITA

I1

The TOURIST SHOE

f

MILLER

573

Congress St.

oetSdM, W.Slm

I OIL

$

HEATERS |

The bare announcement that one P
sells MILLER HEATERS is usu- P
ally enough, but
are not d
familiar with their superior quali- d
ties, step in and have a look at >
them.
P
FRIOBS.

P
P

if^ou

&
d

4
>

|

$4.50, $5.50, $6.00 Each

\N. M.
d

PERKINS &

CO.,

HARDWARE DEALERS,
8 Free St.

#

?

\

d
P

____S,
FURS REPAIRED.
M HS. h. E. BOLTON wishes to announce that
sue is prepared to make or repair all kinds of

Fur

CHtrmcnts, Seal Skin Coats,
Capes and Collarettes,

all the up-to-date styles.
Eleven years’
Good work and reasonpractical experience.
able prices.
Residence SSJ Alder St., Cor, of Portland.
in

cot2

dim

REMOVAL
Paul

Of

Caster,

R.

*S.

S.,

Specialist in all chronic diseases, from 62:’ Congress St-, to the Alt. Hope Health Bazaar, No.
06Bedford St., betweiu Forest Avenue anil
Grots Sr., where ue Is more fully prepared to
treat all chronic diseases of whatsoever nature
with all the modern and improved methods
known to medical jurisprudence, having more
commodious office room and operating room,
and will bo open day and night to all who desire consultation. Grove Sr. and Forest Ave.,
cars

pass the street.

Remember

Bedford St., Portland.
tion.
66

CITY OF

the

number-

Telephone

connec-

octldtf

PORTLAND.

Notice of Hearing.
AfOTICE is hereby given that the Citv Council
Fn
of Portland will give a public hearing to
all persons interested at the Common Council
chamber. Oily Hall, on MONDAY, the 2I’d day
of
etober, woo, at- 7.80 o'clock p. m.. upon the
proposition of the Boston & Maine Railroad
(In regard to the Marginal Wavi as submitted
to the City Council octboer l. moo.
EDWIN L. DYElt. city Clerk.
octlO-dtd

Female
years this remedy has been the
nerve restorative. Thousands
of happy men owe their newly found
strength to its use.
Sexine Pills replace weakness and
exhaustion with strength and vigor;
the brain becomes clear; the nerves
steady and calm; gloomy forebodings
are banished and perfect
vitality is fulFor

standard

ly

gi
§1
f|j
«j
a

B

restored.

If you

are

suffering

box; you’ll be

above, try a
encouraged by its effect
as

to take the full course of six boxes—
then if you are not entirely cured, we
will refund your money. This satis-

factory

offer is

of the factors of

one

Orphan Asylum.

The annual meeting of the Female Orphan
of Portland, will be heiil ;>t their
house, 62 State street, Tuesday, October 16, at
3 p. m.. for the choice of officers and managers
and the transaction of any other business that
may legaiiy come before t :ern.
ABBY S. BARRETT,Secretary,
Oct. 9-dtii
Portland, Oct. 8, 1900.

Asylum,

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.
Notice is hereby given that Portland Bridge
will he closed about three weeks for repairs,
commencing Oct. 15th. 1900.
N. H. SKaVEY.
GARDINER WALKER,
CHAS. E. WIG GIN,
Portland, Oct. 9, 1900.
ocUO-tf

our success.

$1.00 per box ; 6 boxes (with guarantee to cure or money back), $5.00, mailed
in plain packages. Book free. Peal
Medicine Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
For sale by C. H. GUPPY & CO., Portlf.n1.

DON’T DAVE TOE HORRORS
Bailey Sanitui'iusis,
Sf., City, for C. J. BAILEY,
fix you up as good as new in a

to the

Send

65 State

Liquor&Morphim\
Habits

who will

few hours with harmless remedies.
octlO-dtm
Long Distance Telephone,

Permanently and Painlessly
Cared

at

"tBssU^ySanitanum
PORTLAND ME. 65STATE
ST.

5 anitarium
For Gentlemen and Ladies.
7 he only sanitarium in the
A Private

morid using

THE PERFECTED
GOLD REMEDIES
SendFor booklet Long Distance Telephone

(fIfftot) J-Salley Manager

V

WM. M. MARKS,

Book, Card
AND-

JOB

PRINTER,

For gears Mgr Aee/ey Institute ofthe East'

..m.A.----✓
d6m

octl3

Tlic

Porlland Widow’s
Society.

PRINTERS’

97

l-!i

FINE JQB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.

of the Portland Widow's
Wood Society for the choice of officers ior
the ensuing year and the transaction of such
other business ns may legally come before said
meeting will be held at their office, City Building, on Wednesday evening, October 31st. A.
D., 1900, at 7.30 o'clock.
It. C. BRADFORD, Sec.
Portland, Maine, Oct. 13.1100.

oct13ltd

All ordersby mall
attended to.

a

local

remedy or change of
jiimate will cure

CATARRH.
Tl»e

jag
•■

'i-fA’ftEAki

'W^Js^Rchom

HeadJ

specific Is

Ely’s Cream

Balm.

telephone promptly
«ept22oedtf

ENGLISH

EBfNYRGYAL

PILLS

Original and Only Genuine.
^.SAFE. Always reliable. Ladies, ask Druggist
for CHICHESTER’S ENGI.ISH
tu KE» and Gold metallic boxes, sealed
with blue ribbon. Take no other. Refuse
Dangerous Substitutions and Imitations. Buy of your Druggist, or send 4e. in
stamps for Particulars, Testimonials
and “Relief for Ladles,” in letter, by return Mali. 10,000 Testimonials. Sold by
C hichester Chemical Co.,
Druggists.
this paper.
Madison Square, P1IILA., PA.

L

Mention

»At

or

CHICHESTER’S

CATARRH
but

Portland

Wood

Annual Meeting
THE
A

Nothing

EXCHANGE,

Exchange St.,

mon.tbu&satrtt

s

fL^/ ^fP

tt Is quickly Absorbed.
Clives Relief at once.
dpens ; ml cleanses ts%xT
die Nasal Passages,
lllays Inflammation.

feSga
TM
p% k, IJ fT A

LULU N SI LA LI

Seals and Protects tlie Membrane. Restores
die Senses of Taste and Smell. No Mercury.
'Jo Injurious drug. Regular Sise, CO cents;
Family Sise. Sl.oO at Druggists or by mafl.
ELY BROTHERS, 66 Warren St., New York.

STEPHEN BERRY,

Bool, Jot and Card Printer,
K0.3T PUU.U

STUKKT.

THE

a peaceful set
affair while their
troops are marching through the country
seizing towns and virtually making war
General Chaffee, our
upon the people.
commander
in China, has opposed the
Pao Ting Fu expedition on the ground
that it will pnt off negotiations, and the
Hossians and Japanese are of the same
opinion. The more one scrutinizes the
German policy the more It looks as if it

on

PRESS.

M05DAY. OCTOBER

15,

1900.

TERMS:

DAILY PRESS—
By the year, $6 In advance

or

negotiations looking to

tlement

$? at the end oi

the year.
By tne month, 50 cents.

The DAILY PRESS Is delivered at these rates
ol
esery morning to subscribers in all parts
Portland, and in Westbrook and South fort-

of

There la
a
lot of public usefulness
left In Senator Chandler. The Senate
cannot spare him yet.
The Kepublicar
party needs his services at the post whlct
he now holds, and the Kepublicana ol
New Hampshire owe It to the rest of the
country that he shall stay there.

the Boxer

RECENT PUBLICATIONS.
The Poetry of the Psalms. For reader!
of the English Bible. By Henry Vai
Dyke, E.L. D,, Professor of Literature
In Harvard University.
The literary study of the Bible Is be

designed primarily to get up a war
In China that will eventually furnish a
pretext for partitioning the country, and
land.
j that a speedy settlement was not wanted. coming more and more emphasized lr
MAINE STATE PRESS (WeekhnThe unaccountable thing in this business
By the year, $1 In advance, or $1.25 at the ;
the education of the day. The combined
Is that England whose interests are all
end of the year.
literature of the Hebrews has begun tc
For six months, 50 cents; for three months, against dismemberment and on the side
take Its rightful plaoe with the literature
21 cents
of an early settlement should be assisting
of other nations of antiquity.
Professoi
in the Kaiser’s scheme.
Van Dyke, of Princeton, announces hl£
Subscribers whose papers are not delivered
of
little book “as a brief and simple Intropromptly are requested to notify the office
THE
MINE
THE
OWNERS
AND
the DAILY DRESS, No. i)7 Exchange street
duction to the study of the Psalms, In
MINERS.
Portland Me.
English, as poetry.1* While he still beThe anthracite coal miners decided to lieves In
studying the Bible as the
Patrons or the PRESS who are leaving town accept the ten per cent increase of wages
divinely Inspired and perfect rule of faith
of
their
the
addresses
have
offered by the mine owners on these con- and
temporarily may
conduct, and also as a collection ol
1 apers changed as often as they may desire by ditions: First, that the mine owners shall
historical books -written under certain
were

notifying the office

continue to

Presidential Election. Tubs,, Nov. B.
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS.
For

President,

William

McKinley
Of Ohio.

For Vice

President,

Theodore: Roosevelt
Of New York.

FOR PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS.
:

Large—Joseph O. Smith of SJtowhegan;
George P. Weseori of Portland.
First Dist.—Charles F. Libby of Portland.
A t

Second Dist.—lames W. Wakefield of Bath.
Third Dist —Fred Atwood, Winterport.
Fourth Dist—Alinou H. Fogg. Houlton.

The

Ohio
York Journal puts
It is just
the doubtful st&tss.
doubtful as Maine.

New

among
about as

six
pay the advance for
months; second, that they ehail abolish
the sliding scale;
that they
third,
shall
to
agree
adjust other grievances with committees of their own
employes. In case the mine owners refuse
to accept these conditions then the miners
propose that all questions at issue be referred to a fair and impartial board of
The convention made no
arbitration.
demand
for the
recognition of the
miners’ union
On their Lface certainthese
seem
to
be
ly
proposals
f3ir and reasonable.
It is 6urely
not
unreasonable for tne miners to ass that
the increase of wages offered shall continue for some definite time, and in
view of the probability that scarcity of
coal resalting from the long idleness of
the
miners
will
keep the price
pretty well up for six months to come
that period is not an unreasonarle one,
The merits of the second condition—the
abolition of the sliding scale—are not 60
clear. Intimate knowledge of the facts Is
necessary for correct conclusions on this
point, but it is a condition that would
probably not prove very onerous to the
operators. The third condition—that the
other grievances be adjusted by conference between the operators or owners and
their employes—involves
nothing but
what the operators have always professed
readiness to assent to.
Conference with

conditions,

and reflecting In their contents and In their language the circumstances In which they were produced, he
also thinks that we may see in it a noble

Impassioned interpretation of nat ure
life, uttered in language of beauty
and sublimity, touched with the vivid
colors of human personality, and emboded in forms of enduring literary art, In
the greatest of them he finds an intunse
love of nature, a passionate sense of the
beauty of holiness and an intense joy in
God. Most readers, after
getting the
drift of Professor Van Dyke's enthusiastic introduction, will find a new meaning
and sublimity in the Psalter,
and a
teener delight In the noble translation,
which is one of the triumphs
of the
seventeenth century literature.
Tho book is very artstic In its makeup.
Designed and printed by D. B. Updike.
The Merrymount Press, Boston; T. Y.
Crowell Co., New York; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
and
and

Unto the Hills.
A meditation on the
one hundred and twenty
llrst Psalm.
By J. K. Miller, D.D., author of Things
XJiTO

X

vjl

AliD

I«iOU

X OUilii

UCg

/

AMt.SE-HEZVTS.

FINANCIAL.

title-page showing some ol the birds tba1
appropriate to the season Indicated.

Twelve line half-tones or oar best knowr
blras, one for each month, add interest
More than fifty
aDd value to the work.
birds are here celebrated in song, not a

large number of

course,

but it

lDCludec

many with which the reading comniun
ity in general has little or no acquaintance, Most of our best known American
authors are represented in these poems ol
bird life. The book
will tbus appeal
equally to lovers of birds and lovers ol
the best works of our great poets, since
fcO of our poets ..are represented and 242

BONDS. COLONIAL BILLIARD PARLORS
We offer, subjeet to sale:—

L. D.

out door and nature interest lor boys
and girls, Intended to Interest them and
to induce in them habits or investigation
and to awaken m them sympathy witn
In this book Mr.
bird and animal life.
aocurate and

GRAND

Burroughs glvee.a very
teresting description of fifteen fur bearers.
Among them are the lox, mink,
skunk, raccoon, porcupine, woodchuck
and weasel. Mr. Burroughs tells his experience while hunting for a weasel’s
den, when he proved the force of the old
saying that you cannot catch a weasel
asleep. Though written for young people

MR. FRED
"

MR. MOSES

England,

and

NTATTER,
Monday afternoon -at

exhibition of Billiards
and at 8 p. m.

will give a fine

ex-champion,

INSPECTI05,

AMES,

Billiard Player of New

Champion

3p

THE MOST COSTLY FURNISHED BILLIARD PARLOR (of its s'ze) IN THE W[i
Carpeted with the finest Royal Wilton Carpets. Fine iniporif.'
Curtains.
The finest
Upholstered Fur«iiUl

Portierers and Lace
money can buy.

$7,000,00,

Pool 5c per cue.

octl2dtf

THEATRE,

Eveulugs at 8.00.
MONDAY AND

Mercantile Trust Co.,

COST

Like it in America.

Nothing

Billiards 60c an iiour.

JEFFERSON

PORTLAND? WE.

Oct.

TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC FOR

180 Middle St.,

?ugl8dtf

Gentlemen.

OPENINC,
15th,

Monday,

SWAN&BARRETT,

In-

MATHIS, Prop.

For Ladies and

ifrurer

of

BLOCK, Congress St.

BAXTER

Washington County (Maine) 4's due 1923-1928.
City of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
City of i-outli Poriland 4's due 1903.
Town of Capo Elizabeth 4's due 1901 to 1904.
City of Augusta 4’s due 1919.
City of Belfast 4’s due 1918.
Toan of Yarmouth 3 1-2’? due 1902 to 1906.
City of Cincinnati (Ohio) 5’s due 1910-1930.
City of Crbana (Ohio) 4 l-2'3 due 1906.
Lucas Count? (Ohio 4 1-2 s due 1004.
Poitlaaa Water Co. 4 s due 1927.
Wa'ertc wn (Mass.) Water Supply Co. First
Mortgage o’» due 1905.
Framingham Mass.) Water Co. First Mort-

poems or extracts of poems given, the gage 4 1-2'a due 1 *25.
Portland & Cape Elizabeth Ey. First Mortgage
whole making a book of 850 pages. The
! 5’s (a sumed by Portland R. R. Co.) due 1915.
with
In
white
volume is nchly bound
Medfleld & Medway (Mass.) St. Ily. First
i
5's due 1920.
gold lettering. Every featnure of the Mortgage
Grand Rapids By. Co. First Mortgage 5’s due
work Is attractive, and It will make a 1916.
Toronto. Hamilton & Buffalo Ey. First Mortvery choice and
acceptable gift book. E
Port
And:
LorCity Tramway Co. First Mortgage 5’s
(Boston: Lee & Shepard
due 1919.
ing, Short & Harmon.)
Erie Telegraph & Telephone Co. Collateral
Trusts’s due J926.
Is
Falls Power Co. First Mortgage 5’s
Sqirrels and Other Fur Bearers. By ! due iagara
1982.
John Burroughs. With fifteen Illustra- Particulars upon application; correspondence solicited.
tions In color after Audubon, and a frc-ntispece from life. This is one of the books

OCTOBER

TUESDAY,

15-16,

TUESDAY.

MATINEE

DAVID

Lessees antlMaaajer

Matinee at *2.15.

BELASCO

Introduces the Favorite Comedian,

Corner Exchange and Middle Sts,

CHAS.
in the

Attention Is called to the foltheir elders will
find both entertainits
ment and instruction
in
pages. lowing; list of Kew England in
Air.
his vestments:
to
gives
Burroughs
readers the benefit of his studies and
observations wltb that quality of mind
of Portland 6s, dne 1907.
which makes all his boons so delightful.
of Sontli Portland
3 l-2s.
York: Houghton,
(Boston and New
Portland
Water
Co.
1927.
Mifflin & Co. Portland: Lorlng, Short!

3E3.

jE2V7-A.3STS,

New Farcial Comedy,

INTAXTCS-^T^r

A3STTHONY,

Preceeded i>v Belasco’s Dramitization of

BTJTTERFLT

MADAME!

DIRECT FROM ITS TRIUMPH ID LONDON.

City
City

$1.00, 75c, 50c, 25c. Seats now on sale,
NEXT ATTRACTION—Oct. 15-16, Thomas Q,. Seabrook In The Ronudtti,
Prices— $1.50,

4s,

Harmon.)

RRl'AN’S DAY,
Escorted

by

Boys

Labelled

‘‘Uncle

Sam’s Kids.

X110

with the line, “1 will lift up mine eyes
unto the mountains.” Dr. Miller thinks
Akron, Ohio, October 13.—A memorElection day Is still three weeks away,
rightly that many of us are not living at able day in the Bryan campaign In Ohio
6o that Mr. Bryan has still considerable
He says: “We linger
our best.
In the closed here tonight with a monster meettime to aronse the country to the danger
lowlands because we are afraid to climb ing, but large as It was, it fell considerof hie election
i the
union, or men representing the into the mountains The steepness and ably behind the meeting at Mansfield,
is
what they have objected to.
union,
ruggedness dismay us, and so we stay in which was the most important stopping
The Bryanites still continue to furnish
They have always professed willingness the misty valleys ana do not learn the Diace before reaching this place. A dozen
Roosevelt
with
Governor
campaign to meet their own
As an
employes.
mystery of the hills.” But the psalm in- or more speeches were delivered by Mr.
Their last assault upon him
capital
alternative to the
acceptance of these timates that health and healing come Bryan during the day, the most notewas made In Kentucky.
conditions the miners offer arbitration
Clrolefrom above. Dr. Miller explains how worthy of which were made at
It this
No apathy is shown in the registration before a fair and impartial tribunal.
psalm was sung by the ancient Jews vllle, Lancaster, Zanesville, Coshocton
The first day s record | is a little difficult to see how, if the oper- as they went up to Jerusalem. He then and Mansfield.
In the large cities.
York
was well up to that of ators reject the conditions before speciIn New
expatiates on the blessing of the moun- s'lhe crowds appeared to Increase gradfonr years ago,. Both parties profess to fied, they can refuse the arbitration plan tains and shows how it had its analogy ually In Bize throughout the day from the
without greatly prejudicing themselves
be greatly encouraged by it.
in the thought of the pilgrims as they initial meeting at Cbillicothe.a little after
and their
side of the question in the
approached the Holy City. The parable sunrise, until the last day meeting at
There is 1 ttle likelihood that our policy
of
the
Of course It contained in the
eyes
general public.
There
thought is a natural Mansfield just before sunset.
In the Philippines would be radically is within their
legal right to rejeot arbi- transition, and is elaborated by Dr. Mil- were great crowds at all the plaoes me ndifferent under Bryan and a Democratic
tration, but if they are disposed to deal ler in his usual felioitous manner with tloned while Mansfield was said to have
majority In Congress than under MoKin- fairly with their employes this method
as had
aneodote and quotation. The beautiful contained twice as many people
Jey and a Republican majority. We know ought to commend itself to them. It may
which
illustrations
supplement the ever before been gathered at that place
that Mr. Bryan promises If elected to be difficult to
get fair and impartial arpreacher's exposltioa are by (i. H. Ed- to hear a political speech.
treat the Philippines as we are treating
bitrators, but it will not be impossible if wards. The book is printed on the finest
All things considered, the Mansfield
he
but
to
out
that
Cuba,
carry
promise
the two parties to the contest work sin- calendered
The covers are blue street demonstration was the best that1
paper.
must have the assistance of the majority,
c?reiy to that end. The alternative of a with a design in silver. Thomas Y. has been made. The stop there was for
at least, of the Senators and Representasettlement of the strike by one of the Crowell &
The speaking took
Co., New. York. Both of an hour and a half.
tives of his party. That he can never get methods
suggested by the convention is these volumes, The Poetry of the Psalms place from an elaborately decorated platto a policy which contemplates the perits prolongation with serious loss to the and Unto the
Hills, are ideal gift books. form in front of the court house, more
manent reiiucuishment of any territory
a mile distant from the
than
railroad
mine owners, severe
suffering on the (Portland: Lorlng, Short & Harmon.)
station. The escortjfrom the one point to
The South will furnish
we now hold.
part of the miners and their families,
the
other
included
a
number
of unithe great majority of Democratic Sena- ; and an increase in the
price of one of the
Myths and Fables of Today. By Sam- formed clubs and ladies on floats, repretors and Representatives, and the South
necessaries of life which will bear heavthe various States of the union
uel Adams Drake. Attractively illus- senting
is thoroughly saturated with the expanThere were also
a
number of brass
The
ily on the poor all over the land
Frank
T.
Merrill.
In
this
trated
very
A private gentleman had supby
bands.
sion sentiment. Were it not for the negro
operators will have to set out some very
uniforms of national colors for 500
shows
book
Colonel
Drake
plied
interesting
question Mr. Bryan would find great strong reasons to justify themselves besmall boys, who were
denominated
how our dally lives are filled with saydifficulty In carrying many of the South- I fore the public in rejecting the miners3
The streets and
“Unole Sam s Kids.’-'
ings and doings that have their orgin in public park which adjoined tbe meeting
As it is the most prominent
ern siates.
It will
conditions and also arbitration.
superstition, although we may not real- place, were all crowded and the mass of
Southern newspapers are constantly in- not be
enough for them to say that they ize it. These
origins he traces in a roost humanity extended far beyond the carryforming him that they have no sympathy have a right to manage their own proppower of Mr. Bryan’s voice.
scholarly and entertaining manner, giv- ing
with his “paramount: issue.
Indeed it
In his Mansfield speech,Mr. Bryan took
erty as they see fit, for while that may in
illustrations
of
the
of
power
ing many
occasion to respond to one of the points
is undoubtedly due in large measure to
it is also true that a
a sense be trne,
superstition in common life, and drawing in (iovernor Koosevelfs reply to one of
the coldness which this issue has met in moral
obligation rests upon them to deal
Mr. Bryan’s speeches, but before enterlargely from history. The book covering
the South that it has been almost entireing upon this reply discussed the trusts
fairly with the workmen who help as it does The Folk Lore of
Childhood, question at length and along lineB hitherly dropped and trusts substituted for it. create their wealth, and with the public
of
all
Weather
Charms
to followed.
sorts,
Lore-signs
Moreover it is altogether unlikely that who ara
dependent upon them for one of to Good Luck. Charms
against
Disease,
Northern
Democrats
would
many
give the necessaries of life.
Their right of
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
Fate in Jewels, Love and Marriage, Evil
their assent to a policy that was liable
ownership and control of the anthracite
local applications, as they cannot reach the
Haunted
Persons
and
by
Houses,
Omens,
to cut
down
the number of jobs that coal
disased portion of the ear. There is only one
Bupply is to be exercised with proper
Presentiments, The Divining way to care deafness, and that is by constitumight te distributed among their consti- regard to the rights of others. Neither Places,
Fortune
Hod,
Telling, Astrology, Palm- tional remedies. Deafness i-caused by ac. intuents. It is difficult to imagine a Tam- individuals nor
flamed condition of the mucous lining of the
corporations ought to be
can
etc.,
scarcely fail to attract Eustachian Tube. When this tube is inflamed
istry,
to
alienate
many representative voting
permitted to take possession of the neces- each one
the
line
you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearof
some
hobalong
pet
territory that will furnish numberless op- saries of life, and refuse the people
and when ii is entirely closed, Deafness Is
aqpess by. Even the most violent skeptics, too, ing,
the result, and unless the inflammation can be
portunities for his henchmen to get *0 them on reasonable terms.
out and this tube restored to its normal
taken
admit
that
Colonel
Drake
has
will
most
their liviDg out of the public. Tammany
condition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
ample reason for making a book on this nine cases out of ten are caused' by Catarrh,
statesmansnip is quite or anotner kind.
CURRENT COMMENT.
most which Is nothing but an inflamed condition of
subject and that he has made a
As for appeals from Mr. Bryan to the
mucous surface.
readable one. (Boston: Lee & Shepard
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
spirit of liberty and regard for human
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that canPortland:
Short
&
Lorlng,
Harmon.)
DIVORCE IN MARYLAND.
rights, one can readily imagine how
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. Sena for
much impression they are likely to make
circulars, free.
(Springfield Republican.)
F. J. CHENEY & CO„ Toledo, ©.
1U
MULOi
UUiUl.
iJaUUBbCipC XT aiUL'iUg
on a section which ha3 deprived by force
Sold by Druggists. 75c.
Statistics recently complied in BaltiJohn ilacwhirter, It. A. Introduction
By
and frand half its male population of more show that the
Hall’s
Family Fills are the best
proportion of divorces
the right of suffrage guaranteed by to marriages is one to nine. Startling by Ldwin Ball, it. I. It is an unusual
at
first sight, it almost thing for a man so high in his profession
the constitution.
If Mr. Bryan ever as this seems
a
matter of concern when to take the trouble to tell the world how
calls Congress together to solve the Phil- ceases to be
compared with the proportion between he does his work. In this book Mr. Macippine problem he will find that most of the two in Chicago
which
is one to
his Democratic friends will have plenty five, or nearly twice as bad as in Balti- whirter tries to show how ne has mastered
To
draw
more.
reflection
aDy
upon the his cralt, though he does not propose to
of reasons for holding on to all the terri....of....
people of Chicago from this unpleasant teach landscape painting in twelve lesThe historic
tory we have acquired.
comparison would not perhaps be justipolicy of the Democratlo party is expan- fied; the trouble lies rather with the laws sons. He shows that there is but one way
of
The suggestion is to acquire a knowledge
sion. It is in the blood, and though they
landscape
governing aivorces.
made in Maryland, where fortunately painting, and that is by constant study
INQUIRE OF
may dissemble about it before election, if
they do not content themselves with com- and practice, and in the iirst place
by
power falls Into their hands they will not placent pointing at conditions of greater
exercise It in a way that shall be hostile evil, to take away the divorce business close and accurate imitation of nature.
WITH
from the Circuit courts and have one He does not recommend the copying of
to all their precedents.
separate and distinct divorce court,where many pictures, though It is well, he says, CRESSEY, JONES
& ALLEN,
From the| day that German
soldiers all testimony, the system of examiners to study the works of
great painters. He
Portland, Maine.
: being done away with, would have
to
set out for China the Kaiser has acted as
! be given out openly before the world. emphasizes the necessity of careful draw- Residence, Ko.
Bryant St.,
if he were much more anxious to stave There has apparently been a deal of
Woodfordg, Maine.
per- ing. "When there is not time both to
in
in
connection
witn
dioff a peaceful settlement of the
Boxer jury
Maryland
draw and paint, devote all the time to ___sep21eodlm*
affair than to help it along. If his pro- vorce cases, and the mere fact of dee ling
The Illustrations are admirawith them more openly will tend at lsast drawing."
posal to make the delivering up for pun- to lessen this evil. But if Maryland is ble examples of the artist s work. Preishment of prominent Chinese officials a bestirring herself with conditions as they
—SELECT SCHO0L OF—
ceding each plate is an explanatory note
condition precedent of negotiations had now are, the question is just so much the
somewhat
of
the method
and
showing
to’more “up
Shorthand
&
Chicago for action.
teen accepted by the other powers negogiving the colors. One of the plates, a Will open in this City September 4th.
Pupils
CHANDLER, OE COURSE!
tiations must have been postponed indefiof
the
rowan-tree
receive
ash
individual
instruction in Shorthand,
stuiy
(mountain
),
(New York Sun. )
and all branches of office work,
Typewriting
nitely. Indeed the only outcome of that
is a beautiful piece of
coloring, and a and will be aided iu securing employment.
The proper solution of the Senatorial
could have been a general war with
situation in New Hampshire is obvious very careful drawing. This book possesMiss Elinor S. Moudj,
China.
fallea
in
this
scheme to
Proprietor,
Having
every disinterested observer outside of ses an interest for students and all lovers
because rhe powers would not agree to it, that State.
The candidates are mu lti- of landscape art, and especially for those
80
he seems to have hit upon another which tudinous and in many instances deserv- who admire Mr. Macwhlrter s
work. ■ Rnslnegg
Department—Miss Moody does
is likely to prove equally effective in ing of high political honor; but one or
and every kind of stenographic ami clerithem, and only one, is entitled for the (Rew York and London: Cassell & Co., any
cal work.
This
Is
an
aug!2deod2m
postponing negotiations.
next six years to the seat now occupied
Limited; Portland: Lorlng,Short & HarIn this en- by the Hon. William E. Chandler.
expedition to Pao Ting Fu.
mon. )
That one is the Hon. William
E.
terprise he has succeeded in getting all
E. Chandler himself.
the powers to join except Japan. Russia
Through the Year with Birds and Poets
Although this distinguished son of the
and the United States
Just what he ! Granite State was one of the founders of Compiled by Sarah
Proposals will be received until ’hree o'clock
Williams, with introp. m. Wednesday. October 17th. 1-hjo, for ike
the
and
his
political
to
do
at
|
Pao
Republican party,
proposes
Ting Fu is not
duction by .Bradford Torrey.
Illustrated
ejection of a Manual Tra ning Budding lor lur*
runs back tor nearly half a
clear, but an advance upon that place experience
Walter M. Hardy. This anthology bv City of Portland, to he located on ihe corner of
century he is the youngest man of his by
Casco and Cnmber and stre;t- n sain city.
can hardly fall to be seized upon by the
His mind is as Miss Williams forms a gplenaid collection
age in public life today.
Plans and specifications mav bes-en at the
Chinese government as a reason for re- enterprising,
and his independence as of the best American
office of Frederick a. Tomp-oa, Architect. Y.
poems relating to M. C. A.
|
Bud dug.
fusi ng to negotiate.
The Chinese diplo- courageous, and his loyalty to cause or birds, classified
according to the season
Prono^als must be marked •‘Prur«osal It
as
firm as they ware during
mats can say with much force that the principle
Twelve divisions have been ^.'aui.'Training Bmlrtiuit.” aud ;» l rerse i to
the administration of Arthur or the
ad- of the year.
Frank W. Robinson. Mayor, I ordan i, Maine.
allies can fcardiy expect them to carry ministration of Abraham Lincoln,
made, each one having an illustrated
ociO-dtd

Machias Water Co.
5s, 1916.
Oakland, Me., Water Co.
5s, 1908-18.
Newport Water Co.
4s, 1929.
Bangor & Aroostook Main Line
5s, 1943,
Do Piscataqois Dlv.
5s, 1943
Do Tan Boren Ext.
5s, 1943
Descriptive circular of these
and other choice Issues mailed
on

applicaiion.

Portland Trust Co.,

PORTLAND

THEATRE.

most

The

Specialties:—High Grade Bonds for
Inrestment. Interest Paid on Deposits.
WM. G. DAV1$, Prest.
JAS. P. BAXTER, Vice Prest.
HARRY BUTLER, Treas.
JOSHUA C. LIBBY, Asst. Treas.

TRUSTEES.
Wm. G. Davis,
Jag. P. Baxter,
Wm. W. Brown,
Walter G. Davis,
Cbas. O. Bancroft,
Frederick Robie,
David W. Snow,

Franklin R. Barrett,
Siduey W. Tliaxter,
Cbas. F. Libby,
A. H. Walker,
Geo. F. Evans,
Clinton L. Baxter,
Harry Butler.

rHE

ANNUAL TESTIMONAL CONCERT
For
the Benefit of W. J. Byan.
Tax

Single
BE HELD

Wednesday Evening,

Underwood Spring.

WILL

F.

MISS

Typewriting

NO,

EXCHANGE ST.

NOTICE TO

CONTRACTORS.~~

EDCCATIOSAL.

The

F. O. Box

Baxter

EVANS”
876, Portland,

Opens

Sept,

octl5dlw*

==

TXI1D

••••••••

Municipal Bonds,
Water V/orks Bonds,
Railroad Bonds,

septlldti

Interest Paid
TIME

ST.

Mr, Frank Burnhav
Te,'Cl.Cr of

DEPOSITS.

FOR SALE.
C

orrtapondence solicited from lud.U
vlduals,
Banks
Corporations,
and
others desiring to open accounts as well
as from those
to
transact
wishing
Banking business of any description thiouxh
8

j

and

a

for

professional

Military Band.

Boom 21

537 Congress St.,
sep25dtf

MISS NELLIE
188

BEARDSWOfiS

Dun forth St.,

Teacher*

of

Eeference—Harvey

S.

DR.

PIANO
**?*•■■

Murray.

LATHAM TRUE,
....TEACHER OF....

STEPHLj ii SMALL Presid'niL
MARSHALL R. GODING, Cashier.
feb7au

and e,’ec-

violin a^csnnil,

Pupils prepared

this Bauh

Piano, Musical Theory and
Studios— 55 Y. M. C. A.

earning ii3 inte est more than

Composit :
BC1L0IS6'

Portland. Maine,
auction

is.%

BY—

Charles F.

Flagg,
SUPPLEST., Porilaiiit, Jly.

L.

oct-2_0L

tS

HENRY

p* o.

BAILEY & CO.
Anelioaeers and Comaiission Merchani. j Piano,
Salesroom 4G l lobaajje Street,

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS,

—

HIMPHBE1

TEACHER OF

Organ and Theory

Room 52, T. M. C. A. Building
STUDIO OPEN OCT. 1, 19

_dd__
JAMES AT BAIN,
Teacher of I’iilllO 1111(1 Or®
Beginner? given
thorough fonadaUJ*;
tlie rudiments of music, and the
octl

Proposals will be received u ntil three o'clock
P. an. oednesday, October tt^i, isuo, for the
reinovdoi h« wooden
building Known as the
Ca-o o street iboren, ioeat m on the
corner of
Cumberland and C v'co streets in said eitv.
1 for mat: on in regard 10 Hie work
maybe
oh ai.-tvi at the offl *e of l-re erick A
TomDson. Architect. Y. Al. C. A.
building.
Proposal must be marked "Proposal for the
i, niov ii ot t:i- c'ai o street <
!>urci>,” ; nd adcres ell
>o Fran* \V. liobiusou.
FortMayor,
J
laua, Mame.

lias removed to 72 Ashmont St.. Wood'ori
[Grove St. earj, and Is now ready to reai«
private pupils. Classes In light gymnastics t
ladies and children, to open Nov. l, in Peru
and Deeding, now forming.
For partleabv
call or address 72 Ashmont SI* Tehpta'
1003-13.
ocfitf

on

TERNATIONAL CHEQUES

Population Supplied, 285,000.

I9t

Elocution & Physical Gulin

in Orcliesti

Electric 11 y.

—FOE SALE

22nd at 10 o’clock a. a.

LESSONS, S6.00.
EKAi\K L. RASKIV,
Director,

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

and Light Co.
COLD 5’s DUE 1926.
is

begin Sept.

MRS. ABNER W. LOWELL

BONDS.

over.

SO

1824.

LETTERS OF CREDIT AND IN-

Company

The Kinder Class

CAPITAL. AAiD SURPLUS

H, M, Payson & Co.

twice

Sept, 17th.

MAINE.

Incorporated

Bank Stock.

Covering the entire street raiUvav
trie light system of Milwaukee, Wis.‘

m.

will

••••OF •••• • >••

PORTLAND,

12 a. m. and 3 to 5

to

=====

Casco National Back

WE OFFER

Milwaukee

X atlx,

Office hours 10
p.

Enroll,

Pupils,

ment oi

j

Building,

for Callers an«l

Lessons resit.ned

INVESTMENTS

EXCHANCE

Me.

6LAVIER

Virgil

SCHOOL,

FINANCIAL.

LIBBY,

MOODY’S

3. Martin basso.
Tills Annual Concert of Mr. Eyan’s fiK \sfeature of the lmisicil history of ?ot
] and.
This year he lias seemed one of V
nrougest musical combinations east of
| fork, and the people of Portland should p:r
pare to patronize the entertainment freely.
Admission, including reserved spat, 5oeena
Tickets can be obtained at Cressey, Jones S
Aden’s
oetll-lw
( ome a

The Zllpha Ladles’ Orchestra of Portland will play in the Casino evenings from 6.30
to 8. Klectrlc Fountain will play at 8.00.
First Class game and shore dinners at the
Casino. Arrangements can be made for private
parties for dancing, whist, &c. Inquire at
Portland and Yarmouth railroad office, 440
oct2dtf
Congress sireet. Telephone 31-3.

Teaclier

Singing.

[

Books changed from single to double entry
and expert examinations mv'e for Banks, Corpoations or Mercantile Houses.
Prices moderate.

FOR

17,

Soprano Soloist.
The S vend son trio^-Miss Carolyn Belch?:
violinist; Miss Charlotte A. White. Cellist;ta
Louise Emelie Waitt, pianist.
The Tremont Male Quartette—Georgs R.C.
Deane, first tenor; Charles W. Swalne.sewi
;enor; Kobe/t C. Whitten, baritone; Ereoeria

Wednesday, Oct. 17th.
The afternoon session at 2 o’clock will l e for
reports, election of officers and oilier business.
At the evening session, 8 1*. M„ good speaksrs will be present.
E. S. J. McAllister will adtress the meeting on the simile tax.
The Maine Central K. B. will sell tickets for
octl5d3t*
the conference at reduced rates.

A. H.

Oct

the Tremont-Svendsou Combination, insisted by Mrs. r. L. Martin, the celebrate;

By

AT

CONGRESS HaLL, PORTLAND,

GEORGE A. LIBBY

Piano and

Y. m. C. A. HALL.

ANNJAL CONFERENCE

FOURTH

GENERAL ACCOUNTANT and AUDITOR.
—

Blondell and Feuntisfi

Katzenjammer Kids.

-OF THE-

»

jlylJtdtf

16,11,

Embracing Farce Comedy, Pantomimic and Dramatic Features.
A ten thousand dollar production, introducing the BLOSUELLS and a host of other fa
makers.
Prices—Evening 15, 25, 35 and 50c. Matinee Prices 15 and 25c.

WILL

Capital Stock,
3200,000
Surplus and Profits,
175,000
Total Deposits,
1,800,000

OCTOBER 15,

elaborate and diversified en!e tainment of the centur
Big Musical Comedy Sensation,

Association

Exchange St.

Manager,

ENTGrAGrEMENTT E3LTF5. A_OTl2DII\r AHY
The

lYIaine

87 and 89

and

MATINEE TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY.

....AND....

)

Lessee

MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY,

■

1

AMUSEME5TI

are

French

Language.

Prof. ENSILE JAMiN.

Foiroerly principal of the Berlitz Schools n
Wasbrngtoa and Brooklyn.
Conversatonk
method easy and
drnee less os,

? l.e
>

|

attractive,
day aim
etc., wtu
fiiYen

ro.e»soi

s

residence,
bond ror cncular.

c.ass and
lecture

evening

month a
e'v"fy
PA KIv st
ocilldlw*

1‘4U

a

advanced
riven to

players solicited. Especial**'*-;,
Technic, Phrasing, Sight £4
w*'

Memorizing,
In stud

o !

Sol and Accompaniment
Addret« 385 toap«"s
etween9-12 a m. and

RECEPTION TO MEMBERS.

The RING
League

Epivorth

junior

question

is an

Entertain

important one and wo
always ready to discuss it with
and give you tho benefit of our
perience.

Members of Chestnut St. Church.

In the
The
youngest organization
Chestnut street Methodist church, the
Junior Epworth League,tendered a reception to the older members of the church
Saturday, October 13th, from three to
seven.
Carriages were sent for those
who desired them.
The Junior League gave an entertain-

you
ex-

DIAMOND.

RUBY.

EMERALD,

SAPPHIRE,
opal,

turquo.se.

2h2L

Have you seen our new “RAGLAW”
Overcoat, made bv Hart, Schaffner &
Marx.—A triumph of Artistic Tailoring.—

are

Faultless

forgetting those set with the
more modest semi precious stones,
in settings of conventional or special
design. We have a largo variety to
Not

Speaks to

At the close of tho entertainment an
informal reception was held and many
were the greetings of friends who had not
met for years but who had been workers
together in their younger days.
The

tables

gay

with flowers were at-

tracfciveiy set in the vestry and the oomto a delightful
pany of fifty sat down
supper together.

POLO IN MAINE.
_____

Oignutzatlou of a League to be Effected
at Brunswick This Week.

parties Interested in playing the game of polo In thlB State will
A

meeting

of

a

upon
the way
we
do ofir work.
It is not a
of
question
the
getting

Uig Meeting at Second

money for the

All denominations were represented at
she Union meeting held In the vestry of
1 ;he Second Parish
Congregational church
1 it four o'clock yesterday afternoon.
The

first

find

just
dressing

ipeaker was Mr. Marion Lawrence of
L’oledo, Ohio,gone of the leading workers
it the
country in the Sunday school
;ause.
Rev Smith Baker, D.D., presided
ind introduced Mr. Lawrence who spoke

Quest cues, billiard balls,
chalk and accessories have been provided
and the place is “swell” in every acceptation of the term.
Especial attention
has been given to the comfort of the ladies in the cosy parlor off the main room,
a handsome piano having been
installed
on Saturday. A large number cf the best
people of Portland who take an Interest
In the game have
signified their intention of attending today and for the week
the private parlors have been secured for
The place Is a credit to
several nights.
the city and will be liberally patronized
by the beet element.

buy,

the

able and

hour.
He told how the Sunlay schools could be more effectively organized and how once thus organized
could be of great power In the
they
ihurches. Regarding the boys and young
men in
the schools he said that more
honor should be accorded to tbem. They
should
not be
called nicknames but
should always be addressed as mister even

FUNERAL OF ELEPHALET
INSUN.

C. ROB-

Funeral services for Blephalet C, Robinson were held yesterday at his late residence Town House corner, and braving
the elements there were gathered together
a
large gathering of family, friends and

neighbors. Llgonia lodge of Odd Fellows
Hiram lodge of Masons were
represented
by goodly delegations and the
religious ceremonies were conducted by
Rev. Mr. Nickerson, pastor of the ConThe Masonic ritual
gregational church.
was carefully read by Hiram
lodge and
the pall bearers were chosen from this
The floral tribute was protus8.
body.
embracing tokens from the several orders
and

which Mr. Robinson had been an
honored member and individual tokens
In the form
of wreaths, bouquets and
beautirul flowers wrought
In the most
of

appropriate
resting place

Mr. Robinson’s
designs.
is at Bay View
cemetery.

MEMORIAL SERVICES.
The afternoon service
Spiritual Society’: held

of

“The

First
In
Mystic hall
yesterday afternoon, was In memory of
Capt. T&omas P. Beals, who was a member of that society. The display of flowers
was
very elaborate and beautiful.
Remarks were made by Mr. John M.
Todd and William H. Sargent, followed

by

a very appropriate discourse
by Mr. J.
Frank Baxter. Many of Mr. Beals’s old
time friends and members of his
family
were present.

illness

of

and quick answer to ilie
"What shall we have for Dinor for Breakfast?” should
1 ake the Boston Daily and
Sunday Globe.
Every day The Globe publishes a simple, inexpensive and nice bill of fare for a breakfast,
dinner and a supper.
This is specially pre>ared by an experienced, skilled and econom,vho

want

an

easy

question.
] laily
ler, or for Supper,

J llobe atfancy

one

work, etc., etc., etc.
Order The
our newsdealers and try It.

of j

$1.25,

go to-

at half.

This

insole

One lot of

fancy Hat
at
half
Pins,
price. One
lot of
sterling silver
Thimbles, at 15c.
One lot of school

com-

panions in wood case,
One lot
25c, were 50c.

hair

on

not

hold

Whiting’s tinted vellum Writing Paper, at
25c a pound, instead of

and

prevents

perspiration,

the

GOc.

the upper side will
or

but

it

permits
through to the

to

pass

A lot of olive oil Toilet
cushion
Soap,
large
cakes, two for 5c. One
lot of Derby silver Pol-

under side of

the sole where it is absorbed
W

the cloth,

by

comfortable,
foot

the

keep
in

leaving

a

pair,

3

ish, 15c

They
and dry

on.

warm

damp, sloppy

10c

dry

hair surface for

to rest

the feet

a

weather.

pair

down
lot
How
A fall

about

enough

to

Trousers?
overcoat will do
but
something,
hardly

for 25c.

Schlotterbeck & Foss Co.s
Prescription Druggists.

CCtl5d3t

conceal

the

trousers.
If
you’ve worn the kind we
sell, you know somethiog
of the character of work
wear

on

put into these garmeots, but we’ve gotye ai>
otber step ahead this fall;
you will find the comfort
and fit better than ever.
we

Dr. Austin

Tenney,

OFFICE 514 CONGRESS
'Over

STREET.,

Foster, Avery & Co.

Specialist In diseases of the Eye and Ear and
the scientific fitting of Glasses.
Saturdays Only, Begl unlug Oct. 527.
OCtJSJtf

\

|
1

|
►

F

[
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WEDDING
PRESENTS.

]

Dress trousers, in neat,
worsted stripes, or lively
checks aQd plaids.

$2.98

WorkiQg trousers,
rip kiQd.

$1.50

the

$3.10.

to

Ml LOW &

f FRANK

GO.,

Hen’s Outfitters,

MOtfUMEMT SQUARE.

got
ning.
all

in

else

ever

the

begin-

The bean is

always
rightly

If

right.

it’s

roasted,ground and blended, it’s bound to be right
when you get it, unless
a

t

The

Jeweler,

MONUMENT

p

SQ.
septlOdc

ij
|

4,

++$

i Is hem? in Chelsea, Mass.

of

pinch

see

Coffee
with
real

something

how it wili work.

lias

we

never

in

have
been

the

in

to
The

least.

It’s

grade

coffee all the way through.
It will do you good.

794-796 Congress Sti

es
octlS-lt

with Mexican
work
corners,

drawn

crashes,
table

of

linen

huckabucks,

damasks,

white and

linens, etc.,

at

25

Also
per cent discount.
a
lot of 68 inch fine
white table Damask, five

patterns, at 75c,
$1.00 a yard.

gain.
Silks Counter.

a

worth

Florentine Silks,
a ‘yard, marked
down from 58c.

lot

of

remnants,

yard, mostly

An

at

lot

down

seventeen

short

lengths of white Muslins,
at 18c yard, been 25c.
One

lot

of

inch

silk

at

39c,

Pillows,

A lot of

Underwear

pantry shelf

been 88c.

A lot of lactin waiter trays,
from

36c.
One lot of paper candle

Shades,

15c,

marked

Children

basket

Gloves Counter.
lot

of

wash leather

women’s

(suede

ish) Gloves,
natural, at 65c,

A lot of

Onyx b ack
fall
Hosiery,
weight, high
spliced

marked

cotton

Men's Gloves.

heels and double soles.
Also spliced selvage, at
36c, marked down from
50c.
Great value.

clasp outDogskin Gloves,
one

for street and drivat

Children

marked

58c,

Trimming Counter.
satin

narrow

gimps, ascolorings, at 8c,

sorted
marked

down

and 12e.
fine

from

Also

lot

a

Feather

A lot of Velour Skirt-

of

a

white,

A lot of black

from

from 89c.

tion,

38c,

at

heavy

d

of crepe iissc and chiffon
and mull neck ruchings,

black, white and
8c
at
each,

cream,

useful

at

Infants’ Outfits

Umbrellas Counter
A lot of
able rain

right

for

good

service-

Umbrellas, size
men or

women,

79c, marked down
from
Also
a
$1.00.
at

dozen

Macintosh

ments

(women’s),

Garas-

from

50c

Counter.

A lot of checked Nainat 9c yard, marked
down from 12 l-2c.
Also a lot of babies’
moccasins, assorted colors, at 18c, marked down
from 25c.
Also a lot o£ children’s
fancy cashmere Toques,
at 19c, marked
down
from 25c.
In same section, a lot
of
Boys’ Fauntleroy
Blouses, trimmed with
at
Swiss
embroidery,
marked
down
$1.00,

sooks,

$3.00,
from

o w n

$5.50.

( Women's.^) j
remnants

at

lot of extra
Turtle neck Sweat-

marked

down

striped Shirtfancy, at 36c,

marked down
and 75c.

a

only,

Dressing Sacks,

A. lot of

waists,

fancy striped

ers, white

sec-

Shirt Waists Counter.

marked

half-hose,

Also

same

$1.89, marked
from $2.50.

19c, marked down from
25c.

In

lot of fine French

at

down from 50c.

cashmere

a

flannel

weight

merino Shirts and Drawers, white and natural

color,

satteen

Skirts, umbrella shape,
at 65c,
marked down

Utiderwear Counter.
of fall

moreen

sorted

$1.50.
s

effect, ascolors, at 12 l-2c
yard, regular price, 18c.

ing,

Boas, black and

gray and black and
at 98c,
reduced

Hosiery Counter.

Counter.

Linings

10

length

quarter

s

A lot of Onyx black
ribbed cotton Stockings,
heavy weight, suitable
for school wear, at 18c
pair, value 25c, sizes 6
to 9 1-2.

down from 75c.
Dress

Counter.

Hosiery

down from 89c.

right
ing,

Underwear.

fin-

white and

A lot of

s

A small lot of misses’
fine Jersey ribbed merino Under vests and Pantalettes, at 50c, reduced
from 75c.

Trays, 20c, been 36c.
A

Counter, Knitted.

A small lot of Swiss
ribbed silk Corset Covers, pink, blue and black,
at 25c.
Also a lot of
women’s Oneita Union
Suits, in white and silver
gray, merino mixed, at
72c—but for slight mill
imperfections would be
worth $1.25.

Paper, 1 cent a sheet. A
lot of Jardinieres, at 55c,
quered
20c, marked down

pins

papers for
5c Monday. Also a lot
of the popular union belt
and shirt waist Supporters, at two for 25c—this
is half the usual price.

Basement.
A lot of

400

to paper, two

50c.

were

good quality

Pins,

common

And

half price.

of 24

A lot of

$2.00, 2.25, 2.50.

Neckwear Counter

Notions Counter.

lot
of
remnants of colored linens and
Japanese crape

assorted

Men s Hosiery Counter.

Thirty-two pairs Nottingham Lace Curtains,
buttonhole edge, assorted
designs, at $1.50,
Also

$1.00.

Needlework Counter.

Men

goods.

been

colored

fancy

39c

A lot

assorted

25c

A lot of women’s muslin Night Gowns, Empire and high neck style,
trimmed with dress embroidery, at 58c, marked
down from 75c and 84c.
Also a lot of fancy flannelette Night Gowns, at
79.c, marked down from

three for 25c. Great bar-

Ribbons Counter.

ribbon

Underwear Counter\ Muslin.

folds and silk

Linens Counter.

lengths.

ESwe!!,

A lot of women’s pure
linen hemstitched hand-

A lot of

Remnants

yard,

Handkerchiefs Counter.

etc.

mind

tampered

honest, high

O. C,

of

Draperies Room

nothing

into it

lot

colored
fancy
Shirts, at 49c, instead of
$1.00—pinjc, blue, red,

50c

Coffee.
see

assorted

men’s

at

the hand of man'shies in

f

An

A lot of long waist
“R o y a 1
Worcester’’
black and white Corsets,
at $1.39, marked down
from $2.00. Also a lot
of women’s
“Security”
Hose
Supporters, with
belts, black and white, at
19c, marked down from
25c.

An assorted lot of colored Chiffon and Liberty

Silks, at 58c a
been 75c and 87c.

$4.98—Great

at

Corsets Counter.

faces Counter.

seam

Haberdashery.

plaid

That’s

One

rubber

An

Coffee

You

of

25c.

dressing
Combs, 7c, were 10c.
One lot of Seeley’s best
Perfumes, at 17c ounce.

octlSdlt

i

from

brown

never

I

We have all the latest
patterns in Sterling Silver 1
and the best Plated Ware t
made by Reed & Barton, »
Rogers & Bros., and in. f
ternational silver platers. ♦
We have a great variety ♦
of Knives, Forks, Spoons. ♦
Meat J
Berry
Spoons,
Forks, Ladles, all sizes, 5
Pie Knives and numerous |
other articles.
£
Our stock of Clocks is £
the largest and best in the £
city. A clock makes a £

$6.50.

to

marked

bottle,

Monday
bargain.

yard,

a

down from 25c.
One lot
of

Toilet Goods Counter.

absorb moisture

15c

at

marked down from 25c.

a

Stationery Counter.

counteracts

eries,

cloths,

Jezvelry Counter.

APair.

MARGINAL WAY TONIGHT.
1 al
This evening occurs the pnblic
housekeeper.
CAPTAIN LEAKY AT HOME.
hearing
in addition, the choicest
recipes from the
on the question of the
;
killed cooks of the homes of New England are
marginal way.
New York, October 13.—The steamship
Great public Interest has been aroused i irinted every day, and any special recipes
it. Paul of the American
line arrived
ranted by any woman are readily supplied.
over the proposition of the Boston
and
In lacr, The Globe is a daily cook book for a t her
this afternoon from Southpier
Maine, many citizens favoring the grant- 1 he housekeepers of New England.
On the St. Patil was Capt K.
The Housekeepers’ Departmpnt in The Globe a mpton.
lng of the petition and others being od- e very clay
tells you how to get rid of ests, how I
Leary, U. S. N., the former governor
posed. There will be a large number of ! o take care ot plants, flowers and animals, how c f
Guam. Capt. Leary will go at once to
o do

oitizens on hand.

of

of

A r H £>•

Keeping House.

day

Insoles.

Lena Paterson.
In Bar Harbor, Eoscoe L. Arey and Miss
Mary A. Webber.
In Bucksport, Oct. 3, Arthur E. Smith and
Miss Annie L. Lowell.

Woman

Square.

Wiley’s Hair

several

In tills city. Oct. 13. Mary Doylo, aged 32 yrs.
Funeral tnis afternoon at 1.30 o’clock, from
the residence of her sister. Mrs. William Alexander. No. 66 Hanover street.
[Services at the Cathedral of the Immaculate
Conception at 2 o’clock.
In this city. Oct. 14, John W., Infant son of
Patrick F. and Ellen L. Bradley, aged i month
mid 10 days.'
[Funeral tilts Monday afternoon at 2.30 o’clk
irom parents’ residence. 146 Congress street.
Burial private.
In this city, Oct. 12, Christ an Gottlieb Fettensen, aged 42 years, 5 months, 10 days.
In Ellsworth, Oct. 7, Joseph II.
Hennessey,
aged 16 years.
In Ellsworth, Abbie E., widow ot Ilezeklah
H. Pratt, aged 7b years.
in Harmony, Oct. 8, Mrs. Julia O.
Marble,
wife of Josiah M. Marble, aged 66 years.
In Camden, Oct. 10, Bessie M. Overlook.
In Camden, Oct. 8, Charles F. Heath, aged 62
rears 7 months.
In Camden, Oct. 7, Francis Randall.
In Rockland. Oct.. 10, Marion Doris, daughter
< >f Le and and Eivie
Blackington.
In Rockland, Oct. 10, Rosa, daughter of Thonas aim Celia Simpers.
Burial at Portland.
in North Deer Isle. Oct. 7, Sadie,
daughter of
Jr. and Mrs. Samuel Robbins, of
Stoulngtan.
: iged 20 years.
In Thomaston, Oct. 7. Mrs. Ilaunah H.
Parks,
tgeci 76 years.
In Ellsworth, Oct, 7, Arthur G. Eaton, aged
t months.

lot

to

of

printed

belts, which have
been selling at 25, 50,
75c and

lot

Swiss cambric Embroid-

at

assorted

assorted

A lot of

satin

----a>_

In New Gloucester. Oct. 10. Dana E. Ayer
aiul HelenM. Mclntlre.
In East Wilton, Oct. 3, Ned Buterflelcl of
Cliesterviile and Miss Anna M. Phillips.
In F. linin'.1 ton,
ct. 9. Augustus Sawyer of
New Sharon and Miss Maliel Bangs.
In Ellsworth, Oct. 6. Austin C. Conary of Orlandand Mlss.Lilliau M. Carter.
In Bar Harbor, Oct. 3, John George and Miss

t

at

Belts, including leather,
silk, elastic and pleated

eetiSeodt!

IOq

mounted

Leather Goods Counter.

Tailors, Clothiers, Furnishers,
Monument

of

china

(glass) photographs,
half price.

Our

HASKELL & JONES,

MARRIAGES.

D

and

An

bridge rebuilt. Mr. Charles H, Alden Is
doing the work.
Mr. Edwin Clements, who has been
passing a few weeks at his cottage, Diamond island, returned to his home here
yesterday.
William M. Mitchell, one of Scarboro’3
prominent citizens, father of the well
known mall agent, died at his home Frian

becoming.

stock

and

clocks

most suit-

Shirts, UnderNeckwear, Hosiery, Gloves, are the
sort a man can
depend upon in style,
quality and price.

lor over an

day last after
months.

the

him in the way that, is

entire

porcelain

wear,

parlors

can

thing he
conscientiously helping him
right goods and patterns, of

looks at, but

Brunshe hr hi at the Tontine hotel in
wick this morning. The league has been
practically organized for some time and
will be hell for the pur- though they wer8 not more than thirteen
t ils meeting
Manager years old. Then a different line of songs
poss of formally organizing.
Walter VV. Burnham will attend the rneet- should be taught In the schools.
At the close of the meeting a con trlbu1 ig to look out for the interests of Portland. It la probable that th8 following tion was taken. The meeting was held
cities will be comprised in the circuit: as a preliminary to the State convention
Portland, Blddeford, Bangor, Rockland, which is to be held at Dexter on Tuesday.
It has not yet been This convention will be largely attended
Bath and Uardiner.
decided whether Lewiston will be repre- by Portland people who will leave on
There Is the old tomorrow morning’s train.
sented in the league.
In that city over altrouble
familiar
lowing polo to be played in the^cltyjbullduuniiAJU.
ing. Manager Fred Doe is expected to
visit that city to confer with the enthusiHon. E. P, Boutelle, special
rural
It is thought that the hall will be
asts.
United States district agent of the mall
rented as in the past.
syst3m, was in Gorham Friday and Sat| William Long has been engaged as the
to inspect the new route which has
He Is a well urday
manager of Rockland.
been petitioned for and In comknown sporting man of Boston and has recently
witn Postmaster Edward Hardlug
pany
for many years been Identified with base
covered the entire proposed route, found
ball and polo.
all very enthusiastic for the addition and
COLONIAL BILLIARD PARLORS.
Mr. Boutelle will
recommend to the deToday Mr.’S. D. Mathis opens to the partment at Washington that the addiThe
public of Portland the most luxuriously tional route be at once established.
appointed ladies’ and gentlemen’s bil- present rural delivery system In Gorham
Charles L. Grouard
liard parlors in the East.
The Colonial is very popular.
Billiard parlors
In the Baxter block, will be recommended as carrlsr with Blou
reached by elevator from the first floor, W. Bickford as substitute.
Miss Mabel Day, Gorham's
“sweet
have been fitted un in exquisite, artistic
and contains every convenience singer” sang at a concert that was given
taste
and comfort
patrons of the game will at Pine street church last evening.
Mr. Frederick R. Summersides, State
This afternoon at three o'clock
desire.
his
an exhibition game will
be played be- street, passed Sunday with
sister,
tween Mr. Fred Ames and Mr. Moses Miss Marlon Summersides, Lisbon.
Hon. W. J. Corthell is In the eastern
Yatter, champion and
ex-ehampion of
New England and at eight in the evening part of the State on business.
Mr. Harry E. Day was in Massachuthe second game will be called.
These
and Connecticut last week on a
contests between men of national repute setts
In their
line have been arranged as a business trip.
The selectmen of the
town, at the
speoial attraction for the opening day,
when a steady stream of people is ex- request of the voters at a meeting several
for the
first weeks since are having the West Gorham
pected to visit the
time and see that what has been promised
them has been carried out to the letter.
The minutest detail has not been passed
over.
The tables are the best that money

The

An

CO.

sorted styles and colors,
which have been $8.75,
and up to $16.50—to go

kerchiefs,

Fancy Goods Counter.

r’a

t o me

“Monday

Bargain
Sale” of ours.
Every
week sees a growing interest in our offerings
and the
popularity of
this famous Monday sale
is
increasing weekly.
For today we’ve made
the following selections:

pends

c u s

1

this

mankind. The
Success ot our
debusiness

Parish.

of

tractiveness

e

life is that
of dressing

Danfortb street, who was present and
jmwjBuian,
introduced as the oldest member of
300 CONGRESS
ST.
the churoii and also the wife of a previShe spoke of j
ous pastor of the church.
her delight at being peisent and read as |
)N SUNDAY SCHOOL WORK.
her contribution, Psalm 46, 1-3. The
League arose to welcome her and then
Marion
went up and shook hands with the gentle Leader
Lawrence
of
Ohio

dim-

no

inution in the at-

work in

OUR

Qeo. H. Qriffen,

was

queenly

Embroideries Counter.

THERE’S

Furnishings.

choose from.

woniun.

1 tie weather to.a ay
i* likely to be fair.

MOORE

Portland, Oct. 15, 1900.

RINGS.

ment of song, recitation, dialogue and
au old fathloned ijantomlme, “Six Little
Mr. J. B. Donnell and
UrandmotherB.:'
Mrs. Charles Baker also assisted. The
date of the reception was also the 94ch
birthday of Mrs. Mary Roberts Shaw of

OWEN,

1

from

$1.75.

t.

__

OWEN, MOORE & CO,

OWEK,

MOORE & CO.

OWEN, MOORE

&CO,

A LIVELY STATE.

give true and complete answers to the
questions of enumerators. The penalty
for such refusal Is a fine “not exceeding
of the
W*rk
Cental
Department
$10,000, to which may be added imprisonOver.
ment for a period not
exceeding one
With the exception of a few groups of year.”
In the whole Portland district [there
cities am towns, the enumeration of
were but four cases of refusal reported to
manufacturing industries in this Stats
the chief special agent, and in everyone
for the United States census is completed.

GEM OF THE BAT.
Burned

the

to

Ground

OX THE ALERT.
Saturday

Saturday

noon

entirely

those cases when the party was made troyed by fire. The flames
swept so rapfully understand the nature of the idly through the building that within an
Inquiry, and the fact that all answers hour all that remained of It was a pile of
are held
In strict confidence, and na brick and heaps ot hot ashes.
The Gem
Mr. Henry T.* Buffington, a specal representative of the census bureau at Wash- publication made in the census reports of the Bay was built In June, 16&9, and
the names or operations of was a conspicuous object for many miles
ington. who has been assigned to this disclosing
State to ‘‘gather the loose ends"’ of the individual establishments, the answers around, standing in a prominent
Instance was on the shore of the bay.
The hotel was
work. Mr. Buffington has been making were forthcoming. In no
Portland his headquarters, going from It necessary to even allude to the penalty the property of Mr. Cornelius Harris, who
has been for many years one of the chief
here to other sections whenever his assis- prescribed.
To insqre thoroughness in the enumer- stewards on the steamers ol the Boston
tance has been req aired.
His duties, in a general way, are to in- ation of manufacturing Industries, the line. Mr. Harris dldjnot himBelf conduct
struct local agents who are in any doubt census [department makes practically a the bouse but had as manager Mr. WalAfter the close of the summer
doable canvass, In every district in the ter Bond
as to the application of the rules
In cer
United
States.
tain cases to personally call on all special
in season ilr. Bond continued to oocupy the
Tor
instance,
the household consisting beside
agents and report to headquarters as to the Portland district after the regular building,
the progress of their work, to assist In canvass was completed the chief special himself of Mrs. Spencer, the cook, ena a
named Forest Storer, who did the
any districts where his participation can agent received from Washington a box boy
work around the place.
On Saturday,
hurry the canvass and to look up any of cards. On every card was written the
Mr. Bond and Mrs Spencer were
Instances of refusal of manufacturers to name of 6ome individual or firm
away for
doing
forenoon young
answer questions put to them by
the business In the district whose operations the day. Late In the
Storer went to Yarmouth Tillage to
get
regular enumerators. Mr. Buffington had not been reported. The card list
When he left, the
has been in the government employ many was made up in the census office, from some kerosene oil.
hotel was all right, 60 far
as
could be
years chiefly in the department of labor, local directories, records of the last cenfrom which he was transferred this year. sus, and from Information furnished by seen, and the only tire on tbe premises
was that In the
furnace. Having comHe is an apt student of human nature, clipping bureaus.
his
business at the village Storer
These cards, for the most parts
an interesting
conversationalist and an
repre- pleted
sented parties who had moved out of the at a little after 12 o'clock had reached a
affable gentleman.
The canvass of manufacturing lndns- district, or whose establishments either place from which he could see the hotel.
tries in the Portland group was complet- do not oome within the scope of the cen- He found that it was wrapped In flames
ed several weeks ago.
This group includ- sus canvass or had already been reported and smoke and so filled with the tire that
ed Greater Por;land, South Portland, under some other name. Many of
the it was impossible to tell In what
part
of the structure the blaze originated, As
Cape Elizabeth, Westbrook and Gorham cards bore the names of journeymen who,
of course, should Dot be canvassed. The it was just noon,the people In the nearby
Six canvassers were assigned
to it, five
of them designated as special agents, and re canvass cards revealed a number
of houses were at dinner and they did not
Two men who
industries that had been
the
who had
and at first discover the fire.
to

sixth,

overlooked;

general supervision

the simplest form of them ail,
contains
94 questions and sub questions, with
accompanying blank spaces for the answers, not including the 11 tormal questions on the title page. It can readily be
seen that the special agent's job was no
sinecure, for every blank space had to be
filled in with an answer, and if the ques
tion was not applicable to the particular
industry, the word “None” must be
Inserted. Everything had to be spelled
out; no ditto marks were allowed,though
there were numerous places where they

THEIR FRIENDS
Uoyn

on

the

ALARMED.

Training Ship Enterprise

Have Set Arrived.

Boston, Otcober 13—The fact that

Massachusetts
Nautical Training ship
Enterprise, which left Funchal, Maderla,
has not
September 6, for Marblehead,
yet arrived nor has she been reported as
sighted since leaving that port,has caused
considerable anxiety among the relatives
have
been
used
to
the
advantage
might
and friends of tne
14 3 men on board.
of the enumerator.
The board on naval training
held a sesAssuming that he found the proprietor sion
today and the matter was discussed,
or manager in, and in a mood
to be
l’o all inquiries the board
decided to
quizzed about his business affairs, In the
make thi6 reply: “Tho Enterprise Is not
name of “Uncle Sam,” the special agent
overdue and may be expected within the
ordinarily had to spend from '20 minutes next few
days.”
to an hour In gathering all the informaSecretary Bill explained that the En
ton necessary to fill out the
schedule.
was ordered to proceed under sail
In some cases, where the manufacturing terprlse
from Funchal
with the understand! ng
is done in connection with a retail busithat she was not to arrive at Marblehead
ness, and only one set of books used, the
antil October 10,
The course was left to
census man would find his time occupied
the discretion of Lieutenant Commander
two full hours, In making up the returns
Edward M. Hughes, her commander.
of a single Industry.
The Enterprise Is supposed to have proBut often as much time
would be
ceeded under easy 6all well across
and
wasted in fruitless calls as would be rethen up the coast
and In the opinion ot
quired to make out numerous schedules seamen
may have held off owing to the
Perhaps the proprietor of an establishheavy weather.
ment would be at home nursing a
cold,
or entertaining company, or at his sumNO MATERIAL CHANGE.
mer cottage, and he alone could give the
information required. Perhaps the cenReturns From the Elections in the
sus agent might find him busy
with e
Tight Little Isle.
customer or looking over a drummer’s
samples, or having a session with the
bookkeeper hun ting up an old charge.
London, October 13.—The only returns
In such instances the census agent had received tonight are those from Crewe
to make a second call, or a third, and and Ivernshire.
Both show Liberal
possibly a sixth call, before finding his gains. The ministerialists have thus
man in readiness to devote the necessary far elected 398 of their candidates, while
the
time to the government.
opposition have elected 258. The
The census rules call for book accounts, gains and losses now exactly balance,
wherever available, and the questions nut making the respective strength of the
to the manufacturer were of such an in
party the same as It was at the dissolutrlcata nature that no little figuring was tion which, is not likely to be materially
required to arrive at definite conclusions changed by the returns from the bakIf the manufacturer desired, the blank ers dozen of constituencies where the reschedule was lert with him for a
few suite are not known.
days or a week, in order that he might
DIVORCES GRANTED.
more readily grasp its purport and look
These dlvoroes have been granted by
up the accounts at his leisure. Some-1
times when the census agent called for Judge Strout In the Supreme court:
Ellen Hunter of Portland, libellant, vs.
the schedule he had left for perusal, it
would be handed him by the bookkeeper, Ezekiel Hunter of Westbrook.
Walter Campbell of Portland vs. Nellie
neatly filled out. every item figured
“down to the last cent.” But such cases Campbell of Blddeford.
Win. F. Greene of Portland vs. Annie
were extremely rare.
Portland, gross and conThe principal Items in the schedule re- A. Greene of
lated to date of establishment of the In- firmed habits of Intoxication.
Lizzie At.
Hammon of Portland vs.
dustry, character of the organization,
Hammon of Fairfield, gross
character of the Industry, the capital in- Elmer F.
vested, persons employed and the amounts and confirmed habits of intoxication.
Harry Colpltts of Portland vs, Aiabel
of their wages daring the census year,
the kinds and value of materials used, M. Colpitts of Portland, desertion.
Margaret F. Wilbur of Portland vs,
cost of rent, Insurance, fuel, taxes, etc
Miller’s Falls, N.
the kinds and value of goods manufac- Harry A. Wilbur of
tured, amount received for custom work, H, cruel and abusive treatment.
Agnes L. Stanford of South Portland
value of manufactured products the preceding year, and the kind and cost ot vs, GeorgeJR. Stanford of Portland.
Abbie A. Walls of Portland vs. Harry
schedule was
power used. When the
completed, the person furnishing the in- I. Walls of Portland.
Edith L. Wentworth of Portland vs
formation was required to sign a certifiAlvah Wentworth of
Portland, gross
cate stating that the information was
correct, to the test of his knowledge and and confirmed habits ofTntoxication.
Mahlon D. Ward of Lebanon vs. Addie
belief.
To stop a busy man in the midst of his L, Ward of Harrison.
Annie M, Crocker of Lakewood, N. J.,
daily routine, and use up a half-hour or
H. Crocker or Portland,
an hour of his valuable time firing at him vs. Charles
such questions as how much his build- cruel and abusive treatment.
Mary A. Davis of Portland vs. Wilings and machinery are worth, how liam
Davis of Portland, cruel and abumuch he pays his employees, how much he sive treatment.
paid out last year for-raw materials, and
COLLEGE BASE BALL.
what Is the total* amount of his receipts
and then to calmly strike a balance with
Watervllle, October 13 —The managers
the figures he has given, and ask him 11 of the
college base ball teams of Alaine
the net result is a correct representation met at the Elmwood
today to see what
of the profits of his business the last
could be dene about
out

straightening

We now have

Coals, such

got

wag

ttoII

a

There they rushed
“Skinny” Kllday’s.
Into the saloon and saw
several men
gathered about the bar. Usually in such
cases there Is a scramble made
by the bar
keeper to get away and escape arrest

The

_MALLI8TER,

-s

Chickering.

We can suggest a hundred desijin Sterling Silver, with
prices ranging from one to ten dollars;—in Plated Ware too. Thee
able gifts

good Pianos that don’t cost so much as
the Chickering: There isn’t any that are as good.
But, it is not mere goodness that gives the Chickering
its value—it is excellence.
There

be

correct

Pocket peddling has commenced
In
Portland after the manner of old times.
There are many places where liquor can
hi bought but they are not In the better

hniu

RANDALL &

Distributers, Portland.
J. DUNN & CO, Makers Philadelphia.

ii_

Clocks, Jewelry, Cut Glasi
entirely new Art Ware called

there are

are

and

an

h

the Wavo Crest, that is made especially for gifts;-as dainty and artistic

anything you’ve

as

seen,

That word “excellence” well describes this world-

house but was not a large one. It was
pr ovlded with all the modern appliances
for the management of a summer hotel
and was handsomely furnished. Mr. Har- localities. The saloons'wlth*steel ceilings,
ris was not In the city on Saturday, being handsome mirrors and elaborate systems
now attached to the
steamer Governor of beer
cooling apparatus are not doing
D ingley which was
In Boston, so the
“sprinkler" resorts are
amount of the
insurance oould not be business. The
ascertained from him.
handsome deProm other still at It and Instead of
sources it was learned that there was an canters and
pretty glasses rum Is now
Insurance ol about $10,000
held by the served out
of small pitchers or from unagency of Prentiss Boring & Son. This
labelled bottles. The price has gone up on
was on the hotel and a portion of the furniture, The cost of the hotel was about these goods and the quality
has not im-

famous instrument

others in

passing
qualities;”

buy

Webster,

it

means

good quality
exactly true of

or

the

for,

some

and that is

You may

a

says

good Piano

course, but it won’t be “as

such

not be

can

You can't

proved.

for

good
purchased.
buy a Chickering

as

a

WAITE,

E. 5.

“suro

sum

the

Chickering.

less

money,

j«iT

of
for

Chickering”

Issued

Just

elsewhere

in

i-€

547 CONGRESS STREET.
oct8M,W,F,

A

this

Edition

New

of

---.[

State ; we’re the sole sellers.

CLEAVES RIFLES SHOOT.

COMMERCIAL ST

70 EXCHANGE ST.

MILUKEN-TOMUKSON CO.,
T.

price.

Telephone 100.

Bouquet
I

summer

Offices—76

Made of selected Vuelta Abajo
Ask for it to-day.
leaf.

take

Thft (rfcm nf fr.hfl Rav

Zenda

b

some

This on Investigation was found to
and no arrests were made.

good stock of Lew.

a

as

Enter up your orders and take
ad?i-

tage of

barrels of beer and some
licjuor
and effectually closed the plat*
up. There
was another hotel
bar open Saturday
night and that was at Swett’s hotel. All
of [the others were closed
tighter than a
drum. At Swetfc’s the polloe’got some liquor. Another place they visited was at

from the lower floor a
few chairs.
These were all that was saved. Whan the
reached
the
all
that they
neighbors
spot
could do was to stand by and watch* the
flames finish their work of destruction.

KETAlf

Hazleton, Honey Bro?
Special Hard Reading, etc. A full
of free burning coals, also
Frankl;
English and American CaDnels, Po_hontas and Georges Creek
Cmnberla-

Kllday’s bar keeper did not move but
smilingly continued to pour out what appeared to be beer.
“It s no use this
time,” he said to the officers. “We’ve
were engaged
In digging clams on the nothing but Uno and hop beer
here toshore n ear the hotel reached it In time to
night.”

Webster’s

THE BOWLERS.

International
Markfmen

Qualified

on

th*

Regula

r

Iutrrcgt In

Much

Range Saturday.

nity

to

the Trade

At

alleys last week many
The
games took
plaoe.
Interest In
the Trade League tournawhich was started Monday, still
ment,
continues and the gamss are witnessed
by large audiences which show no partiality when good plays are made.
Monday the Twitohell-Champlin team
were
victorious over the Ayer-Houston

margin

of

pin.

Friday

Fletcher
team won from
the Melcher team, all
three to their credit.
Crockett bowled steadily and was easily high man with 260. Delaney and T
Wood divided honors for their team with
250. The score:
one

Melcher & Co.
T. Wood,

79
78
66
64

Ventres,
A. Craig,73

92
83
71
62
75

350

373

Delaney,

qualify.

G. Craig,

qualifying
shooting being done

as
on

ncrr

ULR-aiUcU

u/

the
of 200

marksmen,
a

range

vards:

Captain J. D. Graham,
Private M. Waddell
Private Fred M. Libby,
Private Leon Hooper.
Private M, H. Gurley,
PrivatejF. E. B. Libby,
Private Everett Ward,'
Corporal Jess H. Jesson,
Q M, S. George H. Leighton,
Private John Byrne,
Musician H. L. Henderson,
Private W. P. Walker,
Private Joseph Martin,
Corporal E. Kinmond,
Private Harry Lowell,
Musician E. L, Conant,
Private li. W. Miller,
Private Victor Lebrecqne,
Lieut. W. C. Lord,
Corporal John Knight,

30
36
32
31
30
30
31
27
26
33
84
31
33

Corpora] Davis,

31

31
32
34
34
28
36
26

Color Sergeant Cummings,
26
The shoot was held under the direction
of Sergeant John R. O. Donoghue of Co.
B, Portland, as supervisor of rifle qualification and Quartermaster Sergeant Geo.
H. Leighton

as

company inspector,

PEARSON IN BATH.
The

Sheriff-Elect Pitched luto Meesre.

Manley and Wakefield.

Greeley,_
j

The following Is
clubs:

363

1106

88
80— 216
94
79 *75— 24b
78 80— 260
102
74
62— 208
67
76
82
72 —23U

424 394 369 1187
the standing of the
Won Lost Played

Twitchell-Champlin Co,
& Co.,
Kines Bros.,
h letcher

3

0

3
2

0
3
13
2
3
3
3
3
3

3

MHliken.Cousens & Short, 1
H. S. Melcher Co.,
0
Ayer, Houston Co,
[0
Games this week: Monday,Rlnes Bros.,
vs. Melcher
& Go.; Wednesday, Ayer*
Houston vs,
Fletcher & Co.; Friday,
Milliken vs. Twitchell-Champlin.

INSURANCE COMPANY
Of London and

Edinburgh,

local

<

SHORT &

our

HARMON

agents.

oc<i2eodtf

Great Britain,

•

The largest Insurance Company
in the world doing a fire business.

Total Assets,

1

erty TvitK

LORI NC,

$70,325,675

•

RALPH S, NORTON,
STATE AGENT
AND ADJUSTER.

17

Exchange St

a a a

a a a

—

—

—

marl2M,W&Ftf

—

|

Opening. ||
iKOHLINC’S
Fall

having come for Fall
Garments, 1 beg to

>

The time

A

and Winter

J call attention

to

my
Woolens which is now

of

stock

ready

J

—copvatowr

a

J

RIGHT IN THE LEAD

for 4
4
0 inspection.
w
The stock contains all the novel- #
€ ties in Kerseys, Meltons and soft *
#

finish

Cheviot Suitings and
in the newest designs.

J

Overcoatings.

Trouserings 0
**

S W.H.KOHLINC,
A

Baxter

a

Building.

REUBEN K. DYER,
Tailor.

octieodimo

lVEox-c]lxa,n.t
ST., near foot of Exchange St

375 fore

octlS-dtf_,

The work
In
progress at Maillson
Falls by the new Maillson Power company is nearing completionjand It Is one of
the finest exam pies of hydraullo engineering to be seen In Maine. Mallison Falls
are on the Presumpsoot about] slx'mlles
above Westbrook and the purpose of the
company Is to furnish power for
In that city. The power will be used
by the Dana Warp mills, the Haskell silk
mills and the Westbrook, Windham and

Notice to ^Taxpayers
Notice is hereby given that the

use

Naples electric railway.

With the
^reat
power which the new works make
It
will
be
to
run
both
available,
possible
these mills and the railroad and
then
have an abnndance of reserve power for
U6e for other purposes
In order to construct the canal for their plant the company had first to build a big coffer dam.
This morning at 10 30 the work of removing the dam and letting the water
into the canal will be begun and from
that time until noon there will be an
Interesting scene on the banks of the
horse

[8PECI.LL TO THE PRESS,]
Bath, October 13—The Prohibition
rally at the Alameda this evening attracted a crowd which nearly filled the
floor space
of this large building. Arthur J. Dunton presided and introduced
the
speakers, Hon. Grant Rogers and
Sheriff-elect Samuel F. Pearson of Port- Presumpscot.
land. Mr. Rogers confined his remarks
AN HONORED NAME.
mostly to temperance as a leading Issue
of the State, saying that the two great
Among the names submitted by the
national parties were awakening.to the Senate of the New York
University to the
tact.
The party leaders and judges are
judges of the Hall of Fame is the name ol
beginning to take a different view of the Jonas Chlckering.
The Hall of Fame
prohibitory Law
will contain busts of 100 famous AmeriMr.
Pearson spoke at
considerable cans who have won prominence in theii
length on the evils of intemperance and chosen art or profession. It is gratifying
then attacked Chairman
Manley of the to know that the men who have the seState Republican committee and Chair- lection of these busts In
charge have comman
Wakefield of the Republican city
plimented music and industrial art In
committee for
their utter indifference America, by
selecting such a distintowards the cause of temperance.
But, guished name for the roil of honor.—
said
are
he, they
coming to a rude The Music Trade

The Knack

CITY OF PORTLAND.

new
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IX

Styles

we are as usual, and we liave the cream of tin
looms of England, Scotland and imerltt,
tn all the new and handsome colors and matures in stripes and checks to choose from!
Let us make to your ;measnre a nice Uoubi,
Breasted Sack Suit with Double Br«>H
Vest and Trousers cut in latest style, or;
Four Button Sack Suit with those will
shoulders and close fitting hack, Vest single
breasted, with or without collar, Trouitn
loose in hip and small at bottom. Have yoelothing made by us aud it will be correct ani
3well iu style, at a reasonable price.

and I *

Worsted

v

\

Fall

AT MALLISON FALLS.

1900.

from now, corrected

Dictionary.”

Insure your prop-

09— 250

71— 2U8
77— 183
67— 215

78

Howe.

yards.

entirely

plates. Contains supplement of 25,0011
additional
Words,
Phrases, and

Definitions.
It is thus brought down
to the present time, again confirming
it as the “Best Practical Working

I

ceUSdSat.Mon.Wed.Fri

Printed

79— 23f

Fletcher & Co.

Private Wheeler who qualified as a first
Rolllnson,
class marksman secured a score of 65 at Sterling,
two ranges, 38 at 200J yards and 27 at 500 Crockett,
-t.Bwiro

the

|

BLOCK,

BAXTLR

Wednesday

the Hines Bros, team
took two
from the Milllken, Cousins
& Short team. The feature of this game
the third string which
was
was won
the Hines Bros, team by the small
by

team.

Dictionary

GRESSY, JONES & ALLEN,

Pine:s

Interesting

Private Lord in qualifying as a sharpshooter, secured a score of 111 out of a
possible 150 at three ranges: at 200
yards, 34 at 500 yards and 41 at 60 yards.

the men

League

*

Carnival.

The Cleaves Rifles, Co, M,
G. S.
M of Westbrook, held a shoot to qualify
marksmen, Saturday afternoon, on the
company range at Cumberland Mills, As
required by law these 6hoots must occur
annually and each company Is allowed
two days in which to qualify their men.
The conditions so far as weather was
concerned were perfect and the hoys did
sime very oreditable work. Twenty-seven of the men were present for the test
and all qualified with the exception of
two.
Private
Ralph J. Lord qualified as a
sharpshooter,while Private B. C. Wheeler
qualified as a first olass marksman.
Twenty-three of the company qualified as
marksmen.
The remainder of the company were unable for business reasons to
attend, the majorl ty of them being paper
mill and other mill operatives, and were
unable to attend, so another shoot will be
held In about ten days when the remainder of the men will be given an opportu-

would seem to give the average the dilemma in which teams have been
year,
mortal a license to get somewhat ruffled, for the past two
years. It has been sugand to Indulge In a few “cuss words,If
an advisory board, made
gested that
he should see fit. Yet, so far as the ex- up of members of the alumni of the colperience of the Portland census agents leges, be Instituted and at today's meetwent, the .manufacturers have in most ing, the suggestion appears to be in facases been considerate,
good-natured, vor. The managers adjourned, however,
and shown a willingness to give all the without taking definite action, but a
information required.
meeting was called for next Saturday at
In its passage of the census act Con- which time it is expected th'e matter Trill
gress established a penalty for refusal to be settled.
awakening now.

j

Superior Quality.

WHOLESALE AND

There were no men about th^plaoe but li
the barber shop of Edward B.
Carbet
some men getting
next door'there were
shaved and others waiting their turns.
The officers entered this barber shop and
tearing out a place In the back wal
which communicated with Devine’s saloon found a narrow^loset[ln5whloh then
were some jugs and barrels.
Thesejwen
rolled out for investigation and found tc
be empy.
The police were after the saloon keepen
red hot, Saturday night. They landed at
the Preblejhouse, arrested the bar keeper,

$15,000.
the

COAL

Commercial street Saturday night ant
proceeded to look for a secret {hiding
pl&oe for liquor. The saloon was closet
closed all the evening
and had been

position

of the work, was rated as chief special these were visited and schedules secured.
agent. The five special agents were em- Every card had to be returned to the cenployed 25 working days.
Nearly 1200 sus office, properly Indorsed with an exschedules, every one representing a man- planation and signed by the chief special
ufacturing corporation, Area or individ- arrant.
A chief source of gratification to the
ual, were gathered in the canvass of the
Portlan i group.
special agents who canvassed, the PortI here were 62 kinds of schedules
used land district was the message of commenIn the canvass, 31 of them known as dation from Mr. Buffington, the departspecials, while the remaining one, No. 3, ment representative who did not have to
was a general form adapted to nearly all devote a single day to revisiting or dismall Industries, This general schedule,
recting their work

Bair Oae for th

It eeeemed like old times when Depot:
with a warran
Marshal Frith armed
which was made by the County Attorne:
on a oomplalntjrode up in'a patrol wagoi
In front of Bernard Devine’s
place oi

the Gem of the Bay, the
summer hotel at Prince’*
Point, three
ml lee from Yarmouth,
was
des-

Saturday

a

Police.

of

In those localities where for any reason
the canvass has been delayed the
special
agents will shortly receive a call from

Sight

Noon.

SCEI.I.AXEOCS.

_M

i
have been committed to me by the assessors to
collect. On ail said taxes that are paid on or
before October 31. 1900, NO INTEREST will
be CHARGED ana all saia taxes not so paid
INTEREST will be ADDED at the rate of six
per cent., commencing September l, 1900.

The ordinance of the City of Portland, allowing a discount of one per cent was repealed in
1899, consequently no discount will De allowed.
Any person not receiving their tax bill before
September 20. 1900, can procure a copy on ap-

plication

to this office.

2.30 to 4 p.
only.

p. m.;

m.

in.

Office hours 9
9 a.

Saturdays,

a. m. to 1
m. to 12

| STERLING ^

1
I

I

OAK
£
I

may cost a little more than some other*,
but we would like to have you look it
over and see if it isn't worth more than
any oak stove you have ever seen.

[

F, & C. B( Nash

F
1

1
I

I.
i'

(

GEO. H. LIBBY,
L
City Treasurer and Collector.
|
Treasurer
and
Collector’s
Office.
City
Portland, <
September 7, 1900.
sept7dtoet3i

i

390 FORE ST.
OCtl2d5t

SAMi

Heirs and others desiring to
borrow money on REAL ESjTATE, NOTES, honsehold fnrni) tnre, pianos, etc. Business strictly conthientiab

i

Shawmut Loan Co„
68 MARKET ST..
naysdu

PORTLAND, ME1

Co.,

j
|

Of Good
“

art

With

preservative
us

printing

mj

the

of ali arts.”

is not

mechanical—we treat it as an
art should be treated.
W'ouldn’t it be wise for you to

4
4
4

place

£

a

trial order with

us

?

THE THURSTON PRINT

p j
^

Printing is
insight into

the artistic

j

97 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET
’Phone so

Two QUALITIES

11

j

--TTIE--

TAX BILLS FOR 1900

Portland, niaie

For Women.

Dr. Tol man's Mont hly Regulator has broud$
happiness to hundreds of anxious womei.
There is positively no other remedy know*
to medical science, that will so quickly*1*
safely do the work. Have never had asiag*
failure. The longest and most obstinate cas»
relieved in 3 days without fail. No otitf
No pain, no danger.^
Interference with work. The most diffienS
cases successfully treated through conespondence .and the most complete satisfaenc*
guaranteed in every instance. I relieve hundreds of ladies whom I neversee. Write'f:
further
particulars. All letters truthful
answered.
Free confidential advice
matters of a private or delicate nature. Bein mind this
is absolutely safieo*®every possible oondition^tnd will
leave no after ill effects npon the health. E
mail securely sealed, $2.00. Dr. E. M.
MAN
Boston, ***
170 Tremont

are

remedy will do this.

remedy

CO.,

positive?

St.,

TIN-

IVE.

R.

FORMAL

LEWSEN

#

OPENING

AND

&

CO.,
^

—.-.

EXHIBITION

F’
MONDAY

M

a

U

^ I

JL\m

FA^L

!

WINTER

j

I

JT D C!

MONDAY

TUESDAY, OCT. I5M 16

Mr. Hr G. White of New York, representing S. Booss & Bros., the Largest Fur Manufacturing
House in A merica, will be here on above days with a full line of Manufactured Goods.

An event of much

this

be

will

have the largest and finest collection of FURS this city has
be
under
the
personal supervision of SVIr. White. Those contemplating
seen;—to
Furs
season
should
this
not fail to give us a call.
buying

We shall

positively

Absolutely fresh,

new

goods,

AUTOMOBILE COATS,
In lengths 36 to 54 inches
BOX COATS,

to be sold at

QUOTE TODAY.

In

REEFER

and MUFFS in
CLUSTER
BOAS
I Silver, Biue, Sable and Red Fox.
CLUSTER BOAS and STOLES in
in Hudson Bay and Russian Sable, AlasBeaver.
COATS in Alaska Seal.
ka
and Electric
Seal, Persian Lamb,
COATS* plain and combinations in
! Electric Seal.
Mink, and Chinchilla.

CLUSTER BOAS, MUFFS & GAPES

FURS will be here
Remember, this great
and
16.
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stock of

R.
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FATAL ACCIDENT.
Brakeiunn

Taylor Kllltd

at

Westbrook

Junction.

1

A MENACE.
Tlie

Impediment of Witch

The

|

a clear
off some twenty cars onto the Worcester ern Passage which gives them
and Maine rail- channel without danger of encountering
division of the Boston
One of the worst things about
run baok obstacles.
road, and the engine had just
its wiokeJ
onto tne Maine Central tracks and coupled Witch rock is that it hides
onto the train ready to continue the jour- head just far enough beneath the surface
draught and
ney to Portland. The train left the Junc- to menaoa ships of greater
tion just on time but had only gone a few all about it Is deep water. A ship, before
what they are enhundred feet when the train crew of the those on board know
Maine Central railroad saw a stop signal countering may.run smash upon this rock
of train and go to the bottom. When the Califorgiven by one of the train crew
island ledge
of the nian went ashore on Ham
No. 74 of the Worcester division
Boston and Maine, then on the siding op- last February it was the captain’s fear of
the Maine Central tracks. A quick ! Witch rook which made him swing so far

posite
stop was made and the Maine Central

went back to ascertain the trouble.
at Morrill
Near the railroad crossing
street, they found Brakeman Taylor lycrew

on the ground
Just how the aooldent happened no one

ing

to the east that he was on the ledge before
Were it not for this obstacle
he knew it.
right in the center of the entrance to this
harbor Portland would be considered a
harbor in all kinds of
very accessible
weather. As It Is now a man who is not

absoutelv familiar with this entrance to
onto the the harbor does not dare attempt It unless
moving train
A commander of one
track. Several of the cars passed over the It be in daylight,
The right of Uncle Sam’s
ships told a
biggest
legs of the umortunate man.
leg was nearly severed at the hip, while PRESS reporter last Bummer that Witch
his left leg was crushed just above the rock spoiled Portland harbor and that in
knee. There was an ugly wound on the all the years he had been
coming into
right side of his face and another bad cut this port he never railed to worry about
which no man
this hidden obstruction
just under the left jaw.
Rich’s ambulance was telephoned for sees but which all fear who sail in ships
r-nnlrt toll

the cars

hut, 'Parlor had fallen between

of the

and made a quick run, arriving at the with a big draught.
Nat Gordon has visited the rook several
of the accident in about 26 minutes,
covering a distance of three miles. Dr times. On Saturday Mr. Gordon In an inGardner was early on the spot and did terview with a PRESS man said that the
what he could to relieve the suffering of rock is about two hundred by four hundred feet. It is higher towards the Cape
the injured man.
Taylor was then placed In the ambu- shore and then slopes away towards Ram
It is of a similar formation to
lance and acompanled by Dr.Uardner and Island.
island.
one or the train crew was taken to the that of the rooks at
Cushing's
scene

to 32 inches

Prices

Special

hold

will

one

this

TWO

HAYS’

SALE

&

hundred minutes

The second

CO.,

act

WVEH
voa

GET
your

:

New

play-goers during

The schooner Onward, bound from Boston for Klttery. which stranded a
few
days ago at Odiorne’s point, Rye Beach,
has been sold as she lle3 to J. R. McKay
of Portland, who will strip her. He has
The schooner
already secured the sails.
will go to

pounded

pieces,

and

to

the fact that

her bottom has

ATLANTIC =-

ont.

One of the quickest sailing trips rethe sohooner
cently recorded is that of
dramatic JLdzzie E.
Local theatrical
Dennison, whioh arrived at
managers,
authors and theatrical stars whether in Fernandina, Fla from Portland, having
large cities or small towns are now being made the run in less than six days.
The four masted schooner Frank A.
held responsible for the class of performor break with
ance offered and make
Palmer, Capt. Rawding,which was damThat is as it aged by collision in Boston harbor with
their patrons acoordidgly.
should be,and it_is for that reason partic- the Allan line steamship Norwegian sevularly gratifying to note the engagement eral days ago, has completed repairs and
oflDaniel Sully In “The Parish Priest’'at is ready to sail.
the Jefferson theatre, Friday and SaturOBITUARY.
day, October 19 and 20.
THE PAKISH PKIEST.

JJanlel u.
Priest,"
by
American domestic drama.
Both press and public declare It to be the
sweetest, most wholesome and delightful
oomedy drama of recent years, one critic
“It
on the Boston Transcript saying :
Is a far better play than ‘The Old HomeThe story itself Is simple and
stead.’
natural, and In it there are no crimes to
unmask, no scheming villains to restrain
From llrst to
and no tragedies to faoe.
last It Is a play or humanity. There 16

B

for many

is the best Range for a Portland
housekeeper to buy, just take a walk down Chestnut St.
to the FOUNDRY (a short distanceback of City Hall) and
see for yourself what a fine line of Ranges we have.
reasons

OVER §000

“ihe Parish

Hart, Is

for

Street

Congress

Butterfly,” which precedes was devoted to vaudeville of a very high
and
the third and last was a
Naughty Anthony, is a dramatization of grade,
a pathetic little story which
appeared in straight comedy, very cleverly done by
the Century some years ago, and is said Edward and Libble Biondell, assisted by
to be well-nigh perfect
in its power to an exceedingly clever lot of people.”
hold the rapt attention
of an audience
HARBOR NEWS.
Its
without a moment's interruption.
scene is laid in Japan, its characters are
unique and interesting, and it introduces
Items of Interest Picked Up Along the
a num ber of dramatic effeots rarely, if
Water Front.
ever seen upon the stage.
It was the

a new

not a line, not an action which
portray some real life.

does not

W. J. KYAN’S CONCERT.

MBS. HANNAH

ANN PINKHAM.

In

{SPECIAL TO THE PHE8SJ

October 13.—Mrs,
West Harpswell,
Hannah A«n, wife ol Captain Jaoob B.
Plnkham, of West Harpswell,
passed

use

and

night, after a long and
Tuesday
Funeral services were
painful illness.
held from her late residence Friday afternoon conducted by Bev. C. H. Young,
pastor of the M, E. church, of which she
been an active member.
had
always

in

Fortland

vicinity.

|

$
w
s

away

|

PORTLAND ST

There were many beautiful floral tributes
the
from
family and friends. She is
survived by her husband and three children. Interment In the iamlly burying

Referring to the Svendsen trio which
will appear at W. J. Kyan's benefit concert October 7, the Norwich (Conn.) Bul- ground.
letin says: “The Trio played with splen
lost.
finish and a
did
beauty of tone and
breadth of expression which proclaimed
them thorough masters of their respective Tile Great Golfer lleaten by
KlcliolU Saturday.
instruments.”

There is about twenty-three feet over the
rock at places. The government will undoubtedly decide to use dynamite in large
quantities at this point and Mr. Gordon
in this city as also in eastern Maine.
says that it Is the Intention of those most
*
KATZENJAMMER KIDS.
Interested In navigation to
get at least
ON PORTLAND LINKS.
36 feet over the rook "and that might inThere Is no doubt about the laugh pro
volve the blasting of a good many cubic
of the breezy comedy
The semi-ilnals in the woman's annual
Mr. Gordon says that if voking properties
yards of rock.
were
handicap
played on the Portland the
rook
was
blown
right oil “Katzenjammer Kids,” which is to be
Golf club links, Saturday afternoon. Miss the chart it would be a relief to naviga- the attraction at Portland theatre MonFor If this rock was destroyed it
Mary Sills beat Miss Helen Thomas, by tors.
day, Tusday and Wednesday and matinee
would give a free entrance to Portland
default. Miss Susan Milllken beat Miss harbor at all times and with a broad on Tuesday and Wednesday, The followendorsement that appeared In the
channel of deep water from Ram island ing
Marjorie Allen, 1 up.
ledge to Trundy’s reef, a distance of a Bangor Commercial last week Is but a
ANNIVERSARY
WEEK
AT J. R. mile and a half.
sample of the general verdict: “No funLIBBY’S/
YESTERDAY AFTERNOON'S FIRE. nier, more Ingeniously constructed farce
This will be anniversary week at the
of a Maine
ever started the fun-nerves
The alarm of lire from box 41 at a few
J. R. Libby store and It will be celeaudience than the ‘Katzenjamrner Kids,’
minutes before six o’clock last evening
brated in grand style by this up-to-date
which appeared In the Opera house on
was on account of a blaze in a lot of rags
establishment.
sales will be
half so good in the
Special
rubber in he basement of H, K, Wednesday. Nothing
and
offered In the furniture line, the bargains
visited good Bangor In
speoialty-faroe
wooden house at
271
Rioh’s two
being suoh as to tempt anybody Intend- Fore street. story
The loss will not exceed ten many years, The first act is a ripping
ing to secure articles of this class.
dollars.
farce without a grain of sense in it, but
Maine General hospital. He died soon
after reaohing the hospital.
Taylor was a single man of about 28 or
80 years of age and had relatives residing

splendid assortment, Golf, Plain
and Rough Cloths, both fur-trimmed
and plain.

Only.

NAUGHTY ANTHONY.

York
and London
its
run
of several
months in those cities last spring.
In
‘Madame Butterfly”
sharp contrast to
will follow “Naughty Anthony” for the
principal part of the evening’s entertainment,and in this play Charlie Evans
of “A Parlor Match” fame,
will make
his reappearance in this city after an absence of several years.

In

lengths 19 to 22 inches
SILK AND FLANNEL WAISTS,
A FEW CHOICE COATS
With tight fitting back and loose front. [
Smart, stylish novelties for street
wear and evening dressLength 26 inches I

with enough real fun to justify that historic claim made for another comicality
of years ago—“One hundred laughs In

talk of both

for imme-

CAFES

COATS,

“Madame

The government Is making
A fatal accident to an employe of the
plans for
at the enMaine Central railroad company occurred the destruction of Witch rock
This is a
Saturday night a few minutes past six trance to Portland harbor.
All of the big
o'clock at Westbrook Junction, Morrill's, menace to navigation.
X'h9 victim of the accident was Brakeman ships which run into Portland fear this
Fred Taylor of
freight train number rock and because of their fear for it have
forty, running from Watervllle to Port- in times paet been forced into other danIt is because of
train was in gers and greater risks.
land via Lewiston. The
Conductor
the
and
rock
that
war ships in coming
Witch
of
Libby
.Engineer
charge
into Portland even in broad, daylight run
Whitney.
Junction just far oil to Ihe eastward before they swing
The train is due at the
Portland. This is done in
before six o'clock and was on time. The in towards
setting order to take what is known as the Easttrain crew had been engaged in

SUITS AND COATS

In

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

llock—May

Be Removed.

lengths 26

LEWSEN
538

g~"

DATS,

/

GAR-

makers of TAILORED

diate wearing and for winter use,
MARKED TO SELL BELOW THIS SEASON’S LOWEST FRIGES.

iKTvalue,

LOWER PRICES THAN IMPORTERS

16

™

importance to all who contemplate purchasing new garments
shall during these two days, show an entirely new assortment

THE NEWEST CREATIONS IN TAILORED

ever

$24,000

TUESDAY, OCT. 15

«

season,—for we
that has just been received from New York’s exclusive
MENTS, and from leading Costumers in Europe.

the greatest opportunity ever offered the Ladies of Portland for
from a stock equal in every way to the exclusive Fur Stores of
Fine
Furs
selecting
Boston and New York.
This

SALE

■

I

FOUNDRY GO.

“yardon

Bernurd

WON,
usual, phenomenal, but Mloholls was TELEPHONE BATTLE
stronger on the short game,
with the short course, gave him a Tile fOasterji
13.—For the which,
Company G Ten It*gilts
Singularly enough,
advantage.
in
thi s slight
ill
as
a

trifle

Mass., October
during his stay
Vardon s medal score was one strike betcountry Harry Vardon, winner of the
He lost on match
Nlcholls's.
ter than
United States open championship, was deThe champion had no complaint to
feated by Bernard Nlcholis,thls afternoon play
make after the match and heartily conBraeburn links at West Newton.
on the
Newton,

second

time

Gardiner,

NOTICE.
Water pressure will be
light on the high levels

October 18.—An informal
Gardiner,
and Wednesmeeting of the board of aldermen was
held tonight at their rooms and they
match was witnessed by a gallery gratulated
The
as the
must
of nearly 400
On the last hole, Vardon sliced his ball were practically unanimous in favor of
people who followed the
the
long grass. A flne approach admitting the Eastern Telephone com- be shut off for an examplayers over the course and were meet into
About a year
him well out and he pitohed pany.
liberal in their applause.
shot took
ago the Eastern
feet of the Telephone company
Nicholls was one up on Vardon at the his third ball within four
petitioned for the ination of
the conduit
Nicholls got away with a splendid right to place their poles in this city and
close of the morning play for he managed hole
to keep ahead or even on his opponent arive, his iron shot landing him far to were
rigorously opposed by the New at the lake.
d3t
octl#
A flne put oa:ne England Telephone and Telegraph comluring the remainder the day. The re- the left of the green.
the aldermen at the time being a
Vardon putted pany,
tne match was a great surprise
sult of
near stymieing Vardon.
Since then the sentiment of the tlcally unanimous In favor of the acimls*
is it was anticipated that Vardon would ior a half, but missed, giving his oppon- tie.
svin by a good margin. His driving was, ent the hole in four and_the match.
community has been found to be prac- Blon of the company.
Nicholls.

Tuesday
day,

supply

WESTBROOK.

WOODFOHDS.

TO LET.

SOUTH PORTLAND.

MORRILLS.

Forty
Mr.

E.

Turner Hatch is improving
rapidly from his recent Illness.
Miss Mary Clark has recently been In
1
Hartford, Conn., on a visit to her sister,
Mrs Harry Higgins.
as follows: Mrs. Fitzgerald Mandeville
Mr, George Kimball of Boston, has refcjmythe, a would-be society leader, Mrs
been the guest of his parents at
A. T. Bodge; Miss Ethel Morton, her cently
their home on Coyle street.
niece, a Western heiress, Miss Eva CumMr. and Mrs, Augustus M. Morgan of
mings; Miss Mabel West, a friend of
have been the guests of their
Mies Morton’s, Miss Maud Swan; Jane Yarmouth,
son, Mr Clarenoe Morgan and family,
Miss
mail
an
Irish
servant,
McCarthy,
at their home on Woodford street.
Pearl Parker; Lord Chelsea, an English
Mrs. Wm. Thompson of Koque Bluffs,
nobleman, Mr Elwell; Jack Earl, his Me
has recently been the guest of Mrs.
friend, a happy-go-lucky fellow, Mr. G.
A. Haley.
| Edwin Crockett, Highland street.
Mrs Mason of Bethel was the gne3t the
Mr. George Phlnney of Machlasport,
of the week of her son, Mr.
has moved his family into the Adams early part
E. G Mason and family, at their home
1
house on Spring street.
on Beacon street,
Mrs Zora Durepeau, who has been the
Mrs Eydla Southard
of Winchester,
Mrs.
Inez
her
of
sister,
Aldridge,
guest
Is the guest of her sister, Mrs. E.
Mass.,
Giles street, during the past four months,
D. Bates, Clifton street.
has returned to her home in Limestone.
Mrs. L H. Gcblosbsrg has engaged the
Mrs J. IE Hopkins has been the guest
house on Arlington street for
liisbee of Sparrow
ot her daughter, Mrs. Hattie
: occupancy during the winter.
Mrs.
Brunswick during the past week.
Mrs. Joslah Gilbert, Ocean street, has
Bisbee is the wife of Rev. A S. Bisfiee. !
been entertaining company from Boston,
Ihe Westbrook board of registration of
! during the past week,
voters is to be in session In tbe assesMr. Emil Hermes of Turner and wife,
West
Fellows’
sors’ room, Odd
block,
I were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Merritt
.Lnd, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and
B, Coolidge at their home on
Coyle
Saturday, October 31?t, November 1st,
the Universaiist state SunSnd and 3d for the registration of voters. street, during
school
convention, held here during
The sessions are to be from 9 to X1 o’clock day
the past week.
and from 3 to 5
o'clock, and from
Miss Evangeline
Hathaway, Coyle
7 to 9 o ciock, excepting Saturday, Nov.
street, is enjoying a tro weeks’ vacation
3d, when the session will close at 5
at her home in Woodfords,
Miss Hathao'clock.
way is employed in the office of the
S.
E.
and
Mrs.
Mrs. F. W. Freeman
Teachers’ Institute in Boston.
Brooks were delegates from the Current
The students of the Ocean street gramState
Events club of this city to the
mar school are to hold a
whist party in
Federation meeting held during the past
Lewis hall, Friday evening,
October
at
Dockland
week
!
for the purpose of adding to the
Mr. Bert Downing, formerly in the em- 19th,
j school room decoration fund, .Refreshploy of A. A. Morrison, the local grocer,
ments are to be served and four prizes are
has entered the employ ol the Palmer |
to be awarded to winners in the whist
fchoe company at their store in Portland.
games.
who
Mr, Robinson Edwards and wife,
Mr3. N. J. Green and daughter, Miss
hav8 been the guests of their niece, Mrs.
Falmouth street,
have
J. N. Newcomb, have returned to their Mabel,
gene to Hartland, Me., to visit Mr. and
home in
Local talent will present the three act
society comedy for the benefit of the UniTsrsaiist church, at their fair to be held
In December. Xbe cast of characters 1b

j

Oak3ale,

j

J

Topsham,

Mrs. Frank Lewis, Lamb street, has
been obliged to undergo a facial ODeration owing to a diseased tooth, Dr. T.
P. Smith of this city and Dr. Charles
Anderson or Portland, the dentist, performed
Mrs. Lewis Is
the operation.
recovering nicely from the operation.
Miss Mildred Ilall,£ who hasjrecently
Fred Hodges,
visited her sister, Mrs.

A

n

1

T

The entertainment committee of Myrtli )
Miss Elva Eell Is to entertain the Unity Assembly, Pythian Sisterhood, will mee
club at her home, Stevens avenue, Tues- this
evening with Mrs Getchell, Kincaid
day evening, October 16.
etreet.
Eockameecook tribe of Red Men very
The officers of Myrtle Assembly, Py
kindly tendered the use of their hall to thian Sisterhood, will meet Wednesdaj
the Ladies’ Circle of All Souls’ Universal ^afternoon at the hall for rehearsal.
1st o hurch during the past week, for use
Schools at Cash’s Corner will open toIn serving dinners and suppers to the vis- day.
Miss Grace Tarbox and Miss Ids
iting delegates in attendance upon the Mitchell will have charge of the rwc
Unlversalist State Sunday School conven- rooms and.the outlook 1b promising foi
tion.
Miss Edna
a prosperous winter's work.
Avery pretty home wedding during the Lamont will resume her work at Town
past week occurred last Tuesday evening House corner today with Miss Eva Dyei
at the home of the groom’s parent*, Mr. In the
primary department.
and Mrs. J. R, Cobb, 75 Allen avenue,
Mrs. George Bond of Sawyer street is
when their sen,
Mr. Frank M, Cobb, entertaining her sister.
was united In marriage to Miss Carrie E.
B. J.
Mrs J. 0. Uraffam and Mrs.
Braley of .Morrill’s. The ceremony was Uraffam of Willard are on a visit to
performed by Rev. Lewis Malvern of Rockland and other points in the eastern
Portland, In the presence of the immedi- part of the State.
ate relatives of the
contracting parses.
Mr. Gecrge
F. Stevens attended the
After a brief wedding trip through
the Mechanics Fair at Boston last week.
White Mountains, Mr. and Mrs. Cobb
O. E. S
per■

reside at 75 Allen avenue. Mr.
Cobb is a clerk in the grocery store of Bft
father at Morrills, and is alBO one of the

are to

popular members of the Leering
district fire department, being a member

mo3t

cf hose company So. 9 of Morrills.
A committee from the Free church,
Congregational, or Morrills, has been ap-

pointed to wait on Rev. C. E.-Andrews
of Walpole, Mass., and endeavor to persnade'him to withdraw his resignation,
recently tendered as acting pastor and
remain permanently with the church.
Mr. and Mrs. Beal and their two children, who have been the guests of friends
Brentwood street, Leering
Center,
have returned to their home in Ashiale.
bliss Alice Jones, Leonard 6treet, has
returned from
South Norridgewock,
where she has been the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. M. C. Rogers.
Miss Lanetta Lowe, Brentwood street
Leering Center, has gone to Penobscot
county, where she has joined a hunting
Moosehead
party that has gone to the
lake region for a few weeks,
on

of

M'Vifl

1 loovi Ts

co KaoI

rt

j
j
I

j

|

elation are to give

nlnmnf

occn.

Hallowe'en party at
Crosby hall, High school building, on the
evening of October 31.
The employees of the George C. Shaw
Co are to hold a dancing party in Hoegg
hall, on the evening of October 31Bockameecook tribe of lied Men at the
meeting held Friday evening conferred
the chief’s degree on several candidates.
After the work a sapper
was enjoyed.
The tribe is to hold a fair this year, and
have selected October 23-25 inclusive as
the date3, Active preparations are being
made, and no doubt the fair will be a
recent
success, as have the others in
years held by them.
Mr. and Mrs. E, L. Weeks are to celebrate the 25th anniversary of their marriage at their home, 518
Washington
avenue, Thursday evening. October 25th.
a

GORHAM.
Hon. E, P. Boutelie, Special Rural
United States District Agent of the mall
system, was in Gorham, Friday, to inspect the new route which has recently
been petitioned for, and in oompany with
Postmaster Edward Harding, covered the
entire proposed route and found all very
enthusiastic for the addition and Mr.
Boutelie will recommend to thh depart
ment at Washington that the additional
route be at once established. Chas. L.
Grouard will be recommended asjj carrier
with Bicn W. Bickford as substitute.
Miss Mabel Day,
will take part in
a concert which is to be given in Pine
street church, Portland, Sunday evening
Arrivals at the Jose Hous3 for the week
were as fellows:
James H. Libby, South
Gorham; G. L, Lotson, Boston; G. M.
McAndy, G. A. McCutrey, G. E. MoCutrey, (Westbrook; W. F. Libby, Woodfords; V. C. Joyce, South Gorham;
Chas. H. Lowell Everett, Mass ; Rufus

MANY VESSELS ASHORE.
Worst Storm

In

Seventeen

Tears

on

Nova Scotia Coast.

WISDOM.

HOW IT AFFECTS BaNUOR.
Artist.
Bangor, October 13 —The Bangor podon’t have to be an artist lice
^department has notified all liquor
to draw a check.
; dealers that the 10 p. m closing rule
Yow—No, but you have to be a Royal must be strictly observed, and that all
academician to get it cashed.—Syracuse
bars or other places where liquors are
Herald.
sold most be kept closed on Sundays, In
the case of a few hotels and some other
plaoes the 10 p, m., and Sunday regulations have long been openly violated and
Important to Mothers.
Examine carefully every bottle of CASTORIA, the orders are the result of numerous
a safe and sure remedy for infants and children,
complaints that have recently been made
and see that it
It is not thought the
to the authorities.
present wave of law enforcement, which
Bears the
is sweeping over Maine, will be carried
Signature of
any further in Bangor than tbe enforceIn Fee For Over 30 Years.
ment of police regulations in the particu•The Kind You Have Always Bought.
lars noted,
The Real

Snarley—You

Repulsed.
“Your face is familiar”—
“So is yours—too much so.”—Boston
Commercial Bulletin.

ANNPAL REUNION.

Bramhall lodge, No, 3, K. of P., will
hold its annual reunion and banquet on
Thursday evening, October 13. Prominent members of the order have accepted
to be present, and a good
Sore Throat and Lungs, Chapped Hands an Invitation
and Face positively cured by rond’s Extract. time Is assured ail the members attendSoli only in bottles, buff wrappers.
ing.

Halifax N. S October 13 —The schoon
er A,
B, Crittenden of
Gloucester Is
The schooner
ashore at White Head.
Charlotte E. C is at Sydney with bowsprit and headgear gone, Wires to the
demoralized that
eastward are so badly
the full extent of the loss to shipping on
this coast caused by the recent storm will
The
not be known for several
days,
resteamer Harlaw from North Sydney
ports 13 schoonars driven ashore there.
The barkentlne Bahama before reported
ashore at Mulgrave, straits of Canso, had
hard pine from Savannah for Quebec,
She Is on a soft bottom. The condition
of the Eliza J. Pendleton 1^ reported faA despatch from
vorable for floating.
Sydney says: *‘A disastrous storm swept
the Cape Breton coast Thursday night.
Ten schooners are ashore at Sydney, two
of which will be total wrecks. The storm
since the August gale of
was the worst
18S3. The Norwegian
bark Ole Smith
Plough, Captain Morgensen, that left
Sydney the night before the storm, Is a
total wreck at Black Book Point, nine
miles from North Sydney.”

rOK RENT—We have at Davis House, 639
Congress street, two rooms connected on
lower floor that have been occupied by a pbysiciun for many years. Tbe location is one of
the best in our city. Possession can be given
15-1
immediately.
A

rro LET—2C2 Spring street, pleasant corner
a
room, first floor, steam beat, gas ana bath;
suitable lor ce ti-rnan or gentleman land vie.
1-5-1
Keferen es required.

LET-Down stairs rent at 116 North street,
6 rcoms and bath, h <t and cold water,
steam heat, first cia-ss repair. sun all day, very
sightly fine view of city and suburb*. Inquire
at THOMAS’ STABLE, 34 Lafayette St. 131

TO

targe pleasant
T O LET—Two
unfurnished; steam heal.

furnished
Inquire at 34

rooms

or

Pine St

T5-1

rFO LET—Two desirable rents at Fast DeerA ing ou direct line of electrics, with or
witbout stabl •; large, airy ro mis and plenty of
yard room. Pii -es $8.on a-i *12.00. Apply to
ALPHECS L. HANSCOME, 185 Middle street,
13-1
Room 5.

FOR S/LE TODAY BY
Geo. W. Brown, 53 Exchange St,

fj*

new

9 room house

provemento.

JO room house in
Clifton street
One 2 tenement house 4 years
One

new

and

Coyle

Park

on
...

old. A splendid
Investment.
One new 6 |room house with all modern improvement*.
Seven line house lots. Fessenden Park, will
be sold cheap to close.
HELP.

Forty words inserted under.' this lieid
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
ANTED—Traveling salesman of ability for
»»
high grade line appropriate to nearly
Pond
every department of trade. References.
Commissions 1 i to
and entue time reqnhei.
$3t> on each sale. P.O. Box 3, Dei o:t, Mica.
IF

15-1

13-1

ui

U\J» lOJ. B

up

XlCiCl'UCll

a

merry

o

of whom were employes of Rines
A most enjoyable evening
Brothers,
was spent and about ^6 persons were
most

present.
The Good Samaritans

will meet

next

Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. Lydia H.
Strout, Dyer street.
Next Wednesday evening tnere will be
a harvest concert at the
People’s M. E.
church.
Miss Eleanor
Dickenson entertained
eighteen of her little girl friends at her
home on Beach street, Willard, Saturday
afternoon, from two to live o’olock,the occasion being her fifth birthday. The little girls had a merry time
and enjoyed
themselves in playing games, etc., after
which refreshments were served. A pretto each
ty feature was the presentation
little guest of a small birthday cake with
a miniature dolly peeping out'of the top.
Miss Eleanor received many pretty gifts
in honor of the day.
The ladles of the
Unlverealist parish
will give a supper and entertainment
at Union Opera house next Thursday evefurning, The entertainment will be
club of
nished by the
Deerlng, who wll present the comedy,
“Torapkin’s Hired Man.” The proceeds
of the evening will be devoted
to the
furnishings of the new church,

Auxiliary'bramatic

~

YARMOUTH.

f|-* O LET—Fiat 7 rooms, wnh separate front
door, centrally located, price only §14;
al-o house, 9 rooms, bath, etc., §16.67 per
mouth. We have a large list of Rouses and
FREDERICK
apartments to let and for sale.
S. V A ILL, real estate, First N t. Ban t Bldg.

L' OR SALE—Two jersey cows.
call §28.00. G. W.

1-

PrieTiv^

GttO*E,

SALE—It will suit you. Come
I^OE
«. New house, just finished, Tre-^
and

occupancy.
Splendidly situated
Centre. MYRON E. MOORE,

at

Deering
n

____

F"Km.

L

8
riths

mIjE~,h
old l?,od
filly.

st,yle

dar*

Inquire o:
KNIGHT, West Falmouth. Maine.

GEo

w

SALE—One parlor set worth iToo^TT,
FOilsale
at
reasonable figure. Also 2 hr

art

places in the eastern part of the State.
LET—A pleasant front and back room
Salesman wanted to place Delocated,
Captain Robert E. Chase was at Witch TO wl h all conveniences, centrally
4 Congress Park, corner Park SPECIALTY
near electrics.
partments of Perfumes and Toilet Articles
rock
Friday making a survey and on and Congress streets.
12-1
in a 1 classes of stores. Very attractive advertising f atures. High cash commissions and
Saturday he went to Port Clyde on divThe ELYRENT—Lower tenement 778 Congress bberal contract to Hie right man.
ing business. He was accompanied by A. FOR
13 1
SIAN MFG. CO., L'e roit, Mich.
street, 7 rooms and bath, furnace heat.
m

h

sdv^J

a

WANTED—MALE

TO.LET—De«irab’e

If. Skinner as attendant-.
Saturuay evening there was

SALE,

Forty words inserted under
tiu*
one week for 23
cents, cash in

3'_15-1

with all modern lm

Reliable nun for
agents.
WANTED.—Sub
»*
paving local work; permanent po-iuon.
of city. For furfor
outside
Also agents
places
ther information addre-s P., Press Office. 15-2.

O

_POK

__

One

TO

one
1VANTED— Bookkeeper,
having liad
some experience aud familiar wltu typewriti g preferred, an eaiy posi ion for the right
party. State experience and referent. Address
BOOKKEEPER, Press Office.11-1

Apply ai Park street.

sqn^res.

jgV58

SALE—Houses in Deerug-'oT»T^
§2,400. §3.000. §3 800. §4.000; also] house, 1’
Portland tor §2.40 ) to §5,0 0. Choice biuici.,,
lots at Oakoale, Fe tsendeu
Park.
Highlands and also choice cottage lots at i»i?
wa Park (Cliff Cottage) Cape
ELza'iethALi
kiniis of rc-a: csiate taken ip. exctianee 'f£»
^
terms. DALTON & CO.^3
£xchange"strest.
oc.LMa

FOil

bS

pair of gray mares, grear?
fpORold,SALE.-A
weight Jioo and 12-to, sound and

kind, w ill work single or double and on eider
side: seen at Yarmouth, Me.
Address an
CLEAVES, Yarmouth, Me. Box 27.

SALE—Sorted horse, sound and gentle
Ij’ORfearless
of stemi and electric cars
esa

or twelve miles au hour on tils'
own
courage, weighs 00) IDs., reason for seilinehave
no u>e for-.-niPrice to suit
buyer. For
further particulars inquire of F. E. NEWELL
E. N. Yarmouth, Maine.

roadmen

SALE—On Pleasant avenue, two family
FORhouse
ot 14 rooms, prompt paying t»r.2

§303 per annum; must be sold to close
estate, a good investment. W, H
CO., 18) Ml idle St.
1H

now m at
au

WALDRON &

SALE—Antique so;a, very old fashionedFORalso
organ. Enquire at 25 SPRUCE Si’
au

n

the f -reuoon.

nq

1

SALE—Cider barrels, first qualitv. EnFORquire
of F. G
BANGS. Peoples Ferry

Waiting

R

o

n. Portland Pier.

yq

SALE—Wilmot

street, two family
■ house. 12 rooms, rents for ?25 per ir.ontti.
'1 his will be sol l at a bargain it trade is m de
at once.
G. F. ALEXANDER & CO., 93 Exchange St.
toq

IjiOR

SALE—At Old Orchard, one of the most
desirable locations. 30 cottage lots: also
fine cotta ire, nearly new, plastered and finished
In good s’yiejfine view; chance for some one to
niace money.
G. F. ALEXANDER & CO.. 13
lffl
Exchange St.

FOR

Deering Center, two family
FORhouSALK—At
1 stable.
We wifi sell
>e. large lot
an

a trade and make very easy
If you want to buy a home call and
ta k the matter over wi ll us. we can make it
G. F. ALEXANDER & CO., 93
aesy for you.
hxoh Uige St.
10-1

this

house at

terms.

SALE—We have a lot of good trades;
man to manage an
can give you almost any kind of a house
salary $1.5 per montu
and
almost
We have houses for
any location.
and extra profits; must come well recomsale on almost every s reet in Portland and the
MANRENT—Lower tenement of 6 rooms and mended and have $800 cash. Address
well.
We
district
as
are making sales
Deering
8-2
O. Box 1151, Phi adelphia, Pa,
bath, furnace heat, on Franklin St. to be AGER. P,
If you have property lor sale, list
every day.
vacated October 28th.
Open for investigation. WANTED—Eov from 12 to 16 years of age. it with us. G. 4?. ALEXANDER & CO., 93 Ki.
”
Gooa chance for a small family. FRANK B.
10 FREE ST.
change st,10-1
SHEPHERD & CO., Heal Estate Office, 45 Ex- TTTANTED—Au able-bodied
man, who unSALE—2-story aDd mansard fr. house,
change St._11-1
tt
derstands farming thoroughly, between
116 Pine st., cor. Thomas, lour rooms on
rro LET—Bright sunny lower tenement, in ex- the ages of 21 and 35, and who comes well re- {round floor; an a:tracti”e situation, quiet
STOCKcommended.
-*■
Apply to IK A C,
cebent repair, C rooms,
lud pleasa it neighborhood; view ot Western
$13.00._11-1
BRIDGE 507V2 Congress street.
12-tf-lw*
ITomeuade at certain seasons of the year;
LEt— Hou«e with 10 rooms, centrally lorasy terms. BENJAMIN SHaW & CO., 61l-l
cated, read .'to occupy Nov. 1st; can be
9-1Exchange street.
seen afternoons,
KISCELLASi EOUS.
Down stairs lent of 5 rooms,
newly papered and painted, 86 Preble Sr. Price
SALE—Bay liorse, young, sound, fear11.1
810. N. 8. GARDINER, 63 Exchange St.
over 1000 pouuds;
riLOCKS. I have a choice line of clocks, all ;oodless, handsome; weighs
"
harness; open covering leather-lined
new. dainty designs, and can give vc;u
LET—Very desirable lower rent of six
varnished.
J.
W,
luggy.
newly
ROWE, Preble
rooms, at No. 8 8r. Lawrence St., h mse in almost any style you desire at a reasonable
9-1
treet, Port and.
first class cosJitioD,
Will be vacated about price. I also do all kinds of repairing on
October 15; fll per month.
Inquire at house watches, clocks and jewelry and guarantee first
SALE—A genuine bargain.
Elevencass
work.
GEO.
W.
or of F. L. .lERlilS, 396 Congre s St.
11-1
BARBOUR, 38S Conroom house, all modern, in a very desirable
13-1
gress s.reet. opposite City Building.
j esidentia7 section of Portland, at less than cost
Ttpit RENT—House No. 129 Spring, 10 rooms -t o build. G. F. ALEXANDER & CO., 93 ElAand naih; price $30 per month, possession VOTICE—Wanted to buy cast of clothing,
c liange street.
9-1
rl
October 15tn; also No. f 5 Shite; No. 1 Mot r >e
gents’, ladies’ aud children’s. High prices
Place and others; sped it list of selected dwell- p-dti. Send.letter or postal card. Address D.
.SALE—Twelve per cent net income. A
1
J 1^0it
L
desirable
ings and apartments, for rent or for sale, will BO4ENBERG, 17 Pearl St.
corner
12-1
property. AH in good reS. -r air and all rented; will pay 12 per cent net on
be sent on application.
FREDERICK
1 toney invested, and at reduced rents; an ex11-1
VA1LL, Real Estate.
kinds of typewriting done, mimeograph
circulars and postal cards, envelopes ad- 1 eptiona! opportunity. G. F. ALEXANDER &
RENT—At No. 10 Sherman St., rent of
O., 93 Exchange street.
9-1 ?
—«.
dressed and lessons given in typewriting at
7 rooms and batn; steam heat.
Inquire at Room
12, FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDhouse or C. B. DOIEN, 170 Commercial St.
BALE—Two-family house. A most de^OR
J sirable
ING.
12-1
and convenient two-famlfv house, irpv
10 1
fi rst-cla»s repair, having all improvements; 1
RENT—Lower tenement of six rooms VOTICE—We make suits and overcoats to h icated on nice
street, near electiies. desirable
in excellent condition, 75 D.mforth street,
order from 8'8 to $35; first-class workman- it t every resuect; a b it-gain at 85,030. G. F.
small
of
near H.gh; also
five rooms
cottage
We also have reiLEXASDElt & CO., 93 Exch mgo st.
ship and a fit guaranteed.
9-1
which has been thoroughly renovated. BEN- duced the prices on
pressing and cleaning. M.
JAMIN SHAW & CO., 511-2 Exchange st. 9 1 M. NANSEN, mercnaut tailor. 493Va Congress
is high. Oil is cheap. Govern yourself accordingly. Help out your coal pen
St.
11-1
LET—At 28 Glenwood avenue. A very
] >y using an oil heater. I loan a five gallon oil
rjiO
J. convenient a d sunny rent of 9 rooms and
:an and sell the best oil at market nrices.
your neck has been neglected and
bath, hot and col I water, hot water heat, elecJ discolored by the high neckwear. Come
SEAL D. WINSLOW, Oil Dealer,90 Preble
tric lights, set tubs, shades and screens. Apply to MRS. CHASE'S
street. Tel. 905-4.
massage parior and have it
9-1
at bouse or C. H. & A.L. 8KINNER, Y.M.C.A. treated and made suvoth and white with harm9.1
building.
S ALE—Are you investing in suburban
less lotions prepared by herself. No. no India
comer Congress St., Portland) Me.
land? If so. we are offering lots in the
10-1
LET—One furnished and one unfurnished St.,
most beautiful part of Deering at very low
room at 13 Dow street.
Call between 7 and
telegraph operator and mana- prices. G. F. ALEXANDER & CO., 93 Ex8 p. m.9-1
change street.
9-1
ger of long experience desires to form evenfidO LET-The centrally located dwell ng ing class you ;g ladies and gentieme i, IncreasSALE— Houses iu all part3 of the city
JL house at No 14 Arlington street, just off ing demand for operators and salaries oeing adand Deering district. If you want your
vanced. Positions assured soon as competent; /
Forest avenue. Woodfords; has modern consold list it with us. it your price is
veniences such as bath roomt electric lights, railroad or commercial offices. Address, Tel. property
we will in tke sale at once.
right
G. F. ALEXcemented cellar, furnace and piazza. Keys at Operator, Box 1557. Portland.9-1
ANDER & CO., 93 Exchange street.
9-1
No. 4 ARLINGTON ST., or address FRAN K
can
of
real
estate
at
once
dispose
your
YT^E
W. SPARROW, Willard.
8-2
and stable for sale. EletT for cash; * bandli ie
of equities our
8
rooms
and bath, furnace
gant residence,
cut rhis out and call or telephone
rro LET—New three flat house. No. 22 Vesper specially;
located in best section of Deering. To
us.
G, F. ALEXANDER & Co., 93 Exchange heat;
a
be sold at a
bargain. Terms easv. G. F.
St., near Fort Alien Fark and electrics. Each street.
9-1
flat contains five rooms and a bath. Hot and
ALEXAN DER & CO., 93 Exchange st.
9-1
cold water, open
want to buy small equities in real esplumbing, hard wood floors;
all modern Improvements. Lower flat heated by
SALE—Elegant Pianos. Mandolins, Viotate. in or near Porvland.
Write or call.
lins.
furnace. Will be ready for occupancy Oct. loth. G. F. ALEXANDER &
Baujos, Harmonicas. SuperCO., 93Exchange street. ior ViolinGuitars,
and Banjo Strings, Clarinets, Comets,
Inauire of R. S. DAVIS. 108 Exchange St. or
9-1
91 Eastern Promenade.
Drums. Instruction Boosts, and everyth ng in
28-l-tf
goods, foot balls, base balls, the music line. For sa’.e by HAWES, 414 ConoctfMi
OR FACTORY BUILDING-The
striking bags, boxing gloves, catchers’ gress street.
first floor of the building occupied by the mitts and gloves, Spalding’s loot ball guides,
SALE —The only available lot ol 1ml
American Express Company on Plum street is
nose protectors, Hendrickson’s wrist machines
on the Western Promenade, located beofferea for rent. Apply to E. A. NOYES, Port- and exercisers, fencing foils, Indian clubs anu tween
the residences of Messers. Cartland and
land Savings B3nk.
dumb bells, snow shoes, polo sticks and mega10-tf
Also a first-class
furnished cottage,
Conley.
4-2
phones. G. L. BAILEY, 263 Middle St.
stable and land st
Willard Bench. Apply
LET—A first-ci S3 corner store. Congress
to TRUE BROS No, 394 Fore street.
31-tf
corner Gi’man.
Plate glass, steel ceiling,
/TUNS, ammunition, fishing tackle and all
SALE—House with 11 rooms and about
good location for drug or grocery store or shoe " kinds of sporting goods,
dog
dog
collars,
store: almost new. Price $25.
two
acres
trees.
of
land
filled
fruit
with
L. M. LEIGHwhips, dog muzzles and leaders, skates and Also house lots
TON, 53 Exchange street.
adjoining, in East Deering, at a
28-tf
skate straps; hand loaded shells a specialty
GEO.
W.
1G8
Excbanw
bargain by
ADAMS,
razors and pocket cut ery; a good kitchen knife
LET—Large, furaDhed front room wttU for 8 cents; the best lee pick in the world. G. St. Executor of the estate of the late Benjamsa
Adams,3 tf
alcove, steam heat. eas. bath room privi- L. BAILEY. 263 Middle St.4-2
leges. Inquire torenoon* at 19 ELLSWORTH
SALE—a 27 ft. sloop yacht, lias good
STREET.
itf
cabin accommodations for cruising, is a
Will be sold at a bargain.
good sea boat.
RYAN & KELSEY.
1-2
WANTED.
We pay spot cash for old gold and give you
WANTED
the highest price.
We also take It in exchange
SITUATIONS.
for other goods. McIIKNNEY, The Jeweler
Forty words Inserted under tills head
Monument Square.
in a hotel or restaurant
ANTED—Situation
\V
seplSdtf
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
i*
by a steady young man with experience.
to
william
WARN
Apply
Eft, 41 Salem St
4 N experienced teacher, a college graduate.
16-1
four to six horses to board •**- will tutor in studies of primary, grammar
on hay aud grain this winter; good runand high school grades; Latin, Greek an
GerFlorida
4
NURSE
who
in
winter
the
a
spends
water
under
man
Best
of
can
exercise
ning
cover;
horses if
specialty.
references; terms
Address “TUTOR,” 72 Ocean Ave. -r«- will take charge of a Jlimited number of inagreed upon; references given in Portland. moderate.
valids on the journey and given attention while
Pod Office. Box 125, Brownfield, Maine, SAMoctldlw
there 1[ needed. Terms moderate, first class
UEL E. SPRING.
12-1
S. DeLong.
contractor
and references. Address for further information
IV ANTED—By young ladv. 28 years Of aae.
13-1
builder; Jobbing promptly attended to; L. M.
“Nurse,” Freeport. Maine.
* *
with some knowledge of stenography and estimates given;
houses for sa'e »ud to let;
general office work; aiso of clerical work in mortgages negotiated, also care of property
WANTED—Position [as grocery traveller or
store, a position in either capacity in Portland Carpenter’s shop 204 Federal St.
Call or
as grocery clerk; has had several
er elsewhere. Call or address 120 FRANKLIN
write 86 EXCHANGE ST. Office hours 9-11 a.
in retail trade and two years »
experience
*
ST., right hand bell._
11-1H m. and from 1-6 p. m. Telephone 434-2.
wholesele tra le. Good reference and conddmar21dtl
ered
of
man
in
good
Portland to know
appearance; sober and hu-tier.
YVANTEp—Every
*»
I3-1
Address D. M. M., Box
that I am making all woo] suits and over& Wilson,
auctioneers, recoats in all the fashionable shades, for $16 and
moved to 164 to 169 Middle St., comer of.
from that to $3 •Worsteds and serges from Silver St.
temperate man about forty years of age,
da
with large acquaintance iu Portland ant
$20 up. Call and see them. E. M. WATKINS
custom tailor, Morrill’s Corner.
surrounding country. Situ iticn with a mercan10 l
TUB WILL BUY household
tile
or
or
manufacturing house, or would take a*
store
goods
v v
lady desires board for tie
fixtures of any
interest in a satisfactory business, or boy
YYrANTED—A
or will ret
winter in the western part of the city. ceive the same at our description,
a small business outright.
auction
Outdoor work P*
rooms
for
Address S. B. D., Box 918, City.j.l
sale on commission.
GOSS
& WILSON' ferre t. Address Q, Box 1557,
154
Auctioneers,
Middle
street,
Silver
TV ANTED—Pupils and singers who desire to
corner
®treet'
TT
teb3-tf
study with me this season to register their
names with my Studio
Accompanist. Miss Ida
Pinkham, at once for choice of hours. I shall | 4 GOOT) WATCH needs careful attention and
best of workmanship when it is cleaned or
I*y young married man, 30
return to Portland October 15. O. STEWART |
repaired. This kind ot work is mv specialty jeatsold,
position as beos*
my 20 years experience with W. F. Todd is the
keeper or clerk in bank
best guarantee of good work.
My prices are
reasonable. GEO. W. BARBOUR, 388 Con- business house. Have bad
grass street, opposite City Hall.
years7 experience ami best rea•
1-tf
sons
for leaving present po*'*
tion, Can furnish all f!»e refer
The best American
made by
Mainsprings,
the Elgin and Waltham companies.' Warranted
cnee required.
Any one want*
and found.
tor one year.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler,
ins; such a person would at
M nument Square.
jly20dtf
well
to
investisate. Address;
Forty words inserted under this head
oct9diw
G. W. F., Press oiiice.
11-1

FOR

energetic
"WANTED—An
office in Portland,
»»

FOR

FOR

TO

FOR

TO

POli

ALE

FOR

—---

FOR

COAL

--

IADIE8,

FOR

TO

There was

a

full

attendance

of the

Reading Room committee at the Congregational parsonage Friday evening. The
the choice of
committee organized by

11

i*dntv»

* *

an

nnl rvi

na

1

composition by Mrs, Virginia Pendleton,
It will be given for the nrst time
anywhere at Yarmouth, Masonic hall, November 2, The part ot Galatea will be
taken by Mrs. Pendleton.
Thera will be
The proan orchestral accompaniment.
ceeds will be for the benefit of Hillside

street, yesterday
Wm, M. Mtichell, a prominent citize n library.
Mrs. C. A. Collins
of Scarboro, father of the well known
mall agent, d’ed at his home Friday, the Fortnightly club
after an Illness of several months.
Mrs. Motley, State street, who has been
with Miss Lillian Parker, Woodfords, returned to her home, Friday.

advance.

casli^n

C’HOICE

K/>nlnfor‘c

The town is rebuilding the bridge at
West Gorham. Ohas. H. Alden has the
contract.
Mr. Edwin Clements, who has been
passing a few days at his cottage, Diamond island, returned tojhls home,School

cents,

_

Rev. C. D. Crane as chairman aDd Rev.
H. L. Caulkins as secretary and treasurAfter a free and full discussion, Mrs,
er.
Rev. O. K, Crosby
H. A. Merrill and
oommlttee to make inwere appointed a
to the feasibility of
Small, Sebago; Leroy Pike, Hiram; H. quiries with regard
D. Ward, C. H. Wright, Portland; F. fitting up and occupying the upper part
school building for a
W. Cash, South Portland; Edwin Clem- of the Grammar
gymnasium. One of the committee reents, F. H, Emery, Gorham.
instructor in
Mr. Frederick K. Summersides, State ported that a competent
could b3 secured from the Portstreet, is passing Sunday with his sister, athletics
land Y. M. C. A. three nights in the
Miss Marion Summersides, Lisbon.
The
Hon. Win. J. Corthell is in the eastern week at a moderate compensation.
committee adjourned to meet at Mrs, H.
part of the state on business.
Mr Harry E. Day returned from a A. Merrill’s Monday evening, October 22
Rehearsals are being diligently held of
business trip in Massachusetts and Conneci/iuui, owuiuaj.

week for 25

Estate

Real

LET—House 3o. 3 Park Place, 8 rooms
bath, hot wafer heat, all modem imLongfellow chapter,
provements. Lower rent No. 33 ('lark street,
formed
the initiatory degree at their 6 rooms.
Unp-r rent No. 24 Tate. 5 rooms.
Apn y to WILLIAM H. WiLLAKD. 184 1-2
ANTED—Able man of good reputation in
meeting Friday evening after which the Middle street
W
13-1
»*
each county to represent large house.
members enjoyed a olam supper through
Position
constiut.' Salary $7s per month and
O LET—Six room flit, all modern convenrj
State re:ere:ices aud enclose
all expenses.
the courtesy of Mr. D. E, Moulton.
■1
ieDces. price moderate, cenfraliv located. self-addressed
PRESIstamped
envelope.
Miss
Bessie Shore} of Lake street SOUTH WORTH BEOS., 105 Middle street.
DIN' l', 370 Caxun Btifding, Chicago.
13-1
octl3-15-20-22
mountains
the
White
at
passed Saturday
with several members of the senior class
rent in western part of city; 12
iirE do not want boys or loafers to write us,
>
conveniences, newly
rooms, all modern
»»
and the teachers of the South Portland
mm of ability only.’
$203 to $500 per
fitted up, nice neighborhood, sunny exposure.
moutb.
Salesmen and general agents, s liry
For partieula s call ou GLO. F. JUNK INS, 270
High school.
RACiNE
or commisrim, special induceme tu
13-4
Charles H, Taylor of Evans street, Is Middle street.
FIRE ENGINE & MOTOR CO., Ravine, Wis.
13.1
•
in Bath for two weeks on business
T.ET—Partial desiring pleasant, h nnelike
rpO
A rooms for the winter would do weii to call
Dr. James H.
WANTED—Men to le: r barber traae. Only
Syphers of this city, on MRS.
CHAPLIN, Hi Winter street Tele- J J
Wages while
eight weeks required.
has gone to Rangeley lakes for a two
8-2
phone in hou*e.
Posilearning. Tools donated upon entermg.
weeks’ vacation. l)r. F. H. Gardner of
when
tions positively guaranteed
ihrough.
LET—Upper tenement at 77 William St, Excellent lime’to begin. Special inducements
Morrilla, is attending to his praotioe
7 rooms and bath, hot and cold wafer. this month.
MOWri;e for free catalogue.
12-1
during bis absence.
Inquire at house.
LER’S BARBER B HOOL, New York citv.
13.1
Mr. and Mrs. Frank S. Rogers of Elm
rooms at 104 Oak street.
street, will leave the first of the week for
Gas, steam heat, hot and cold [water. TV ANTED—A carpenter at once. Apoly at
* »
12-1
Sm.til’s Hotel of MR. MARSHALL.
a week's
Gardiner and other Prices reasonable. Inquire within.
visit at

pailtj

Mrs Greene.
Miss Mabel Crocker, Pitt street, Oak! dale, entertained a party ol young
I friends at her home one night during the
past week in honor of her thirteenth
birthday. Games and refreshments were
enjoyed during the evening, Miss Crocker was th3 recipient of numerous handsome and valuable presents,
Tolman street, has returned to Boston,
Mr. George A. Harmon and bride, nee
where she is to resume her course of study
Mrs. Emma C.,Waterhous8, who were marin physical culture at the Emerson school.
ried on Thursday evening at the home of
Private Lewis Girard, of the o3d U. S.
Mrs. Harmon's daughter,Mrs, C, F. Jorthe
is
now
in
Cavalry,
Philippines,
ill,
Nevens street, on their return from
and his friends^and relatives are anxious dan,
as to his condition.
j their wedding tirp In the Kangeley rlake
are to reside tor the winter in the
Mr. Ernest Jamieson, formerly a driver ! region,
Xevens house at the corner of Nevens and
with Murdock & Freeman, the Portland j
I Saunders street,Mrs. Hevens having gone
bottling concern, has concluded his labors
to Chicago to spend the winter.
with that concern, and expects to
go to
At the meating of Kooky Hill lodge,
work In a short time as a iireman on the
Knights of Pythias, held Thursday evenGrand Trunk liallway line.
the rank of knight was conferred on
Among Westhsook students in attend- ing
three candidates. At the meeting of the
ance upon the fail term of
Westbrook
next Thursday evening it is expectSeminary at Morrills' are the following: lodge
ed that the rank of page will be conferred
Misses Wilma F, JSiewcomb, Susie 1)
on a candidate.
Partridge, Angie B. Chaffin, Henry I)
Coles worthy, Kevere
Mr. George B.
Leighton and Ernest Spelrs.
son of Mr, and Mrs. H. K, ColesMr. Simon Arenovsky, the Main street street,
to
has gone
Harvard college
clothier, has returned from a brief busi- worthy,
where he Is to pursue a one
ysar post
ness trip to Boston,
course of study.
Mr.
ColesPresumpscot Valley lodge, Knights of graduate
worthy was a graduate of Bowdoin ColPythias, held a successful observance of
in the class of 1900, ranking high in
Homing day at their meeting last Thurs- lege
his class and studies.
There were over 90 of
day! evening.
Mr. W. C. Jeherds, 80 Concord street,
the lodge members in attendance, and a
who has been ill at his home with typhoid
very enjoyable evening was had by all.
the kidneys, is
fever and congestion of
A supper was served after the meeting,
improving rapidlly, He Is now able to sit
followed by a social evening
a short time each day.
Former sergeant Eugene I. Cummings, up
Workmen have commenced
work preis
the
ortfiG Gleayes Hides,
proud posartificial stone sideto'laylng’an
paratory
sessor of a
medal recently awarded
walk in front of the residence of
Air.
him for perfect atten’uvnce at the drills
H. Fitzgerald on Forest avenue.
of the company during the year 1898. George
As soon as this piece of walk Is completand
The medal is square, well finished,
that side of the avenue will be supplied
ed,
bears on its face a pine tree, surrounded
with artificial stone walks, commencing
‘‘Constans et fidelis
by the motto,
at the lower end of the W. W. Brown
semper.” It is suspended from a bar.
and extending past the L M.
Mr. George Allen, employed at Small’s property,
property, almost to the corner
Leighton
a
Is
two
weeks'
barber shop,
enjoying
of Clifton street.
vacation at his home in Buxton.
The 6treet department craw Is at wo rk
The Moreans of Portland, a strong amaa curbing on the northwesterly
will present laying
teur dramatic organization
side of Clifton street, preparatory to the
the four-act comedy drama, ,fSi Hedges
of a brick sidewalk.
Gal.” ai the Westbrook opera house, laying
The ladles' circle of the Woodfords
Thursday evening, October 18, under tne
Universalist church held their first sudauspices of the local council of Daughters
evening, for the
per and social Friday
of Liberty.
The Westbrook aldermen are to hold an winter season at Lewis hall. The sapper
adjourned session on Monday evening at was largely attended and much enjoyed
7 30 o'clock at the council chamber. The by all. After the supper the following enmeeting was adjourned from last Mon- tertainment programme
was carried
day, owing to the lack of a quorum.
Piano duet, Mrs.
J. H. Files and
out:
The marriage of Mr. W ilfred Gaudreau,
Mrs. Harmon; vocal solos,Miss Inez Harclerk at Robinson’s meat market, to Miss
Lester Hart; vocal
mon; reading, Mrs.
Kate Gallant, is to occur October 22d,
solo, Mrs. F. L. Perry; piano solo. Miss
Mrs, Jobn Cousens of Portland was
Lena C. Crocker.
the guest on Friday of her husband’s
The ladies’ circle of
the Woodfords
brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Unlversallst church have decided to hold
6. Cousens, Main street
on the afternoons and
A large cooking range has been secured their annual fair,
evenings of December 4th, 5th 6th and
and placed in the cell room of the W est- 7th in the
vestry of the new church on
brook police station. By the aid of this Clifton street, now nearing completion.
the officers will be able to prepare their The society usually holds Its annual fair
but as It was
coffee, etc., for the tlunches at midnight. the last week in October,
A horse belonging to Roberts Brothers desired to hold the fair this year In the
ran away early Saturday morning but new church the circle voted to wait for
Into the the completionof the church vestry which
did no damage until running
stable he collided with a carriage owned will be some time during the middle or
The dates for
latter part of November.
by Dr. Anderson and broke the wheels.
the fair have therefore been set for the
In
December.
first
week
WIT AND

daughter

one

words Inserted nnder this head

Rockland.

She

pleasant trip,

an

was

a

delegate from

Federation at
has returned from a
d will give a
report of
to the

Federation at the next meet^ig.
Mrs. Harriet B. Pendleton left Saturday for New York where she is to spend
the winter with her daughter.
Miss Flora Evans
and Miss Lilian
Latham have joined the
Christian Endeavor Society as active
members, and
James Gannett has become an associate
Mrs Albert Barbour has been
member.
chosen a member of the Lookout committee of the North Cumberland local union
the

BATH SCHOONER LOSES MATE.

Fla,, October 13.—The
schooner M. V, H, Chase,
from
Me
to Jacksonville, arrived toand reports encountering a heavy

Jacksonville,
750 ton

Bath,
night

Mayport, in which Mate HerJacobson, ot Neva Scotia, was

storm near

bert
washed from the decks and drowned.
The schooner is commanded by Capt. W.
D. Tomlin.

Brought Good Fortune*

PRACTICAL

IJIOR

FOR'ALE—House

WE

FOR

__

ATHLETIC

OFFICE

EOR

T'O

FOR

TO

FOR

SPOT CASH—OLD GOLD.

WANTED—From

NOTICE—G.

NOTICE—Goss

BY

WANTED7

__

TAYLOR._

septlVdtf

MAINSPRINGS, 75c.

_lost

one

tveelt for 35 cents, cash in
advance.

A small item in his owu paper lately
brought amazing good fortune to Editor
| "WOUND-Picked up adriL off .Mark island a
FE.HALE HELP WASTED.
MAINE PENSIONS.
Chris Reitter, of the Saginaw (Mich )
small sail boat which owner can have
I
'b'
Post and Zeitung. He and his family
property and paying charges. AppB
October
Washington,
13.—The follow- !
L
Ehad the Grip in its worst form.
Forty words Inserted under thl*
CARTER & CO.. No. 22 Portland
Their
ing pensions have been granted to Maine Pie^
one week for 85 cents, cash In advas®*
doctor did them no good. Then he read
13-1
'__
that Dr. King’s New Discovery for Con- people:
T OST—Ladies’ gold cliatelain
pin with smal
XKCBEASS.
sumption, Coughs and Colds was a guarWANTED—Girl for general work. Germ#
K6"M<I
''
anteed cure for La Grippe and all Throat
Good pay toj#
or Swede prefered.
m WINTERtST.ftl;a<it‘e<’*
Moses
E
?
and Lung troubles;
Dowell,
Saco,
$S;
Alexis
tried it and says;
C
rigiit party. Ap >!y o 129 I’ltt St, Fessen-a
ocu-»
:
Park. Take Grove street cars.
“Three botiles cured the whole family. Taylor. Falmouth Foreside,
$10; Orison
No other medicine on earth equals it.” A.
Penney. Freedom, $21.
Apr*
almshouse.
ihe
at
WANTED-A
cook
Only 50c and $1.00 at H, P. S. Goold, 677
» »
to C. H. ROSS, 671 Co agrees 3t.
REISSUE.
Congress street, drug store. Trial bottles
free.
Samuel K. Tucker, Eces
Aprf
WANTED—Girl to do kitchen work.
Falls, §6.
Watchmaker. Monument Square.
»
106 FRANKLIN ST.
f

MAINSPRINGS 75c.
’fcssasn,*
sepuidi

OATS.

Deutchland
New York. .Hamburg... Nov 8
Touralne..
.New York. .Havrel.Nov 8
Cambroman
Montreal.. .Liverpool.. .Nov 10
Tunisian..'.Montreal
.Liverpool...Nov 11
—

Dot.
N'OV

21%
2iya
21%

2iya
21 %
2214

Doc.

..

—

TOR'-

Jan.11 60

in the

Quotations of Staple Products

York

Money

Stock,

0 70
Nov......
Jan....(1012

«rat

»ufl

n

Market UevUw

NEW FORK. Oct 13.
mercantile paper at 5*6 per oent.
actual bus
Sterling Exchange was steady, with
IU| dp-nem in bankers bills at 0C0 44S3y8
maudand 4 8014,80Vs !<w sixty days posted
oin
4 85®4 85 Va.
ajtea at 4 81@4 81V* and
Uierclal btlls at 4 79%®4 79%.
Bar Silver 02%
Silver certtlicawr* 68% 464%■
Mexican dollar-!49Va,
Governments steady.
Prime

Biaeo

represent

The following quotations
l«« prices in Oils market:

pay

me

(Wand steers.y
v*
staes.......4
Calf Skins—No 1 quality.
Hulls and

No 2
No 3

«••«..

MIANITUHK ALMANai.OCT. 15.
Sunrises. 5 56j ,T.„h
l am.
4 15

6 87
6 00

Bun sets
Leugtli of

...

RJI 8.

Portland
N.w

27

LAIU).

Nov. 7 07
0 72
Jan
..

Markets.

Leading

11

-1>

..

<3

“.25c

eacl1

__

Sugar Market.
I’urHand market—cut loal 8:: confectioners
coffee
at c; p iwdered 7%<5i granulated 7c:
* rustled 6V*c ; yellow 6 w
Retail Grocers’

Bio.
100
110
100
100
100
101
100
109

Asked

145

160
90
112
160

102
i]2
101
101
102
102
102
110

86
HO
160
160
60

170
61

BON D3.

Portland 63. 1907.117
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding.. 102
Portland 4s. 1913. Funding.106
Bangor 6s. 1905.! Water.112
Bath 4%s. 1907, Munieloal.101
Bath 4s. 1821. Refunding.101
Belfast 4s.Muulciua!1918.110
Calais 4s 1901—1911 Refunding —100
LewistonO.V 1901, Municipal .101
i.ewistcn -vs. 1913. Municipal.105
Saco 4s. 1901. Municipal.100
Maine Central R K7s.l0l2,oons.mtgi35
*
4VaS.*
108
M

4s

cons.

**

119
103

108
114
103
103
113
102
102
107
102
137
110
106
102
1C1
i09

intg... .106

**ss,19o0.exten’sii.lQl
Portland & Ogd’g gRs.xyoo, isc mtgJOO
Portland W ster Co’s 4S. 1927.107
Boston Stock List.
Sales of stock at the Boston Stock.

LONDON,

Charters.

m

Dally Press Stock %uo ratio ns
Barrett, limiters, iaa

STOCKS.
Par Value
Description.
Cana) National Bank. ..100
Casco National Bank.loo
(jumnerland National Bank.100
Chapman National Bank.100
Fust National Bank.100
Merchants’ National Bauk_75
National Traders’ Bank.100
Portland National Bank.... 100
Portland Trust Co.....100
Pori land Gas Company. 50
Portland Water Co...100
Portland »r. Railroad Co. 100
Maine Central li’y. 100
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. 100

Exchange;
bid.

Ateliisou.... ... 28%
Boston &- Maine...187
Central Massachusetts.13
do pld.
62
Maine Central.158
Union Pacific.
68 ya
American Tel. and Tel .141

Ship Susquehanna, Norfolk to Mani a, coal Union]Pacific nfdA. 73%
Mexican
eiural 4s.„. 78
»8.
American
.117%
: chr Mabel Hooper,
Philadelphia to Porto American Sugar
Sugar pfd.llbl/a
Plata, coal S3 50.
New York Quotation, m Stock* anti Bonds
Schr R. L). llibb r, Baltimore to Cieufuegos,
coal f2 40.
(By Telegraph.!
Tlie folio wing tretue closing quotations of
Schr Helen M. Martin, Fernaudiua to WashBona-

ing on, D. C., lumber $5 75.
Schrs E. H. Naylor, and M. K.

Rawley. Noriolkto New York, lumber.42 25.
Schr KU Carson, Llizabethport to Bangor,fertilizer 97 Vic.
Schr W. 11. Davenport, Flslikili to Bath. sand
$1 5a

Oct. 12.

e

.tlurin

The lolloiYuig quotations represent
ale prices tor the market;

TptaN

w.iola-

t.ie

f-uperflne and low grades.2 75 a 8 00
Spring v\ beat Bakers.3 7 s «4 05
Spring Wheat patents.4 75 a5 oo
Mien, arid SLLouisst. roller.4 lu«4 26
Mich, ana St. Louts clear.4 oo@a 16
Winter Wheat patents.4 50g4 65
Corn aad Feel.
car

@53

lots...:

@53
@53
@31

Oats, car lots.
35
Oats, bag lots... 34®
Cotton »eed. car lots.. .00 00X26 50
Cotton Seed, bag lots.00 0O@27 oo
Sacked Bran, car iota. ,... 18 00.«19 00
Sacked Bran. bag. lots....OO 00@J 9 00
Middling, car mis.18 0Gi@2U00
Middling, bag, lots....~..19 0n@S50 50
Mixed toeu...-.....Id 0o@i9 50

Dry.Pluh and 31 acker el.
Cod, large Shore. 4 50X4 75
Medium shore fish.
@S 50

Pollock... 2
Hake..

Herring, per box, sealed.
Mackerel, shore is.
Mackerel, shore 28.

Large

3s.
Produce.

60@3 50

@2 75
@2 .in
@16
@18 00
@fl't
@$15

Pea.7. 2 30X2 53
Beans. Ca iforma Pea. 2 65.«2 57
2 35X2 40
Beans, Fellow Eyes.
Beans. Red Kidney.2 4ttX2 50
Native Onions, bbl.1 763 on
Potatoes, bush.
55@60
Sweet Potatoes, Jersey
@2 50
Peans.

Sweet, Eastern Shore.
Kces. Eastern fresh..
Eges. Western fresh.

Butter, Fancy Creamer..
Butter, Vermeut.—
Cheese. N. York and Vermt...
Cheese, sage.

00
24
22
25
22

(a:2
t®
(Sx
24x
21 @

12*/s@13
13
@13 V4

Sugar. Cuff oo, lex- "Molasi40ii.ltais.il*.
5 94
granulated.
5 9t
sugar—Extra fine granulated....
6 55
Sugar— i-.xtra C.
13 @16
Coffee—Klo. roasted..
Coffee—Java and Mocha.
27@30

Sugar—Standard

Teas—Yinoys.
leas—Congous.
Teas—Japan.

25@35
27@60
86@40

Teas—Formosa.
M olasses—Forto Rico......

36@>40

Molasses—Barbadoes.

35@65

32@35
zun2>
M olasses—common..
New Ka]sins, 2 crown.2 00@2 25
2
25
3 crown..',.....
do
@2 50
4 crown. 2 50@2 75
do
1
core
Muscatel.
Kalslns.
7%@8%
Pork. Beef. Lard and Poultry.
19 00
Pork—Heavv, clear.
backs.18 no
Pork—Medium.10 50® 17 00
Beef—heavv.. ;.10 75@11 25
10 00@10 75
Beet—light....
m 6 60
Boneless, naif bbls
Lara—tes ana haitbbi. pure....
8%@9
Lard—tes and half, bbl.com.... ">
0% S6%
Lard—Paus pure.
9% @9%
Lard—Pails, compound.
7% ®8
Lard—Pure, leaf,. 10 @10%;
18
Chickens. 15t®
Fowl.
12® 15
Tnrkeva.
18 s® 15
Hams...*..
11@ 11 Va

8%

Shoulders.
Fruit.

Apples .1 255)2 00
+25 a 6 50
4 00,5)5 00
and Coal.

Lemons............

Oranges.
Oils, Turpentiue

045X59

Kaw Linseed Oil.
Boiled Linseed oil.

665)71

Turuentmo.
Ligoma and Centennial oil bbl„
Kenned tst Petroleum, 120.
Piatt’s Astral. :

46(5)50
@10%
lOVs
12%

Half bbls. lc extra
Cumberland, coal.
Stove and furuace coal, retail...

@7

Franklin.
Pea coal, retail.

ao

p5Vi

Pacino consols...

Nav.ist.109
■*
1st*.

l..

reg.

109

4

sas.

1

66

@4 25
00
8 60
0 00

13.
28%
71 Vs

Oct.

Atchison. 28%
Atcnison dig. 70%
Central pacinc.
Ches. <£ Umo.. 28%
Chicago. Bur. &uumcv.125%
Uec ei nna. canai co.111%
DeL Lack. <S West.174%
uenver s li. u. 18%

28%

126Vs
11

177%
18%

11%
34Vs
Illinois«Jentrai.116%
Lane nna & ‘»Vost. 2 3%

I 11%

Lake Miore.206
Louis & Mash. 72%
Manhattan fc.ievat«o.92
Mexican central.11%
Mtemaau central.
5 v
Mum. & 8*i corns..
Minn. <x »c coins uia. 92
f>0
Missoun Pacinc.
New .lursev central.183%
New York Central.l29Vs
50%
Northern Pacinc com.
Nortnern pacific Did. 10

205%

33

116%
30
72%

92%
il%
64%
95

60%
134

129%
61%
7o

Noriuvrescorh'...160
ptd.
a«
Onu & west. 20%
id
Keamna.
BOCK ..105%

16
106

Bclrarn..111%

112%

20%

i69Va
Svt. Paul ..
St. Paul <x umana...108
bu Paul &i umana nia.
Texas racinc...... 15%
union Pacinc me. 73%
7
waoasn...
17%
Wabasn. dig.
&>Maine..
Boston
New York ana Mew suic. d£..
Old £Colons.203Vi
Adams LXDress...123
American fixnress.150
u. a. .. 45
87%
Peome was.
30%
pacinc Man.....
185
Pullman Pamce..
Sugar.’common.-. .116%
Western union... 78%
Smith era Ky p£Cl.
Brooklyn RaoM Transit. 62%
33%
federal Steel common..
do Did'. 64
American .touacco. 90%
ao

169%
108

16%
74
7

17%

125
151
45

89%
31%
IB6V2
117%
78%
62%
34
64
92 Vi
129
15 %
67

Dia..129

Metropolitan street K R.10
Tenn. coal « iron.l 57%
29%
U.; 8. KUDber..
Continental! fonaceo. 26

28%
26%

Boston illar«ei»
BOSTON.^Oct. 12 1 n o—Tne following
today’s quouitious of Flour aud corn:

Quotations.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRIG
Friday’s quotations.
WHEAT
Opening

Closing

Oct.7H%
Nov. ..76%
Dec. 76

75%
76

76%

CORN.

Not.137%
Dec. 34%

38%
35%

OATS,

Oct.
Nov...21%
Dec.!22 %
IPORK.
Oct.
Jan.

21%
21%
22%
16 00

1147%

LARD

Oct.

7

12y*

RIBS.

Oct.
Saturday’s quotations.

7 55

Soring patents 4 40 5 25.
\Vinter patents 4 20® 4 75.

Clear mu stra ent. 3 70 4 60
Corn—steamer yellow 5l%e.
r’oTtlr.

llTnrl.A#

t$v;
CHICAGO, Oct. 3 2. 1900.—Cattle— receipts
Westerns and
exans :
2.000. including
natives best on sale —; good to prime steers at
6 40,65 85: poor to medium steers 4 49t®7> 30:
selected feeders at 3 75@4 40; mixed Stockers at 2 76 « 3 65; Texans, receipts—:Texas fed
steers 4 20® 4 90; Texas grass steers at 3 25@
4 10.
Hogs—receipts 24,000; mixed and butchers
at 4 95®o 30; good to choice heavy at 5 00®
6 27 Vy ; rough aud heavy at 4 86(64 95; light at
4 9 ^5 7 Va.
Sheep—receipts 7.000; good to Ichoice weth
ers 3 85(64 15; fair to cnoicejmixed 3 45(63 85;
Western sheep at 3185(64 15; native lambs 4 26
(65 50; Western —.
—

—

I oropean Market*.

(By Telegraph.)
LIVERPOOL. Oct. 12, 1900.—The Cotton
sales 6000
market is easier; spot at 6d;

i'mentne.

Oct...
Nov...........

Dec.

75%
75%
76%

inning.

74%
75%
75%

; CORN".

Oct.
Nov.
Dec............

41%
38%

41 yg
38

35u/»

36%

|

4 30

;.?,xjsr k

jn iirvre

SATURDAY, Oet. 13.
Arrived.

Steamer |Stato of Maine, Colby, St John, Nil,
via Eastport for Boston.
Steamer Bay Slate, Dennison. Boston.
Steamer Percy V. Csalg, Cundy Harbor.
Sell H P Blackburn, Gardiner, Newport News,
with coal to Me Cent KB.
Seh Charles Davenport, Pinkliam, Newport
News—coal to A U Wright Co.
Hch Thos 8 Dins more, Wade, Philadelphia—
coal to ltandall & McAllister.
Sch Yreka, Segebuili
ltondout— cement to
C 8 Chase,
Sch Ella F Crowell, Thomas, Rondout—cement to C 8 < liaso.
Sch G R1 Braiuard, Beal, Rondout—cement for
fort at Diamond Island.
Sell J Nickerson, Littlejohn, Raritan—clay to
Portland Stoneware Co.
Sell Thos H Lawrence, Kelley, Perth Amboy,
clay to Portland Stoneware Co.;

Sch Hope Haynes, Tibbetts, New York—coal

to Me Cent Bit.
Set Portland Packet, Gardiner. Boston.
Hell Collins Ilowe, Bias taw, Boston.

sell Mopang, Perkins, Boston.
Sen E T Hamor, Brown. Boston.
Sell Rushlight, Beals, Poston.
Hell Anna T Stewart, Boston.
Sell Hattie M Mayo, Brown, Boston.
Hch H 8 Boynton. Bos tor for Rockland.
Sch E A Whitmore, Gloucester for Mt Desert.
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber, Damariscotta,
Sch Coquette, Coombs, Franklin for.Boston.
Cleared.
Steamer

Horatio Hall, Bragg, New York—J F

Lisocmb.
Barque Peppino, (111) Dama-a, Norfolk—
Chase, Leavitt & Co. ;
Sell Laura C Anderson, Harris, Brunswick—

west.

Foreign Ports.
Oct 12. ship Manuel La

Sid fm Ilong Kong
guua. for New York.
Ar at Victoria, BC,
field. San Francisco.
Ar at London Oct

Portland.

10th, ship Cyrus Wake
12, steamer Dargai, from

Ayres prev Oct 0, barque Thos
A Goddard, Park, Boston.
At Turks Island Sept 27, barque Hancock,
for North of Hatteran 29th.
Ar at Havana 12th, US steamer Sedgwick,
New York.)
Ar at Buenos

Spoken.
Aug 15, lat 30 S, ship Com T H Allen, Merrtfrom
riman,
Uiogo May 0 foi New York.

CALAMITY LIST.

LONDON. Oct. 12. 1900—ConsoH for
and 98%; for the account 98 Va.
■

..

Jordan & Co.
Sen Portland Packet, Gardiner, Pembroke—
J H Blake.
Sch James Freeman, Jasper, Machias—J H
Blake.
Sell John M Fiske, Nutt,
Searsport—Paris
Flouring Co.
Sch Pearl, Blake,
Camden—Paris Fiouring

Four

Crowd

Big

at

Topsham

Sat nr.

dar.

Steamer Gov Dinglev. Thompson. Boston.
Hell Sarah C Ropes, Kreger, Norfolk—coal to
Me Item Klt.
Sell Alicia B Crosby, Wormell, Philadelphia—
emu to Me Cent 11K.
Sell Grace DavD, Dodge, Philadelphia—coal

dren’s father was out of the house after
Two boys and two girls were
groceries.
burned to death while a llfth child, EdHe was rescued from a
ward, escaped.
on
the gable of the
perilous position
Soli Lucy A Davis, McKowrn, Philadelphia—
house by the firemen. The mother of the
coal to Peter S Nickerson & Co,
Sch Luis G Label, McXown, Philadelphia— children
died a
year and a half
ago
co»l to Sargent-Dennison Go,
The father 1? a carpenter.
Sch J S Winslow, Smith Philadelphia— coal
te Randall & McAllisier.i
THKEE KIDDED.
Sch Fred Gower. Sargent, Philadelphia—coal
to A R Wright co.
Pa., October 13.—Three peoNewcastle,
Sch Kate B Ogden. Wilbert, Philadelphia.
a man and
two children, boy and
ple,
Sell Robert & Carr, with 10,000 lbs fish.
girl, were instantly killed and a fourth
KHOM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
probably fatally injured In a grade crossJONESPORT, Oct 12—Sid. schs AR Keene,
Falkingh nn. Weymouth, NS: D J Sawyer. Kel- ing accident tonight at Robinson's, live
ley, Hillsboro, Nil; I Vineyard. Cummingj, Bear miles from here.
None of the names
Liver, NS; Lizzie Cochran. Kent, Calais: SH
could be ascertained and the bodies were
Sawyer, Kelley, New York.
BOOTH BAY HARBOR, Oct 13-In port, schs mangled beyond recognition The Injured
Electr Bailey, Clay, Bangor for New York: man Is
unconscious.
Webster Bernard, Marshall, do for do; Annie R
Lewis, Modgdon,do foi; Newport; Eagle, Ulmer
TWO EATALDY BURNED.
do for Sound port; Win H Lard, Lowell, do lor
Niautic.
New Milford, Conn., October 13.—Mrs.
August Newbloom, aged 35, whose home
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
Sid fm Buenos Ayres Oct 13 1 arane Herbert is on Railroad street, and a two-year-old
Fuller, for New York.
daughter, were fatally burned late this
Sid fm Antwerp Oct 13tb, steamer Nordland.
afternoon. Mrs. Newbloom was engaged
New York; I2th, Friesland, do.
Sid fm Cherbourg 13th, steamer St Louis, fm In
blacking her stove with a liquid prepaSouthampton for New York.
Aral Queenstown I3ih. steam
Campania, ration when she accidentally spilled some
New York for Liverpool, and proceeded.
on the heated stove and in the explosion
Belfast, Oct 12—The new four-masted sclir
resulted, her clothing, as well
In the yard of Pendleton & Carter, has been which
named Pendleton Sisters.
The craft Is to be as that
of the little child, who was sitlaunched about Oct 25th, all rigged.
ting on the door, became Ignited. Before
M emoranri*
help arrived they were so badly burned
Port Clyde. Oct 12—Sch Hattie S Collin*, bethat no
hopes are entertained of their
fore reported in a dangerous position near Marshall Point, was removed by assistance of the recovery.
L 8 station crew. The vessel lost rudder and
damaged keel. She is now at the marine railway for repairs.
Machias. ’Oct llth—Sch .Tosle, which went
ashore on Brown’s Island a few days ago, yvas
pulled off to day and soon alter filled and capsized. vSbe n >w lies in the Thoroughfare, bottom up, and masts will have to be cut away in
order to save ths hail.
Vineyard Haven. Oct 12—Sch Estelle Phinney, Phinney, from Newport News for Bosun,
arrived her.- to-day witii loss of foretopmast.
Halifax. Oct 12—Among the vessels reported
driveu ashore in the straits of Canso yesterday,
is the American schr Eliza J Pendleton, Capt

Hutchinson.

Domestic Ports.

NEW YORK-

ar 12th. ship Susquehanna,
Hilo 115 days; schs Jose Olaverri. from
Charleston: sells FG French, Look. Philadelphia; N, t Ayer, Hodgkins, Atlantic City.
Cld 12th, baroue KienniD, Bray, San Juan;
sch Mark Gray. Bryant, San Juan.
Ar 5 3ti), steamers St Paul, fm Southampton ;
Lucania. Liverpool; Deutehland, Hamburg; F
Blsmark, do.
Sid 12th, barque Kremlin.
Arl3tb,briu Motley, Dill, from Santa Cruz;
Cameo, Coffin, St Croix; Wm H sumnar, Yeaton. Charleston; Lizzie Carr, Chadwick, Norfolk: David P Davis, Erwin, Philadelphia for
Portland.
Cld 13th, barque John Swan, Nash, Montevideo via Carteret.
tien Gate—rasseq east ram. sens Hannan b
Carlton, from New York for Bangor; Georgte
Berry, do for Rockland; Maud Briggs, Elizabethport for Bangor.
BOSTON—Cld 12th, schs Normandy, coal
port; Onward, eastern port; Helen G Moseley,
.Baltimore, and anchorea below.
Ar 13;li, brig Harry Smith, Costa, New York;
schs S W Lawrence, Carter, Newport Nows;
Chas :S Glidden, Haskell, and Anna Murray,
Sanford, Baltimore; Lydia M Deeriug, Dalton,
J R Teel, Hanson; James G Beecher, Dunn;
Samuel Dlilaway, Smith, and R D Bibber, Pinkham, Baltimore.
Also ar i3tli, schs Henry J Smith, Clark, fm
Philadelphia; Alice M Colburn. McLeod, Norfolk; w K Chester, OM Marrett, and Lucia
Porter. New York; 8 E Davis, Mt Desert; Sunbeam, Stoniugton; Newell B Hawes, Ipswich;

RAILROADS.

Trains Leave
For
Lewiston, 8.15,
p. in.
Island
For
Fond,8.15
For
a. in

7,00
For

a.

Portland
m.

1.30,

and

a.

m., and 7.0J p.

in.

Quebec at 6 p. m.

Trains Arrive Portland.
From Lewiston, *8.00, and 11.15 a, m.,
5 45
p. m.
From Island Fond, *8.00, and 11.15 a.
m.,
5.45 p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal,and Quebec, *8.00
a. m., and 5.45 p. m.

•Daily. Otliei trains week days.
Every
Sunday train leaves Portland for
Lewiston, Gorham and Berlin at 7.30 a. m,

Topsham,

Beautiful
October
13,
weather
and the
largest crowd ever
known In the history of the society characterized this, the second day of the Topsham fair.
A stream of people began to
pour Into the grounds early in the morning and continued
right up to the afternoon.
The ticket takers were kept
busy and earned all of the compliments
dealt out to them. There were fully 10,000 people on the grounds. The sunlight
streamed down

In about as intense rays
as on any day during the summer and
hardly a stir of a breeze was felt. It
was a perfect day of Indian summer. The
officials ware highly pleased tills evening
after they had glanoed over tne books
showing the
reoelpts of the two days.
Another successful day is promised for

Monday.
The first event on the racing programme
the finishing of the 2.19 class of
which three heats were run off yester
day. The horses got out on the track soon
after noon, but it was after 1 o clock before everything was In readiness for the
contests,
Word came from the judges
last nignt they had selected Mr. Haines
was

to drive Allee Drake today, considerable
criticism having
been made regarding
the
work of Mr. Pattangall, the owner,
who was behind the ribbons yesterday.
But
Mr. Haines had been called to the
fair at Acton. So Ira Woodbury of Portland was elected to drive the mare. Afwas

2 111
Newmarch, b s, (Gerald,)
Alice Drake, bik in, (Woodbury), 14 2 4
3 2 3 3
Day Dean, b s, (Deynolds),
M
4 3 4 2
Scooter, b g, (Wheelden),
Time, 2,20 1-4, 2 2U 1-2, 2,24 1-4, 2.20 1-4.
After a short
Intermission ihe 2.25
class was ptarted with six
contestants
in the list. Ve almost took a trip into
the clouds Just after starting off in gallant style, but recovered in a fashion that
elicited much admiration from the enthusiasts. Joa Hai had the lead during
the break of Ve whose return to proper
form landed him a winner.
Ve took the second heat by continuing
Joe Hal loomed up
his
good work.
strongly in this contest. Just as the
third heat was about to be started, Fannie Wellington threw a shoe. Then conwas lost while a blacksiderable time
smith was hunted up to make repairs.
Ve won the third in a canter and thereby got the raoe. The summary:
2 25 Class; Purse $200.
Ve, b g, (Edwards),
Joe Hal, bik g (Deering),
Fannie Wellington, b in, (Withie),
Huey Wilkes, bik in, (Woodbury),
George T., ch g, (Jones),
Daisy D., g m, (Mitchell),
Time, 2.25 3-4, 2.24 1-4, 2.26 3-4.

on

Portland, Me.

Oet. 8, 1000.
City Landing, Peaks Is8.00. 10.30, a. in.. 2.15, 4.00, 6.15

In Effect

—

111
2 2 5

For

land,
p.

Forest
5.30. C.45,

m.

Return—6.20, 7,20, 9.15, 11.45 a. m.,3.30, 4.15,

0.26 p. m.
For Cushing’s
4.00 p. m.

Return—7.05.

111.,

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
For

Forest

City
Landing, Peaks
Is!an.1,10,30 a. m., 2.15 p. m.
For*Cnshtng’s island, 10.30 a. m.
For Little and Great Diamond Islands,
Trefrthen's Landings,Peaks Island,and
Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a.

2 22 class.

From

entertainment

DOMINION

Montreal

1 0.5 p.m. For Freeport,Brunswick,Rockland,
K. &. L. points, Augusta. Waterville. Skowliegan, Belfast, Dover and Foxcrolt, Greenville,
Bangor, Oldtown and Mattawamkeag, and to

Liverpool.

Liverpool

Queenstown.

and accommodation.
Second Cabin -$35.00 and upwards single.
Return— $66 50 and upwards,
according to
steamer.

Steerage—To Liverpool, Derry,
London,
Queenstown. Belfast and Glasgow, $20,00.
Steerage outfit furnished free.
Anplv to T. P. McGOWaN, 420 Congress
street, j. B. KEATING room 4. First National Bank Building, CHARLES ASHTON. 047A
Congress street and Congress Square Hotel, or
DAVID TORRANCE Si CO., MontreaL
oclSd.tf

ALLAN
St.

LINE

Lawrence

Service.

MONTREAL. TO LIVERPOOL.
Calling at Moyille.
From

Thu

mSTEAMSHU’S.

Montreal

26 July'rNumidian
2 Aug Corinthian
9
Parisian
1C
2.i
30
6
33
20
27

11
18
25
31
7
15
22
29
5
12

Sicilian

Tunisian
"
| Numidian
Sept 1 Corinthian
| Parisian
11
Sicilian

|

Tunisian

No cattle

carried

on

Aug.
*•

Sept.
*•

Oct,

Quebec

fTAug.
*•

18
25
31
8
15
22
29
5

Sept,
••

Oct.

_13

these steamers.

RATES OF PASSAGE.
Cabin—$52.50 and upwards. A reduction of 5
per eeut is alloweu on return tickets.
Sbcond Cabin—To Liverpool, London or
Londonderry—$35.00 to $45.00.
Stkbrage—Liverpool, London,
Glasgow,
Belfast, Londonderry or Queenstown, $23.30.
Prepaid certificates $24.
Children under 12 years, half fare. Rates to
or from other points on application to
T. P. McGOWAN,
*20 Congress St.,
Portland, Me.
Foreign Steamship Agency, Room 4,
First National Rank Unllding, Port,
land, Maine
ar27dtf

Harbor and

octGdtf

BOSTON & MAINE ft. ft.
la Effect Oct. 8,

1900.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Uniou Station for Searboro
Crossing, 10.00 a. in., 6.20 p. m.; Searboro
Reach. Pine Point, 7,00, 10.00 a. m.,
3.30,
5.25, 6.20, p. ill.; Old Orchard, Saco. Bld7.00.
8.5 >,
deford, Kennebunk.
10,00
a. in..
6.20
12.30, 3.30,
6,25,
p.
m. ; Kfiinebunkport, 7.00, 8.5'. 10.00 a. m.,
Wells
Beach,
7.00, 8.50
12.30, 3.30,*5.'-5 p. HI.;
a. m.. 3.30. 5.25 p. m.; North Berwick, Rolllnsford, Somers worth. 7.00, 8.5.) a. m.,
12.30, 3.30, 5.25 p. in ; Rochester. Farmington, Alton Bay, VVolfboro, 8.60 a. m 12.30;
3.30 p. m.; l.akr.purt,
Laconia, Weirs,
Plymouth, 8.5 I a. III.. 12.30 p. II).; Manchester, Concord and Northern conuetlona,
7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, 7.00, 8.50 a. in.,
12.30, 3.30, p. m.;
Boston, J4.05, 7.00. 8.50 a.
3.30
Leave Boston
m.;
p.
in., 12.30,
for Portland, 5 5 s, 7.30, 8.30 a, in., 1.15,4.15,
arrive
in.;
10.10, 11.50 a. ix>.,
p.
Portland,
12.10, 5.00, 7.50, p. Ul.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

Squirrel

mm

a

MCDONALD STEAMBOAT CO.

1900.

LINE.

to

Heron island, Boothbay

tnac drew aDcut

8t!i,

Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday.
Philadelphia’
lay, Wednesday
Friday,

“Pop77 Williams, the well known base- Island.
Returning, leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
ball player, who has been pitohlng for
at 7 a. m. Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday for
the Toronto club of the Eastern league, Squirrel island.
Boitlibay Harbor. Heron islturned up at his home in Top,sham sev- and, So. Bristol and East Boothbay.
eral days ago,and this forenoon furnished
ALFRED RACE. Manager.
aug2dtf
an

Oct.

PHILADELPHIA

BOSTON ill

Boothbay

a

Effect

m.

Ill
Earnestine, b m, (Gerow).
2 3 2
Capt. Haffj brd g, (Wheelden,)
3 2 3
Maud M., b m, (McGugln),
4 4 4
Jane Wilkes, b in, (Durrill),
Handsome Hen, ch m, (Ouelette), 5 6 d
6 5 d
Morning News, ch g, (Potter),
Time, 2.30 1-4, 2.29 1-4, 2 25 1-4.
Mr. McKenney did not act as one of Portland &Steamboat Go.
the Judges today and his place was filled
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves East
by W. D.Haley of Fouth Gardiner. There Boothbay at 7 a. m, Monday, Wednesday and
will be two races on Monday, a 2,29 class Friday for Portland, touciiing at So, Bristol,
and

In

THAI NS LEAVE UNION STATION. RAILWAY SQUARE AS l’OLLO WS:
7.00a. m. For Brunswick. Lewiston
(Lover)
Bath, Kocklau.'. Augusta, Waterville, SKowlngan, Belfast, Hanger. Bucksport and Vaiiceboro
connecting ior St. John. at. Stephen, -t Calais),
Houlton and Woodstock.
8.30 a. m. For DnnviUe Junction, Romford
Falls, Lewiston, Faimington, Rangeiey and
Waterville.
10.25 a. in.
For Brunswick. Bath, J.ewiston,
Gardiner, Augusta, Waterville, Pittsfield and
Bangor.
12.40 r. m. Express for Brunswick, Lisbon
Falls, Lewiston via Brunswick,Auguste, Waterville, Newport, invugor, Buckspori. Bar IL.rbor, Washington Co. It. It. Oldtown, Greeuville,
Houlton and Caribou via B. & A. It. it.
12.65 p. m. For Dauville, Jc.,Itumford Falls,
Benits. Lewiston, Farmington, Carrabasset,
Rangeiey, Bingham, Waterville, Skowbogau,

Bucksport .Saturdays.
5.10 p. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Rockland,
and Waterville.
T. GUI)]NG, General Manager, Augusta
5. i5 p. m. For Danville Junctou, Mechanic
cctsdtf
Falls and Lewiston
11.00 p. m. Night Express for Brunswick,
Batn, Lewiston, Augusta, Waterville, -i.owhe an, Bangor, Moosehead Lake, Aroostook
County via Oldtown, Bar Harbor, Bucksport,
Was Bn to > o. It. It., Vaiiceboro, St. Stephen
(Pit iti-l, sr. Andrews, St. John and ,,11 AroosTUI-WE£KLT SAILINGS.
took Couty via Vaiiceboro, Halifax and the
Provinces. The train
a.
g Saturday night
Boston
does not connect to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and
Foxerof, nor beyond Bangor.
F.cm
Mon
WHITE MOUNTAIN DIVISION.
8.50 a. m. For Bridgton. Harrison,
£ nd
Fabyans,
Burlington, Lancaster, St. Johnsbury, SherFrom Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. ra. FTom brooke. Qu-bec, Montrea',
St. Paul
Chicago,
Fine streei Wharf, Fhiladelphla, at3p. m. Iu- and Minneapolis.
suranee effected at office.
I. 05 p.m. For Sebago Lake, Bridgton. HarFreights for the W'est by the Penn. R. R. and rison North Conway, Fabyans, Lancaster,
South forwardeu l>y connecting lines.
Colebrcok and Beecher Fails.
Round Trip §18.00
Passage $10.00.
0.00 p. m. ForSebago Lake. Cornish, BridgMeals and room included.
ton, Jia iisun, North Conway and Bartlett.
For freight or passage apply to IF. P. WING,
nUXDAY i it At a a,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
F. B. Sampson, Treasurer and General Man7 2oa. m. Paper train for Bangor, Bath, and
ager, 89 State St, Fiske Building, Boston, Mass. for Rockland except Ferry Transfer at Bath.
oct22dtf
12.4) p. in. For Ln.mwick, Lewiston, Bath,
Augusta, Waterville and Bangor.
II. 00 p. m. Nig.it E>d e>s for all points.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
From Bartlett, No. Conway and Harrison.
8.25 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanic l alls, 8.35
a. m.; Waterville, Augusta and Rockland, 8.45
am.; Bangor, auvusta and Rock la an. 12.15
S!earner.
From Montreal.
From Quebec, p. m.; Skowhegai:, Farmington, Kumford Fabs
and Lewiston, 12.20 p.m.; Beecher Falls. Fab♦Ottoman.
Oct. 10, daylight, direct
yans and Bridg on, 1155 p. m.; Skowhegan,
Oct. 13, daylight, direct.
♦Roman,
Waterv
and Rockland. 5,20 p. m.;
Vancouver. Oct. 20. daylight, Oct. 20, 2 d. m. St. John,lie,St.Augusta
Stephens, (Calais), Bar Harbor.
Nov. 3, daviignt. Nov. 3, 2 p. in.
Dominion.
Aroostook County, Moosehead Lake and BanCambroman, Nov. 10, daylight. Nov. 10, 2 p.m.
gor. 5.35 p. m.; Rangeiey, Farmington, Rom•These steamers do not carry passengers.
ford Falls and Lewiston, 6.45 p. m, Chicago,
No.
Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans,
Conway,
Br dgt'-n, 7.66 p. in.; Bar Harbor and Hangar,
Boston to
via.
l. zo a. ni.
»t. .John, noiuton, sc.
Hamax,
ciany;
Steamer.From Boston.
Stephen, Bar Harbor, Bangor, 3.50 a. m.
SundAvs- Bangor and Lew i-tor, 12.25 p. m. j
New England,
Oct. 10th, 10.30 a. m.
Bangor, l 25 a. m.; Halifax, St. John, VaucoRATES OF PASSAGE.
boro and Bangor, 3.59 a. in.
First Cabin—$50.0) and up single.
ReGKO. H. EVANS, V. P. & G. M.
trim—$100.00 and up, according to steamer
F. E. ROOTI1BY, G. P. & T. A.
in., and 2.15 p
C. W.

Liverpool.

2 38 Class; Purse $150.

10.30 a,

—

6 dis

A liela of live horses came out In the
2.38 class, and the first beat was a very
broke
and
Capt. Haff
pretty one
dropped back to fourth place only to
make up for lost ground and to give
Earnestine a hot finish for the honors.
In the second heat, Capt. Haff, after
standing a good chance, broke. Maud
M. and Capt. Haff fought it out for second, the former winning
The third heat proved to be the decidwinning.
again
ing one, Earnestine
Capt. Haff broke at the quarter and at
the three-quarters, but at that finished
second. The summary:

Island, 6.45,

11.50,

a.
4.29 p.
m.
m„
For Little and Great Diamond Islands,
and Trefethens
Landings, Peaks Island, 5.30, 7.00, 8.00, 10.30 a. in., 2.15,4.00, 6.15
p. m.
Jl(-turn—Leave Little Diamond Island,
6.10, 7.61, 9.10, 11.40 a. HI., 3.25, 4.10, 6.30 p. in.
ltd nr n
Leave Great Diamond Island,
645, 7.50. 9.05, 11.36 a. ill.. 3.20, 4.15. 6.35 p. ni.
lletiirn—Leave Trefethen’s Landing,
Peaks Island, 6.00, 7.46. 9.00, 11.30 a, ir.., 3.16,
4.20. 6.40 p. m.
For Ponce's Lauding, Long Island, 8.09,
10.30 a. m.. 2.15 p. m.
l Return—8.45, 11.15 a.m., 3.00 p.m.

4 3 2
8 4 3
5 5 4

crowd and which was one of the best
While strolling
attractions of the day
along the “Midway,” “Pop” ran into
Ticket Office,
Depot at foot of India the freak negro with the soft head, who
Street.
is open to engagements at all of the country fair3. “Smoke” is the Filipino who
a canvass
anti entreats
bends through
the
sporting inclined to try their Mck
STEAMERS.
with
a
baseball.
his noodle
at hitting
Up to the time that Williams with his
aim as well as
strong arm and acourate
ail of his old time speed, appeared on the
hundred men
like
one
scene, something
tested their prowess and
and boys had
themselves
poor
Beginning Oct. 16th, 1900, steamers will leave had shown
pretty
Portland Pier, Mondays, Wednesdays arid Fri- marks.
“Smoke” had the laugh on all
days at ll a. ni.. for Cousins', Littlejohn’s, of these aspiring athletes.
But is was
Great Chebeague (Hamilton’s Landing,) Orr’s
when
different
“Pop” snatched up
Island, Ashdale, Small Point Harbor and
the balls and sent them whirling through
Gundy's Harbor.
Back and forth in double
air.
Tuesdavs. Thursdays and Saturdays at2p. the
in., for Oous us’, Littlejohn’s and Great Che- quick time went the black face and the
done none too soon In orbeague, (llami ton’s Landing.)
was
dodging
Return Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
der to avert a dilapitated countenance.
Leave Great Chebeague at 7.30 a. m.. Lit loThe ball
striking pell mell against the
jdhn's 7.45 a. in.. Cousins’ Island 7.50 a. m.f head of “Smoke”
would" make a crackarrive Portland 8.55 a. m.
and then bounce high over
sound
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays leave ing
out into the crowd.
canvass and
Candy's Harbor at 0 a. m., Ashdale 6.20- a. in., the
Small Point 6.40 a. m., oir’s Island 8.oo a. in.,
This was line sport while it lasted and
Great Ohebe igue (Hamilton’s Landing) 9.30 a.
the
events that should have
was one of
m.. Littlejohn’s 9.45 a. in., Cousins’ 9.50 a. m.,
been advertised.
arrive Portland 11.00 a. ni.

Pullman «Palace Sleeping Cars are run
night trains and Parlor Cars on day uains.

STEAMBOAT CO.

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.

{SPECIAL TO THB PKKSS.i

’C.CO

a.m.,1.30. and 60tp.ni
and
Montreal,
8.15
Chicago.
and *6 00 p. in., reaching Montreal at

cascITbay

Custom House Wharf,

ter

Young Children Burned to Death

Leave Union Station for
Old
Pine
Point,

Searboro Beach,
Orchard,
Saco,
North
Kennebunk,
BerBlddefordf
Dover,
Exeter,
Haverhill,
wick,
Boston.
Lawrence, Lowell,
12.65, 4 30
p. m.; arrive Boston, 5.18. 8.22 p .m.
EASTERN

DIVISION.

Leave Union Station for Boston and Way
Stations, 9.00 a. m.; Blddeford, KUtery,
Portsmouth,
Newburyport,
Salem,
Lynn, Boston, 2.00, 9.00 a. in., 32.45, 6.00 D. in.;
arrive Boston 5.57 a. m 12.40, 4.00, 9.05 p. m.;
Leave Boston at, 7.30, 9.00 a. in
12.30, 7.00,
7.45 p. m., arrive Portland 11A5 a. 111.,
12.05,
4.30,10.16, 10.45 p, m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

Station for Blddeford, lottery, Poitsmouth, Newburyport, Salem,
Lynn, Boston, 2.00 a. m., 12.45 p. ID.. arrive
Boston 5.57 a. m., 4.C0 p. m. Leave Boston
for Portland, 9.00 a. Di.,
7.00
p. m., arrive
Port n
12.10, 19.30 p. m.
t—Daily except Mc.-mUs,
Leave Union

W. N. <fc P. D1V.
Station foot of Preble street.
rot
Worcester, Ulnton, Ayer, Naslmo,
Windham, Eitplu);, Manchester, Concord and Points North 7.34 a. in., 12.33 p. m.;
Rochester, Sprlugvale, Alfred, Waterboro. Saco River, 7.34 a. m., 12.33, 5.33 p. m.;
Gorham, Westbrook, Cumberland Mills
Westbrook Jet., Woodfords, 7.33, 9.45- a.
ir.
12.33. 3.05, 5.33. 6.20
Trains
m.,
p.
arrive
from
1.0 7
Worcester,
m.;
p.
Rochester, 8.25 a. m.. 1.07, 5.48 p. m.; Gorham and Wav Stations, 6.40, 8.25, 10.47 a. m.,
1.07, 4.15, 5.48 p. in.
1>. J. PLANDBRS, G. P. <fc T. A.
o

tsdtt

Portland & Yarmouth Electric

and
staunch
The
elegant
steamer
DlNGuEY” and
“GOV.
"BAY STATE”
alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Portland,
and India Wharf, Boston, at 7.00 p. m. dally,
Slindavs excepted.
meet every
of
These steamers
demand
modern steamship service in safety,
speed,
of
traveling.
comfort and luxury
Lowell
Through tickets for Providence,
Worcester, New York, etc., etc.
J.F. L18CDMB, Gen. Manager
THOMAS M. BARTLETT. Age.it.

Ry. Co,
Leave Elm St. for Underwood Soring, 6.45,
a.
till
43
8.15.
8.
<5
12
hah
m.,
m„ hourly
7.45,
p.
hourly till 7.45 p. m.. hourly tilt 10.4) p. m. For
at
same
time,
omitting 115, 2.45,
Yarmouih,
Leave Yarmouth
4.15, 5 46 and 7.15 p. m. trips,
5.40, 6.40. 7.10, 7.40 a in., hourly 1 ill 12.43
p m., 1.10, 2.10, 2.40, 3.40. 4.10, 5.10, 5.40, hourly
till 9.40 p. m.
Leavo Underwood Soring for
Port and 6,10, 7.10. 7.4'), 8.10 a. m., hourly till
1.10 p. m., half hourly till 7.10. hourly till 10.10
p.

ni.

Sundays for Underwood

Spring and Yaruith from 8.15 a. m. half hourly to 9.45 p. m.
Last ear from Underwood for Portland at 9.10
p. in. and from Yarmouth 8.40 p. m.
m

octsdtf

—

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

..

Desert & Mactilas St,b

COMMENCING

—

STEAMEKS.

GREAT EA1R

scoring four or five times the word
Newmaroh was in
finally given.
the lead from the start, but it looted at
at Holyoke, Mass.
the
home
stretch that he might be
He was perfe ctly 6teady, howpressed.
October 13,—Four ever, and was
equal to the emergency.
Holyoke, Mass
Oompauy.
and
Bay Dean had a close
HA 1J.ED—Steamer Tvnedale, Loudon; tug yomg children of O'Tde liernlohe were Scooter
second position, the former
Hudson, with barge J K King.
burned to death In a tire, In a tenement scrap for
SUNDAY, Oct. 141
a
This ended the
on Cabot
nose.
The lire Is winning
by
street, tonight.
Arrived.
supposed to have started from an explo- race. The summary:
Steamer Freshfleld (Br), Norton, Shields—
sion of
a kerosene
2.19 Class; Purse 5200.
lamp while the chilTo B Retard & Co.

MVJi

Gamecock, Wiuterport; Lady Antrim, (Rockland; Laura T Chester, Leona, Silas McLoou,
Julia Baker, and J Chester Wood,
Rockland;
money
Bangor; Ralph K Grant. Prospect Harbor;
Inez, Maohias; Eklora,
Delaware,
Bangor;
■■■..:
v.'
vi;p===^=.— '.r- Bertha May, do; tug Paoli, Portlaud.
Cld )3th, schs Frank A Palmer. Rawddlng.
SAILING G— V8 OP OCEAN STEAMERS
Newport News; Native Amertcau, Cole, for
on
Eastport.
Deutschland.
Ntav York.. Hamburg
.Oct 1G
Sld 13th, sclt Alary Wiley*,for Portland,
St Paul. ..Now Y.ork. >outhani’tn..Oct 18
Sld fin tlib Boads. schs E M Sawyer, BucksGermanic.New York. .Liverpool... Oct 16
port; Douglas Haynes, for Dover.
Westernland .New York. .Antwerp ....Oct 17
ATLANTIC CITY-Ar 12th, sch E H King,
Lorraine.New York. .Havre.Oct 17 Holmes, Calais.
Anchoria.New York. .Glasgow.... oct 17
Sld 12th, soli L M Wood, Porter, Newborn.
Lucania...... New York. .Liverpool....Oct 18
BRUNSWICK—Ar I3th, sch Viola lteppard,
Minnehaha— Now York. .London.Oct20 Moody, Boston,
New York.. Rotterdam.. .Oct 20
Amsterdam
Sld i: h. sch Jos W Hawthorn, Barter, for
■‘Ht Louis.New York. .So’ampton. ..Oct 20 Newbury port.
•V. H. MCDONALD, Man tger,
Majestic ..... New York. .Liverpool....Oct 20
BALTIMORE—Ar 12th, sch Eva B Douglass,
Vancouver.Montreal.
Liverpool.. ..Oct 20 Bennett, New York.
Tel. 19-4.
Ollicc. 158 Commercial St,
Mexico .New York. .Havana.Oct 20
Ar 13th, schs Kobt G Dun, Kelley, Hillsboro;
octl3dtf
Numldian.Montreal... Liverpool .Oct 20 Maggie S IIm, Farrow, Bangor; Geu Ames,
PUladelphia.. New York. Laguayra. ...Oct20 Dodge, New York.
Bretagne.New York. .Havre.cot 24
CM I3tli, sch Eleazer W Clark, Portland.
BATH —Ar lbili. sell John Rose, Philadelphia
Kensington.. ..New York. .Antwerp ... Oct 24
K Friedrich....Now York. .Hamburg. ..Oct 25
Sla 13th, sell Jas W dwell. Washington.
Beginning October 1,1900, steamer Aucocisco
Maracaibo.New York. .San Juan ...Oct 27
CAPE HENRY—Passed out 12th, tug Georges
Portlaud
win ieive
Pier, Portland.
daily,
Corinthian.Montreal... Liverpool.... Oct 2 7 Creek, with barge C for Portland.
CHATHAM—Passed llth, schs Sarah W Sundays excepitd, at 2.30 p. m., for Long islMinneapolis... .New York.. London...... Oct 27
Great
l/ittle
and
and,
Chebeaaue, Cliff IslWerra.New York. .Genoa.Oct 27 Lawrence, from Newport News for Boston;
Mesaba.New York. .London.Oct 27 Chas Davenport, do for Portland; Mary Man- and, So. Harpswell, Bailey’s and Orr’s Island.
Return for Portland—Leave Orr’s Island,and
Astoria.New York. .Glasgow... .Oct 27 ning. from Baltimore for Por smooth.
Arrive Portland,
Patricia.New York. Hamburg—Oct 27
HONOLULU—Sld 1st, sliip E B Sutton, Car- above landings, 7.00 a. ni.
9.30
a. m.
Umbria.New York. .Liverpool ..Oct 27 ver, New York.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen, Mgr.
octldtf
Ar 13th. steamer Commonwealth, Liverpool:
Trojan Prince..New York. .Naples.Oct 27
Oct 27
Statendam.New York.. Rotterdam
HYANNIS—Ar 12th, sch Henry May, for
Cymric.New York.. Liverpool... Oct 30 Calais, and sailed.
Kaiser WdeG New York. Bremen.Oct 3 >
In port 13th, sch Mattie J Alles, and Clara
Porllan Mt.
Co
New York... .New York.. S’thanipton Oct 31 Jane, (returned).
Oceanic.New York. .Liverpool... .Oct 31
KEYAYEST—Ar 12th, sch Goodwin StodNoordland.New York. .Antwerp... .Oct3t dard, from Newport News.
Friday, April 20th. the
NEWPORT NEWS—Sld 12th. sch Georgie L
Aquitaine.New York. .Havre.Nov 1
steamer
Parisian.Montreal
Livernool|...Nov 3 Drake. Skoliield, Bermuda.
FRANK JONES
Carrcas.New York. .Laguayra ..Nov 3
NORFOLK—Ar 12th. schs Henry H ChamFurnessla.New York. .Glasgow... Nov 3 berlain, Lewis, and Abbie Bowker, Perry, from will, weather
permitting, leave Portland
and
at
Campania^... New York. .Liverpool...Nov 3 New York.
11.00
Tuesdays
Fridays
p. nr
Menominee
sld 12th, sch Lizzie H Brayton, Rogers, from for Rockland,
Bar Harbor and MachiasNew York. London.Not 3
landings.
ReSpaarndam ....New York Rotterdam.. Nov 3 Fall River.
port and intermediae
Ar 13th, sch Mary Staiidish, Gilchrist, Phila- turning
leave
Dominion.Montreal ..Liverpool ...Nov 3
Machiasport Mondays and
Latin.NewiYork. .Bremen.Nov 8 delphia.
Thursdays at 4 a. m. for all landings, arriving
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool....Nov 6
Sld 13th, sch Elizabeth M Cook,, Hill, New Portland 11.00 p. m.
8f Paul.New York .So’amnton. .Nov 7 York.
F.E. BOOTHBY
GEO. F. EVANS.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 12th, sch Grace Bailey,
Gen’l Mgr.
Columbia.New York. Hamburg...N»v 7
G. P. & T. A,
F der Grosso .New York. Bremen.Nov 8
aprl8cltf
Jersey City.
bales.

..

WHEAT.

were

FLOUR.

rUlonnn

wa,,or

I'OUT OF PORTLAND

Bailey,

..

Grain

\>5/o

65

Union Pacific lsts.
Quotations o£ stocks—
Oet. 12.

...

Corn, bag lots.
Meal, bag lots.

Haddock.

103%
Bs%

Brie. new.
Brie is lug.

Flout

Corn,

114%

M.o.;a.aii.« xes..| 2d*..66
Oregon

PORTLYNtk Oct. 13.
Wheat closed easier Saturday at 74Va against
77V*c a week ago. Flour is steady with a good
jobbing demand. Spot Corn is him and scarce
at unchanged prices. Fork steaijr, firmly held
Butter fairly active with
at the-late advance.
an upward tendency. Linseed oil strong and 2c
higher; now quoted 64c.

134

H4%

68%

ar;e uen. 4s.
iMinsas

Portland Wiioleur

Oct 13,
s34j

New 4S. res... ..134
New «. •••oun.134
New ....H4'/a
New ss.'.coup.114%
Denver «* n» u.jlst.1( 3%

K1

3

31

Corrected by Swan Si
Middle street.

Ei ports.

steamship —26,335 bush bush of
shocks «<) bags
peas 48.729 do cats 16,853 bdl
mover seed 370 b ,gs split peas 791 bales bay
5593 pcs
corn
bush
cheese
boxes
39.972
1360
de -1 7850 sacks flour 2 cts book shelves looo
146
cattle.
lard
pis

6-15
6 02

5

days. .11 071 Moon rises”..11 19

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 12tli, sclis Gouldsboro
French, New York; Clara Goodwin, Piukham,
Portland.
Cld 12th, schs Addle Jordan. Emerson. Saco;
John Francis, Saunders, Hath ; Alice Holbrook,
Ellis, Allyns Point; Mary K Olys. Moore, Halloweli; Young Brothers, snow, Boston.
Ar 13th, sclis Tofa, "Wilson, lm Jacksonville;
Benj C Frith, Keene, Boston; Jeremiah Smith,
Parsons, New York; Harold J McCarty, Flvnn,
do; Chas 11 Wolston. Hinckley, do; sclis Levi
Hart, Pendleton, Bangor: Mary C Stewart,
Blddeford; Willie L Maxwell, Tinker, Jacksonville: Frank T Stinson Wallace, Portland.
Marcus Hook—Passed tiowu 12th, sch 11 T
Rundlett, for Jacksoavillo.
Reedy Island—Passed dowu 13th, sch Addle
Jordan, Philadelphia for Saco.
Delaware Breakwater—Ar 12th, sch Longfellow, from New York for Lowes.
Ar
Sih, ship W F Babcock, from Honolulu,
for orders.
Passed up 12th, sch Charles II Wolston, from
New York for Philadelphia.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 18th, sch Mary E Palmer. Newport News; Douglas Haynes, NYork
for Dover.
Sid 13th, ach Cassie F Bronson, for Newport
News.
SAVANNAH—Ar 11th, sch Ella L Davenport, from Portsmouth.
V1NEYAKD-HAVEN—Ar 13th, schs David S
Siner. Ellzabethport for Boston; Victor, Baltimore for do; Northern Light, Rondout for Port
land; Commerce, from Si George for Rockland;
Florida, N't ,v York for do; H L Martin. Newport News fpr Portland; Edward Stewart, from
Philadelphia for Bangor: tug Carbouero, with
barge Maple Hill, do for Portland,
Passed lath, sch Damietta & Johanna, bound

LIVEI)Tn
Amt Charles
a

SANFOHI)

Hammond

Figured

in

Fire Case There.

It seems that Charles Hammond who,
with Fred E, Koberts and George T.
Critchenson was held In the sum of $4C00
Bach for complicity In causing the lire in
a
photographic gallery in Marlboro,
in Sanford.
at one time lived
Hammond went to Sanford In 18y8 and
hired rooms over the American Express
office, where he opened a photograph

BRIDGTON & SACO RIVER
parts of New Brunswick, Nova Beotia,
The
Prince Edward Island and Capo Breton.
favorite route to Campobello and St. Andrews,
N. B.
fsimmer Arrangement.
On and alter Monday, May 14. steamers will
leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 5 30 p. m. Returning leave St. John, Kastport and Lubec Monand all

days and'Friday.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination.
jg^—Frelght received up to 4.00
p.m.
Hor tickets and staterooms apply at the Pine
Ttree Ticket Office, 270 Mid he street, or for
other information at Company's Office, Railroad
Wharf foot of State street,
J. F. LISCOMB, Supt
H. P.
HERSEY, Agent.
may tf
KLW lOiUi DIRECT LINE,

Mass.,

insurd by a
When he had been In
Portland agency.
Sanford about three weeks the building
was cleaned out by a fire whloh caught
in some mysterious manner in the upper
The
occupied by Hammond.
Btory,
building, which belonged to E. K. Beninsured
nett, was
by Nowell’s agency.
From this lire Hammond seoured $1,000,
the full amount of his policy.

gallery.

His

goods

were

RAILROAD CO.

Easipor. iittma, Calais St. John.N.tS. Halim i.s*

SVlaine
S o.I0

Steamship Go.

)t and Sound

By Dayll.-ht.

3 TRIPS PtR WEEK-

The steamships Horatio Hall and
liottan
alternatively leave Franklin

Maix-

Wharf,

Portland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
at 6 p. m. tor New York, direct. Returning, leave
Pier 38. E, R., Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturn
days at 5 p.

m.

These steamers are superbly fitted
nished for passenger travel and afford
onvenlent and comfortable routs
Portland and New York.
J. F. LISCOMB. General
XIIOS- M. BARTLETT. Agt

and furthe most
between
Agent.
GCUdtt

IN

EFFECT,

SOOO

OCT. 8,
FOR

liridglon, Harrison,

Norih

Bridg-

lou, WcstSeba^o, Suulii Bridg*
tou, Waterford and Sweden.
A. M. P. M. P. M,
1.05
6.0 Q
Leave Portlnnu MCim.8.50
2.23
7.26
Leave Bridgton Junction, 10.08
3.18
8.21
11.08
Arrive Bridgton,
3.41
11.34
8.48
Arrive Harrison.
J- A. Bennett, Supt.
octsdtf

Portland & Rumiord Falls Ry,
£«

Effect Oct. 8, lOOO,
DEPARTURES

8.30 A. M. and 12.55 noon. From Union Station
for Poland. Mechanic Falls." Buokfleld. Canton, Dixnold and Kumford Fails.
8.30 a. m. 12.55 noon and 5.15 p. m. From Union
Station for Mechanic Falls and intermediate
stations.
12.55 noon from Union Station for Bemis.,

K, C. BRADFORD, Traffic Manager,
Portland Mains.
E. L. LOYKJOY, Superintendent,
Sumford
Falls. Main*,
jeiS dtf

ffi&ibbii$6
Hear

the

Furniture

—

Manager

§.5Utibbti$o

Gong!

Bargain

The

XiDhacK^

$%£ibbi(1t6

■

this

Tor

u

of the Birth of the J. K. Lioby Company

The Second Anniversary

AJVJVIVEKSAKy WEEK..

-

Fl/KJVITl/KE STOKE.,
“Give

Kindle

such

Thai's

the Six

me

a

Congress

Street Windotos

Trade Illumination

to hat the

Portland

as

let him TELL his

Bargain-Story

At this the

The “Hub-OaS” Heater.

Effective, economical, oinamenal,'Inexpensive.

&

House-furnishing Trade hasn't

to

opening of

celebrate the

so toe

give

We sell these feathers by the pound:
! Made of Selected Qaartered Oak, has
65c
Pure live geese feathers,
j1 large French Plate Mirror, handsome
Pure live geese feathers, down mixed,
at top,fall swell front, one lined
90c carvings
Sea Fowls Feather Pillows, _5_ pounds a drawer for silver splendidly polished.
$17.89
pair, price pair,
Anniversary Sale Price,
Other Side-boards, $15.00, 18.00,
25,00,
up to $55.00

Chairs,

be twenty
Our

The ft eta House K^eeper.
Cooking Range. The Best is none
good, and in this case the Best costs

correct

no more

figured
and filled with

money tnan tne ordinary.

The Best js

“The

nub’’

Hotels in Portland

use

“The

to

Turkey down Pillows, 7 pounds to the
51.69
pair,
Cylinder Bolsters, made to lit any bed
and

Hub”

It docs

more

(and better) cooking,
we

know of. Has a 20 iuch oven, and has all

improvements.
high shelf,
With high shelf,
the latest

Wo

have other

“Hubs,”

$22.00
$26.00
still

Anniversary Sale ol Iron and Brass
Beds. We_bave scarcely any competition
In this line of goods.

Our own make.

Made by the same manufacturer as the
Hub Bange.
An Ideal Heater for
Parlor, Sittingroom,

Library

Several sizes.
§1G 50

or

Nursery.
Bargain prices.
§33.00
§19.00

W9 know—and warrant—what goss Into
them.
We know the honesty of the making.
YOU KNOW how our prices contrast
with those of “our friend, the competitor.”
No. l Cray Drawing, weight 40 lbs

MaXjng

country.
We oiler you an Iron

cut, heavily enamelled;

Bed like above
brass rail which

Hair Mattresses made in smaller sizes
less weight still lower.
No. 1 Cair Hair Mattress,
|6.00
[5.00
[No. 1 Gocoanut Fibre Mattress,
6.G0
"No. 1 Cotton Mattress,
4 50
No. 1 Wrool Mattress,
2.50
No. 1 Excelsior, soft tops,
All the above except the excelsior we

$6.50
price from
$16.00 to $50.00 put in two parts.

Is untarnishable at
BiiASS BEDS ranging in

J, B. LIBBY CO.
PRESS.

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

15—Kotary

shaft movement.

steel attachments,
15— Bent wood-work.
16— Does perfect work,
Sycamore, Oak or Walnut,
Box top,

$17 £0

-•

Drop-head

19.00

We warrant them for five years,

These are made for

comfort

as

well

We have sold this machine many years
and do not remember a siuglo case where
the buyer was dissatisfied with it.

as

ADVANTAGES

One special has oak frame, bast steel
No. 1—Woven Wire, the J. K. L. make,
60 cord spring,
52.50 springs, covered with choice velour, good
2.25
No. 2—Woven Wire Spring,
size. Anniversary pric3,
$15.00
No. 8—Woven Wire Spring,
2 00
Others at $11.00, 12.00, 17.00 to 35.00.
Double Deck lace with spiral spring,
6.00
Hall Furniture.
The famous National Spring, Iron
and
6.50
Evirj for. of Hall burnishing,medium
frame,
The 6ame with wood frame,
5.00
and high grades,all at Calico profits.
Chairs,
These frames are made to lit both Iron
and Wood Beds at the same price.
Hundreds of
feet of floor space
Tbvo
covered with them.
Machines.
'Room.
To illustrate the Bargain-lsh quality of
Side-boards, Dining Tables, Chairs,
the chairs we show you this one.
and everything for out-fitting the Dining-

DEMOB-

1— It

Is

constructed

on

the lock stitch

2— It is a high arm machine, the size
under arm being S)4x5% inches.
5—It is made of the .very best material,
the bearings are all of hardened steel, and

by their easy adjustability.
4— It has an automatic take-up which
is noiseless in operation.
5— The feed is double, and the feed motion is simply perfet; no partial or halffeed is possible with “The Demurest.”

Setting

room.

“THE

principle.

**Thoroughbred"

2lining

OP

EST.“

Fancy

6— The tension has combined with it a
thread releasing device, which Is a great

advantage.

To illustrate the
this side-board.

7— The
Is
shuttle
absolutely selfthreading. In this way a great deal of
time Is saved, besides annoyanoe,
8— The tenElon in the shuttle Is perfect, f
9— The thumb-screw on the arm regu- I

moderate prices see

Oxter.

We take your old, flattened-out mattress
and by our special thorough methods,
make it over as good as new.
Price of re-making,
§3.00
4.35
Price, we furnish new tick,
All Hair ^Mattresses for full size are
made in two pieces unless otherwise orThe “CHALLENGE” at §17.50-(Drophead §19.00.)
The *l)EMOKEST” at §19.00—(Drophead §21.00.)
We know of no legitimate reason why
ANY Sewing Machine should cost a penny more than the above figures.
Tne several higher priced Machines are
higher price, not J became they are better
or cost more to make, but because they
co6t mere to sell.
The “CHALLENGE” Sewing Machine
Is a “Thoroughbred,” ^having all
the
best improvements found in machines
at double the cost.

by steaming.
That’s not the best process.
and thoroughly deodorize
To clean
Feathers, the “Cold-Blast” process T8
Ideal, This leaves the Feathers pure,
odorless; ([free ffrom [animal matter; the
down is preserved and the entire mass is

w*

/

duffed up to stay.

J. R. LIBBY CO.

working parts.

14— All

beauty.

J. R, LiBBY GO.

At eight o clock this evening Mrs. J. of three new copper Jwires between PortW. C, Roberts will speak at the Y. M. C. land and Boston, These wires run over
All the Western Division of the Boston and
Water
pressure will he light on the A. rooms on “The Isle of Wight.”
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.
Maine railroad from Portland to North
as
are Invited.
ladies
and
levels
Wednesday
Tuesday
high
Berwick and thence over the Eastern dithe supply must be shut off for an ex3. B. Libbv Cc.
The wires aiy called
PERSONALS.
vision to Boston.
A. H. Evans.
amination cf the conduit at the lake. ^
Dr. Au tin Tenney.
Nos, 33, 49 and 60,
Dr. F. A. Tenney has returned from
Haskell & Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. William W. Thomas have
Roscae S. Davis,
Chicago and has opened an office at No.
lablotierbeck & Foss Co.
taken possession of their new home on ESCAPED FROM REFORM SCHOOL
street.
614
Congress
yeo. H. Urilfen.
Danforth street.
Wanted Hustling Salesman,
one of them a
Two
Portland men,
Mr, Albert L. Elder of Windham, who
pwen. .Moore & Co.
Mr^and Mrs. Clarence Peabody have policeman, were out gunning in the
was run into by a Westbrook Electric oar
D. C. E-lwell.
Frank M. Low & Co.
about two weeks taken possession of their new home on woods near the State Reform school on
near Brighton corner
Water Notiee.
is still at the Maine Geneial hospi- Emery street,
Friday, when they saw coming through a
ago,
AMU8KMENTS.
Mrs. Persls B.'Blethen and daughter, field on the run two bare headeS boys
tal. He i6 improving and the chances are
Maine Single Tax Association.
Miss Blanche Blethen of San Diego, Cal
whom they knew from their dress were
good for his recovery. The fracture of the
New Wants. For Sale, lo Let. Lost, Found skull was a bad one and It was at first formerly of this city, are
spending the inmates of the reformatory, The boys
ind similar advertisement* will be found on
of were
not survive the winter with Miss Clara E. Anderson
feared that he could
making rapid time for a thick tract
page 10 under appropriate Deads.
Cumberland street.
of woods and seemed to fear instant pureffects of the wound.
Judge Hill and wife and Mr. Frank suit. The two gunners with the visions
The trustees of Evergreen
cemetery
SELL YOUR HOUSE or
King and wife, are at Loon Lake, Range- of reward for the capture of these escaphav<^ published a book containing the
for two weeks’ hunting.
LAND by advertising in
ing wards of the State in mind Instantly
city ordinance governing the cemetery ley,
Otto Stephenson, civil engineer of Seatand the rules established in accordance
separated and started to head off the
the DAILY PRESS. Has
the
over
Grand
arrived
One of them in
It by the trustees. The book is tle, Washington,
with
going
youngsters.
ads
estate
more
real
Trunk Saturday morning on a visit to
through aJhicket scared up a fleck of
handsomely llluscratod. Persons desiring
than
He was too much of a
four partridges,
any other paper.
obtain them by applying to his parents.
copies may
Captain J. S. Winslow and family will sportsman not to take a shot at them and
he superintendent.
Reaches more probable
the winter in Arizona,
annual meeting of the Portland spend
The
banged away, The boys hearing the rebuyers. 25 cents a wee k,
Former Treasurer cf the United States
Festival chorus will be held at the Y.
port of the gun change! their oourse an!
N. Jordan of New York was at the made around a
M. C. A, building, Monday at 8 p. m. C.
swamp, thus escaping the
Mr*. Winslow-”* Soothing Syrup.
the city
who had shot at the partridges.
man
Mr. and Mrs. Chapman are expected to Falmouth hotel Friday, leaving
Has been used over Fifty Years oy millions of be
His companion, the policeman, did some
present and matters of Importance will Saturday morning,
mothers for their children while
Teething,
tall sprinting and tried to head off one
be brought to the attention of the chorus.
It soothes the child,
with p?rfecf success.
WILL OCCUPY NEW BUILDING.
of the boys but the little fellow 6aw him
Saturday morning, Thomas Davis essoftens the gums, allays Pain, cures Wind
from the Keform school. He was
The addition of the Union Mutual's through an opening in the woods and
Colic, regulates the bowels, and 13 the best caped
his course sped away in
emedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from at [work in the garden and during a few new seven-story block to the real estate again changing
teething or other causes. For sale by Drug- minutes while he was not under obser- on Exchange street will be likely to the direction of the highway. The policeBe sura ai d vation, he left the premises.
left his horse hitched not far
Hs belongs
gists in every Dart of the world.
bring about an extensive shifting of busi- man had
ask for Mis. Winslow’s Soothing fiyruo, 25 cts in Belfast.
He is 18 years of age, and ness offices.
Former Governor Henry B. away from the spot towards which the
a bottle
is a large boy, weighing over 200 pounds, Cleaves ha3
taken Ja lease of a choice youngster was running and was afraid
CASTORIA
At a meeting of the directors of the suite in the new blook, and another suite that the boy would make off with his
The Portland copper ran at the
team.
Union Safe Deposit and Trust Compa- will be
Bears the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.
occupied by Hon. George P
In use for more than thirty years, and
ny held Saturday morning a dividend Wescott, Portland s most prominent cor- top of his speed and succeeded in gainof 2 1-2 per cent on its poration manage, who is at present lo- ing upon the boy who again changed his
declared
was
The Kind You Have Always Bought.
of $250,0Z0, for the six cated In the Casco Bank building. This course plunged knee deep through a bog
stock
capital
CASTORIA
When the policeman
months ending October 15, 1900.
fchange will bring into closer proximity and disappeared.
Bears the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.
I Petitions in bankruptcy have been Messrs. Wescott, Cleaves and the Hon. F. tried to follow the boy he got mired in
This boy
In use for more than thirty years, and
filed by Oren B. Staples, Bidleford; Ed- E, Richards, whose names have come to the bog and gave up the race.
ward
B, Golden, Lewiston; Edmond be linked at the head of Portland’s list was still at large at last accounts.
The Kind You Have Always Bought.
The other escaping prisoner from the
of influential politicians
Bergeron, Blddeford.
CASTORIA
reformatory when he separated from his
A meeting of the Bryan Zouaves will be
Bears the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.
held at 46 Middle street at 7.39 o'clock THREE NEWS WIRES TO BOSTON. companion ran into the arms of a citizen
In use for more than thirty years, and
Business of Importance Is
On Saturday the Western Union Tele- of Htroudwater who returned him to the
this even n’.
The Kind Yon Have Always Bought,
i to be transacted.
graph oompany oompleted the stringing Reform school forthwith. The policeman

TPTF1

's

J. R. LIBBY GO.

5— Self-adjusting

9— Automatic bobbin-winder.
10— No springs.
II— Every movement positive,
la—Hardened steel-bearngs.

"The 'DemoresiP

$20 00
Pure S. A. Hair, weight 40 lbs. dered.
518 00
No. 2 Pure Black Hair, weight 4o lbs
15 00 "Ptllobvs and "Bolsters.
No. 3 Pure Black Hair, weight-40 lbs
Most all the Feathers on sale are cleaned
12 00

or

arm.

shuttle.
7— Self-setting needles.

$22.00

No. 1.

Our stockjcomes in large quantities direct from ODe of the largest makers in the

4— High

£1.89, 2.50, 2.75

^

Hand-Made Mattresses.

long

o—Double feed.

velour order, and Is handsome in finish.
Three grades,

$4 89 up

the

hereabouts

6— Self-threading

both sides

on

famlles

3—No noise.

Couches,

$2 50

Beds.

SPECIAL

enough to prove its excellences.
It has sixteen points of excellence.
I— Eight running.
2—Easily managed.

We are agents for this famous sweeper.
It is without contradiction the mosl
effective Carpet Sweeper made.
It not only saves ^labor, it saves youi

square'

more

Mattresses, 7*illotus and
'Bolsters.

same

and in

mark »t

'BisselVs Carpet Stveeper4

$8.89

'RocKjzrs

Price without

elaborate at $27.00, $30.00 and $40.00.

Meial Beds.

covered to match any mattress,

Spring

Ranges.
with les3 coal than any other Range

hair,

Others ranging in price from

enthusiastically endorsed by all the
principal Cooking Schools in the middle
All the leading
and eastern States.

some

you

A full set of attachments gees with
Made of fine, well seasoned, handsome!; 7
Has self setting needle1
3
every machine.
polished stock; is good enough for th
self-threading shuttle; automatic bobbin
best room in the house.
winder; positive feed-thread release, etc.’’
§5.0 ) etc.
Anniversary Price,
(We can sell you the Davis vertical feed
In
The multitude of others range
prie
at a very low price, send for
description.)
from §1.69, §5 89 up to £25.00,
The “UHALLliNGE" has been on

maae

at

and

used

give

time.
dust proof axle
Has “cyco?s bearings,
of all quartered
tubes, and all .the., latest improvements
the biggest sweeper factory in the
oak, highly pol- that
world can furnish. It dees broom work,
ished, cushions runs lightly, runs |either way, makes no
raises no dust, dumps dirt instantwith noise,
covered
ly by a px'essure on top, cannot get out of
leader is

too

toe

event.

styles.

a

for many-a-dayr

seen

these SeVen ffetospaper Columns instead, and

htm

THIK'D F\/KfiIT\/KE S^EAK

our

may

Housekeeping is

ril

SHOW it.

not

Morris

The first article of

and

enthusiastic Furniture-Seller says.

We can't give him the Six Windotos

OFFEKIffGS

AnniVersary-Furniture-Exhibition,

for An

lates the stitch.
10— By means of a simple device the
needle cannot be set wrong.
11— The bobbin winder is placed on the
arm of the
machine, and can be used
alone without running the machine.
13—The machine is self-feeding.
13— Many machines have a multitude of
springs which get out of order; in ‘The
Demorest” they are done away with except the presser-foot and take-up.
14— The machine is noiseless and very
light running and does not depend upon pads or appliances to deaden sound.
15— The driving wheel is guarded for
the protection of user’s garments,
16— The wood-work tia of special design, and the whole machine Is an ornain every nouse, and a delight to
ment
those who use it
The machine has a perfect AUTOMATIC BOBBIN WIN DDK. It has no cogs
to wear out and rattle.
Beware of any
machine THAT HAS COUS,
Price of Demorest,
$19.00
Price of Demorest, drop-head,
$31.30
We warrant them for five years.

J. B. LIBBY CO.

jRsays he wished hs had taken a pop at
the r a bridges himself instead of wasting
his strength and time in the pursuit
of
different kinds of birds.

I

now

WANTED,
FALLING

THE

LEAVES

YESTERDAY’S STORM
Began at

au

Early Hour and Contin-

ued All

Day

and

at Least
of the fact that the

frs

Suggestive

Night.

A disagreeable northeast rain storm put
in its appearance early yesterday mornThe rain
ing and continued alljday.
came down in torrents In the forenoon
for the most part of the afternoon,
and
turning into ah drizzle during the evening. It had been hoped that the severe
storm which raged for the first five days
of last week had subsided but it seems
that Friday and Saturday were only days
of Intermission for the same storm.
The waves dashed
high in the harbor
and many people %ent over to the Cape
shore in the afternoon to watch the unusually big breakers.

SEASON A Ymm MAN
AMO ¥0010 LADY

HOLIDAY

fall

I

X
J

Tho
and

Thanksgiving Turkey
the nice th*#p‘ con-

all

nected

with

it

one

of

to

has only one
asbestos lined oven,

our

and

After awhile they want Carpets beaten
Blankets Cleansed and Lace Curtains
done up.
1
^

THAT’S OUR BUSINESS.
Foster’s Dve House.

improved

Then if put on
nice quartered Oak

Dining Tables,
is

$

the

X

packed with everything new in
We have the
Jewelry line.
most complete stock in the city.

♦

yourself in a
chair, which
match,

X
•

Couch,

to our

X

McKenney, !
THE

JEWELER,

IVIonument
jly20dtf5Uior8tlip

|

Square. t

2

you

and you seat
nice comfortable

an

is

would

feel like

time

you everything usually found in
♦ a first class
jewelry establish*»- ment

Come

X

*

Crawford

a

which

Bange,
damper,

on

I

will *f>ok much

nicer if cooked in

X

!

get married, and go

THAT’S THEIR BUSINESS.

store we can show

♦

in love,

housekeeping.

cup flue strip
dock ash grate.

S

Hustling shoe sa’esman, one able to speak
French, for the best Known shoe store in Lewiston; state lowest aa’ary for the first three
months in first letter, is. i)., Box 1667.
octlSdlt

elegant

finished to
in a short

dropping
Hair

down
Filled

and as you are
passing
into dreamland say to
yourself
this is very
pleasant, and it did

not

cost

high

because it

came

from

“WE SELL ’EM.”

Roscoa S. Davis Co.
oct^eodat

Z, THOMPSON &• BR0„
ELM STREET.

octs_

dualQTOlte, I

